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The Honorable Alan Simpson, Chairman
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Dear 1(Ir Chairman:

The Commission has adopted amendments to its " Rules of Practice for
Domestic Licensing Proceedings" in 10 CFR Part 2 and to its regulations in
10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization
Facilities." These amendments are part of the final rule to implement in
final' form Public Law 97-415, enacted on January 4,1983.

That legislation, among other things, directed the Commission to promulgate
regulations which establish (1) standards for determining whether an
amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards ~

consideraGons, (2) criteria for providing or, in emergency situations, for
dispensing with prior notice and opportunity for public comment on such a
determination, and (3) procedures for consultation on stich a determination
with the State in which the facility involved is located. The Commission
promulgated two interim final rules on April 6,1983.

.

The Commission has prepared the enclosed final rule for publication in the
Federal Revister. The statement of considerations describes the rule in
detail. A public announcement is also enclosed.

_
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Sincer,ely ,

//
Guy JI. Cunningham, III
Executive Legal Director

.

Enclosures: As stated
cc: Sen. Gary Hart
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to.C TSSUES FINAL RULE ON NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS

It.VOLVING LICENSE AMENDMENTS FOR NUCLEAR PLANTS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is amending in final form its
regulat'cr.s on procedures and standards for issuing operating license
avendments involvine no significant hazards' considerations before the conduct
of ar.y public hearing.

Cc rissioner Janes K. Asselstine voted to disapprove the amendments and

issued sertrate views on the matter.

The Commissinn, under Public Law 97-415, published interin final rules in
April 19E2 and invited public comnent on standards, criteria and procedures
irwelving r.c significant hazards cor.siderations.

Tre er.abling legislation was requested by the NPC a#ter the U.S. Court of -

Apreels for the District of Colur,hia Circuit found', in "Sholly versus NRC,"
tFat it was inproper for the agency not to provide an opportunity for a prior
hearing on operating license amendrents not involving significant hazards,

considerations. Th'e ruling did not involve the agency's authority to issue -

irrediately effective anendments, without prior notice or hearing, when
recuired to prctect the public health and safety.

The interim final rules, with some minor exceptions, have been retained.
The final rule amends Parts 2 and 50 of NRC's regulations to establish:

|

1) NRC's_ regulatory authority to make an arendment effective, even though i

ar. interested * person has requested a hearing, and to hold a required hearing
af ter issuance of an amendment;

i
!

|

|
; i

i

i
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^' rrocedures which, before NRC grants or ded[)es an amendment, give.

notice of opportunity for a hearing on applications it receives to amend
operating licenses and prior notice and reasonable opportunity for public-
comment on proposec determinations about whether these amendments involve no
significant hazards considerations.

3) criteria for dispensing with such prior notice and reasonable '

opportunite for public comment where emergency situations exist, and for
shortening the comment period on amendment requests where exigent

4 circumstances exist;

4) prccedures for consulting en these determinations with states in which
a faci'ity involved is located.

~

Research reactors are nnt covered by this rule, and construction permits
; Ere bareled nn a case-by-case basis.

'te separate views of Commissioner Asselstine are included in the notice
n'j the final rule publisFed in the Federal Register on The -

.

crendrents become e'fective 60 days after publication.
1
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NUCLEAR RIEIAlWY (IBNISSKN

10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50
~

Final Procedures and. Standards on No Significant liazards Considerations

i
AGENCY: Ik! clear Regulatory Camission.,

*

; ACTICN: . Final rule.
I

i

j SlhMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 97-415, NRC is amending its regulations
'

I

in final fon (1) to provide procedures under which, before granting or !

)
i denying an amendment, normally it would give notice cf opportunity for a -|
3

j hearing on applications it receives to amend operating licenses for nuclear

power reactors and testing facilities and prior notice and reasonable oppor-

j timity for public conment on proposed detenninations about whether these

amendments involve no significant hazards considerations, (2) to specify

criteria for dispensing with such prior notice and reasonable opporttmity

for public cement for amerxknent requests where energency situations exist

f and for shortening the comment period for amendnent requests W1ere exigent

j circtestances exist, and (3) to furnish procedures for consultation.on these
1

{ determinations with the State in which the facility involved is located.

| Amendnent requests for research reactors and construction pennits are
!

I
; handled case-by-case. These procedures nonnally provide the public and the I

'

l
:
;

PYb;

:
i |

'

. ;
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States with prior notice of NRC's detenninations involving no significant

hazards considerations and with an opportunity to comnent on its actions.

tu rLTIVE DATE:

NIX 1 ESSES: Copies of comnents received on the amendnents and of the other

doctznents described below may be examined, or copied for a fee, in the

Comnission's Public Docuraent Roan at 1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C.

Named doctznents may be purchased fran the U.S. Goverrment Printing Office

(GPO) by calling 202-275-2060 or by writing to the GPO, P.O. Box 37082,

Washington, D.C. 20013-7082. They also may be purchased fran the National

Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Ctmnerce, 5285 Port Royal !

Road, SprinFIie1d, VA 22161.
_

IG FlR11IER INEOP5iATim GNEACT: Thanas F. Dorian, Esq., Of fice of the
|

Executive Legal Director, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission, Washington,

D.C. 20555. Telephone: (301) 492-8690.

SUPPIBIENTNU INEGOWrlW:

INDIIIJCrlW
l

Public Law 97-415, signed on January 4, 1983, among other things, directed
'

NRC to pronulgate regulations which esteblish (a) standards for determining

whether an amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards
'

i

consideration, (b) criteria for providing, or, in emergency situations,

.
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dispensing with, prior notice and public conment on any such detennination,

and (c) procedures for consulting with the State in which the facility

involved is located on such a detennination about an amendment request.
,

_See Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982). H e legislation also

authorized NRC to issue and make imnediately effective an amendnent to a

license, upon a determination that the amendnent involves no significant

hazards consideration (even though NRC has before it a request for a hearing

by an interested person) and in advance of the holding and canpletion of any

required hearing.

He two interim final rules published in the FEDERAL PHilSIER on April 6,

1983 ((48 FR 14864) and (48 Fit 14873)), responded to the statutory directive

that NRC expeditiously promulgate regulations on the three items noted above.

he first dealt with the standards thanselves and the second with the notice

and State consultation procedures. R ese regulations were issued as final,

though in interim fonn, and cmments have been considered on then.

H e following discussion is divided into three parts. H e first discusses

the background for this final rule, including a discussion of the proposed

rule on the starxlards published before passage of the legislation, as well

as an overview of the interim final rules published after the legislation

was enacted. See 45 FR 20491 (March 28, 1980). %e second analyzes and
'

responds to the public cmments on the two interim final rules. And the

<

_ _ _ _ ______m.__.___.______.._.____-____m_ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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third discusses the present practice and modifications made to it by the

final rule.

I. BA0 0aWND

A. Affected Legislation, Regulations and Procedures

hhen the Atonic Energy Act of 1954 (Act) was adopted in 1954, it contained

no provision which required a public hearing on issuance of a construction

permit or an operating license for a nuclear power reactor in the absence

of a request fr m an interested person. In 1957, the Act was amended to

require that mandatory hearings be held before issuance of both a construc-

tion permit and an operating license for power reactors and certain other

facilities. Se. Public Law 85-256 (71 Stat. 576) amending section 189a. of

the ist.

'Ihe 1957 amendnents to the Act were interpreted by the Conmission as

requiring a 'tiandatory hearing" before issuance of amendments to construction

permits and operating licenses. See, e.g., Hearing Before the Subemmittee

on Legislation, Joint Canmittee on Atcmic Energy, 87th Cong., 2d. Sess.
|

(April 17, 1962), at 6.) Partially in response to the administrative
t
' rigidity and ctanberscrne procedures which this interpretation forced upon the

Cmmission (see, Joint Cmmittee on Atanic Energy Staf f Sttniy, "Inproving the

i AEC Regulatory Process", March 1961, pp. 49-50), section 189a. of the Act was

amendcd in 1962 to eliminate the requirenent for a mandatory public hearing j
1
|except upon the application for a construction, pem11t for a power or testing

i

__ . _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ .
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facility. As stated in the report of the Joint Canmittee on Atanic Energy

which recommended t'ie amendnents:

Accordingly this section will' eliminate the requirenents for a
mandatory h aring, except upon the application for a construction j

pemit for a power or testing facility. Under this plan, the !
|issuance of amendnents to such construction pennits, and the

i ' issuance of operating 1icenses and amendnents to operating 1icenses,
'

I would be only after a 30-day public notice and an offer of hearing.
'In the absence of a request for a hearing, issuance of an amendnent

to a construction pennit, or issuance of an operating license, or an
amendnent to an operating license, would be possible without fonnul
proceedings, but on the public record. It will also be possible for
the Canmission to dispense with the 30-day notice requirenent 1eere the ;

'application presents no significant hazards consideration. 'Ihi s
,

l criterion is presently being applied by the Cannission under the
| tenns of AEC Regulation 50,59. House Report No. 1966, 87th Cong.,
| 2d. Sess., p. 8.

'Ihus, according to the 1962 amendnents, a mandatory public hearing would no

| longer be required before issuance of an amenduent to a construction pennit
I

or operating license and a thirty-day prior public notice would be required

only if the proposed amendnent involved a "significant hazards consideration." !

In sun, section 189a. of the Act, as modified by the 1962 amendnents,

provided that upon thirty-days' notice published in the FEDERAL REGIS11R, the

Ccnmission was pennitted to issue an o;x: rating license, an amendnent to an

operating license, or an amendrent to a construction pennit, for a facility

licensed under sections 103 or 104b. of the Act or for a testing facility

licensed under section 104c., without a public hearing if no hearing was

requested by an interested person. Section 189a. also pennitted the

Carmission to dispense with such thirty-days' notice anxi FEDERAL RBGISITR

publication for the issuance of an amendment to a construction pennit or '

an amendnent to an operating license upon a detennination'by it that the
1

_ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ .-. .-. _ _- _ - _ _ . - - - _ _ _
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amendment involved no significant hazards consideration. These provisions

were incorporated into the Cannission's regulations, which were subsequently

changed. See SS 2.105, 2.106, 50.58(a) and (b) and 50.91.

The Camission's regulations before pranulgation of the two interim final

rules provided for prior notice of an application for an amendment when a

detennination was made that there is a significant hazards consideration,

and also provided an opportunity for interested msnbers of the public to

request a hearing. Hence, if a requested license amendment were fotmd to

involve a significant hazards consideration, the amendment would not be

issued until after any required hearing were completed or after expiration

of the notice period. In addition, 5 50.58(b) further explained the

Cunnission's hearing and notice procedures, as follows:

The Cannission will hold a hearing af ter at least 30 days notice
and publication once in the FEDBtAL RIUISITR on each application
for a construction pennit for a production or utilization facility
which is of a type described in 5 50.21(b) or S 50.22 or which is a
testing facility. When a construction pennit has been issued for
such a facility following the holding of a public hearing and an

.

'

application is made for an operating license or for an amendment to
a construction pennit or operating license, the Camission may hold
a hearing after at least 30 days notice and publication once in the
FHJERAL IUDISITR or, in the absence of a request therefor.by any
person whose interest may be affected, may issue an operating
license or an amerxknent to a construction pennit or operating
license without a hearing, upon 30 days nctice and publication once
in the FEDERAL RIDISIER of its intent to do so. If the Ca mission
finds that no significant hazards consideration is presented by an
application for an amerxknent to a construetion permit or operating
license, it may dispense with such notice and publication and may
issue the amendment.

,

The Ca mission noted in its interim final rules that, after it has made its

determination about whether a proposed license amendment does or does not

_ _ _ - _ _ ____ _ _____--_--__ -___ -__- -___ _ - _. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - -
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.

present a significant hazards consideration, its hearing and attendant notice

requiranents cane into play. Under its former rules, the Comnission made its

detennination about whether it should provide an opportunity for a hearing

before issuing an amendnent together with its detennination about whether it

should issue a prior notice -- and the central factor in both determinations

was the issue of "no significant hazards consideration." It had been argued

that in practice this meant that the staff often decided the merits of an

! amendnent together with the issue of whether it should give notice before or

af ter it has issued the amenduent. See 48 FR 14864, at 14865 (April 6, 1983).>

'Ihe argunent arose, in part, because of some concern that the Act and the

regulations did not define the term "significant hazards consideration" and

did not establish criteria for determining when a proposed amendnent involves

"significant hazards considerations." Section 50.59 has, of course, all

along set forth criteria for determining when a proposed change, test or

experiment involves an "unreviewed safety question'' but it was and is clear

that not every such question involves a "significant hazards consideration."

'Ihe Cmmission's practice with regard to license amendnents involving no

; significant hazards consideration (unless, as a matter of discretion, prior

notice was given) was to issue the amendnent and then publish in the FEDHIAL

RIDISIIR a " notice of issuance." See S 2.106. In such a case, interested

tranbers of the public who wished to object to the amendnent and request a

hearing could do so, but a request for a hearing did not, by itself, suspend
'

_ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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,

the effectiveness of the amendnent. 'Ihus, both the notice and hearing, if

one were requested, occurred af ter the amendnent was issued.

it is important to bear in mind as one reads this background stattraent and
,

the final regulations that there is no intrinsic safety significance to the

"no significant hazards consideration" standard. Neither as a notice

standard nor as a standard about when a hearing may be held does it have a

substantive safety significance. hhether or not an action requires prior

notice or a prior hearing, no license and no cmendnent may be issued unless

the Ommission concludes that it provides reasonable assurance that the

public health and safety will not be endangered and that the action will not

be inimical to the cmmon defense and security or to the health and safety of

the public. See, e.g., S 50.5"(a). In short, the "no significant hazards

consideration" standard is a procedural standard which governs whether an

opportunity for a prior hearing must be provided before action is taken by

the Cmmission, and, as discussed later, whether prior notice for public

cmment may be dispensed with in energency situations or shortened in

exigent ciretmstances.

B. 'the Sholly Decision and the New Legislation

'Ihe Cmmission's practice of not providing an opporttniity for a prior hearing

on a license amendnent not involving significant hazards considerations was
'

held to be improper in Sholly v. MtC, 651 F.2d 780 (1980), rehearing denied, |

651 F.2d 702 (1981), vacated and rananded, 450 U.S.1194 (1983), vacated,

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - .
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706 F.2d 1229 (Table) (1983) (Sholly). In that case the U.S. Court of Appeals

for the District of Colunbia Circuit ruled that, tmder section 189a. of the

Act, NRC must hold a hearing before issuing an amendment to an operating

license for a nuclear power plant, if there has been a request for hearing

(or an expression of interest in the subject matter of the proposed amendnent;

which :s sufficient to constitute a request for a hearing). A prior hearing,

said the Court, is required even when NRC has made a finding that a proposed

amendnent involves no significant hazards consideration and has detennined

to dispense with prior notice in the FEDERAL RBGISTER.

At the request of the Ocmnission and the Department of Justice, the Suprene

Court agreed to review the Court of Appeals' interpretation of section 189a.

of the Act. Ch February 22, 1983, the Suprene Court vacated the Court of

Appeals' opinion as moot and directed the Court of Appeals to reconsider the

case in light of the new legislation. On April 4, 1983, the Court of Appeals,

having considered the legislation, found that the portion of its opinion

holding that a hearing requested under section 189a. of the Act must be held

before a license amendnent becanes effective would be moot as soon as NRC

pronulgated the regulations to which the legislation referred. The Court

also found that NRC, of course, was still under a statutory mandate to hold

a hearing af ter an amendnent became effective, if requested to do so by an j

interested party. Appeal Nos. 80-1691, 80-1783, and 80-1784.
.

- - _ . - _ _ - - - - - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ - , - - - - - - - _ _ - -
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'Ihe Court of Appeals' decision did not involve and has no effect upon the

Ccrmiission's authority to order inmediately effective amendments without

prior notice or hearing when the public health, safety, or interest so

requires. See, Administrative Procedure Act, S 9(b), 5 U.S.C. S 558(c);

section 161 of the Atanic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. S 2201(c); 10 C.F.R.

SS 2.202(f) and 2.204. Similarly, the Court did not alter existing law with

regard to the Cmmission's pleading requirments, which are designed to

enable the Cmmission to detemine whether a person requesting a hearing is,

in fact, an " interested person" within the meaning of section 189a. -- that

is, whether the person has demonstrated standing and identified one or more

issues to be litigated. See, BPI v. Atanic Energy Camission, 502 F.2d 424,

428 (D.C. Cir.1974), where the Court stated that, "Under its procedural

regulations it is not unreasonable for the Comnission to require that the

prospective intervenor first specify the basis for his request for a hearing."

'Ibe Camission helieved that legislation was needed to change the

result reached by the Court in Sholly because of the implications of the

requiranent that the Cmmission grant a requested hearing before it could

issue a license amendnent involving no significant hazards consideration.

It also believed that, since most requested license amendnents involving

no significant hazards consideration are routine in nature, prior hearings

on such amendnents could result in unnecessary disruption or delay in
*

the operations of nuclear power plants by imposing regulatory burdens

unrelated to significant safety matters. Subsequently, on March 11, 1981,
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i

the Cannission subnitted proposed legislation to Congress (introduced as

S.912) expressly aut%rizing the leC to issue a license amendnent before

j holding a hearing requested by an interested person, when it made a i

; determination that no significant hazards consideration was involved in the !
I

anendnent.

After the Ifouse and Senate conferees considered two similar bills, H.R.2330;

i

j and S.1207, they agreed on a unified version (see Conf. Rep. No. 97-884,

97th Cong., 2d. Sess.- (1982)) and passed Public Law 97-415. Specifically, i

i

l section 12(a) of that law amends section 189a. of the Act by adding the )

following with respect to license amendments involving no significant

hazards considerations: |

: (2)(A) The Comnission may issue and make inmediately effective ;

| uny amendnent to an operating license, upon a determination by the
Comnission that such amendnent involves no significant hazards
consideration, notuithstanding the pendency before the Cannission,

,

j of a request for a hearing fram any person. Such amendnent may be !
' issued and made inmediately effective in advance of the holding and

completion of any required hearing. In detennining under this section.

i whether such amendnent involves no significant hazards consideration,
! tt.e Camnission shall consult with the State in which the facility
I involved is located. In all other respects such amendnent shall

meet the requiranents of this Act.

(B) The Cannission shall periodically (but not less frequently,

than once every thirty days) publish notice of any amendnents'

issued, or proposed to be issued, as provided in subparagraph (A).
,

Each such notice shall include all amendnents issued, or proposed to
i be issued, since the date of publication of the last such periodic

notice. Such notice shall, with respect to each amendnent or,

proposed amendnent (1) identify the facility involved; and (ii)
provide a brief description of such amendnent. Nothing in this

J subsection shall be construed to delay the effective date of any '

amendnent..

l
' (C) The Cannission shall, during the ninety-day period
; following the effective date of this paragraph, promulgate

!

|
.

i,

:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ___J
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regulations establishing (i) standards for determining Wiether any-1

amendnent to an operatirg license involves no significant hazards'

i consideration; (ii) criteria for providing or, in energency
situations, dispensing with prior notice and reasonable

!

: opportunity for public comment on any such determination. Wiich
|

criteria shall take into accotutt the exigency of the need for the
i amendment involved; and (iii) procedures for consultation an any
; such detennination with the State in which the facility involved is
! located. !
>

j Section 12(b) of that law specifies that:

i. (b) We authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Cannission, under the
provisions of the amendnent nude by subsection (a), to issue and

,

to make inmediately effective any amendnent to an operating license
! shall take ef feet upon the pranulgation by the Comnission of the
! regulations required in such provisions.

Rus, as noted above, the legislation authorizes MtC to issue and make

| inmediately effective an amendment to an operating license upon a |

!

.
detennination that the amendnent involves no significant hazards

4

{ considerations, even though MIC has before it a request for a hearing

fran an interested person. In this regard, the Conference Report states:
'He conference agreenent maintains the requirenent of the

i current scetion 189a. of the Atanic Energy Act .that n hearing on
i the license amendnent be held upon the request of 'any person '.tuse
i interest may be affected. We agreenent simply authorizes the
{ Cannission, in those cases where the amendnent involved poses no

significant hazards consideration, to issue the license amendnenti

?! and allow it to take effect before this hearing is held or ;

} canpleted. He conferees intend that the Canmission will use this ,

i authority carefully, applying it only to those license amendnents
} which pose no significant hazards consideration. Co ~ Rep.

No. 97-884, 2d. Sess., at 37 (1982). j

i
: And the Senate has stressed:
I
! its strong desire to preserve for the public a meaningful riglit to |

j participate in decisions regarding the cannercial use of nuclear i,

1 power. %us, the provision does not dispense with the requirenent
! for a hearing, and the leC, if requested [by an interested person].
1 must conduct a hearing af ter the license amendnent takes effect.

See S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong., 1st,Sess , at 14 (1981).

!

)

_ ____ __ -_ _ _ _ - -
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W e public notice provision was explained by the Conference Report as

follows:

He conferees note that the purpose of requiring prior notice
and an opportunity for public cmment before a license amend-
ment nny take effect, as provided in subsection (2)(C)(ii) for
all but cmergency situations, is to allow at least a minimun
level of citizen input into the threshold question of whether
the proposed license amendment involves significant health or

: safety issues. hhile this subsection of the conference agree-
ment preserves for the Cm mission substantial flexibility to!

tailor the notice and ccnment procedures to the exigency of
the need for the license amendment, the conferees expect the
content, placanent and timing of the notice to be reasonably
calculated to allow residents of the area surrounding the
facility an adequate opportunity to fonnulate and subnit
reasoned ccumlents.

| De requiranent in subsection 2(C)(ii) that the Ccmnission
prcmulgate criteria for providing or dispensing with prior
notice and public ccnment on a proposed detennination that a
license amendment involves no significant hazards consideration
reflects the conferees' intent that, wherever practicable, the
Cwmission should publish prior notice of, and provide for
prior public ccnment on, such a proposed detennination.

In the context of subsection (2)(C)(ii), the confereesj
understand the term "energency situations" to encanpass only -|

those rare cases in which imnediate action is necessary to
prevent the shutdown or derating of an operating ccnmercial
reactor . . . Le Cannission's regulations should insure that

I the "Ibergency situations" exception under section 12 of the
| conference agreanent will not apply if the licensee has failed

to apply for the license amendnent in a timely fashion. In'

other words, the licensee should not be able to take advantage
of the energency itself. 'Ib prevent abuses of this provision,
the conferees expect the Camission to independently assess
the licensee's reasons for failure to file an application
sufficiently in advance of the threatened closure or derating
of the facility. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong. , 2d Sess. ,
at 38 (1982).

.

C. Basis for Interim Final Rule on Standards for Detennining hhether an
Amendnent to an Operating License Involves No Significant IIazards

j
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Considerations and Examples of Amendments that Are Considered Likely
or Not Likely to Involve Significant IIazards Considerations

Many of the cmments on the interim final rules were the same or were similar

to those on the proposed rule. To provide a convenient means for future

reference, the connents and responses on the proposed rule and the petition

for rulanaking are consolidated and repeated here with references to the

earlier FEDIRAL REGIS1TR citations. The ccuments received on the interim

final rules are then discussed and the Cm mission's responses are provided.

1. Petition and Proposed Rule

General

The Cmmission's interim final rule on standards for detennining

whether an amendment involves no significant hazards consideration resulted

fran a notice of proposed rulanaking issued in response to a petition for

rulanaking (PIBI 50-17) subnitted by letter to the Secretary of the Cammission

on May 7,1976, by Mr. Robert Lcmenstein. For the reasons discussed belmf,

the petition was denied. See 45 Mt 14867. Ihmever, the Comnission published

proposed standards, as intended by the petitioner, though not the standards
i

1
requested. (PIBi-50-17 was published for cmment in the FEDERAL REGISIBt

on June 14, 1976 (41 FR 24006)). The staff's reconnendations on this petition

are in SECY-79-660 (December 13, 1979). The notice of proposed rulanaking

was published in the FEDERAL REGISIEl on March 28, 1980 (45 FR 20491). Note

that the proposed rule was published before passage of the legislation and
.

that the Congress was aware of this rule during passage of the legislation.

The staff's reemmendations first on a final rule and later on the interim
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final rules are in SECY-81-366, 81-366A, 83-16, 83-16A and 83-16B. (These

docunents are available for examination in the Camission's Public Doctanent

Rocm at 1717 li Street, NW, hhshington, D.C.)

In issuing the proposed rule, the Ca mission sought to define more precisely

the standards for detemining when an amendnent application involved no

significant hazards considerations. These standards would have applied to

amendments to operating licenses, as requested by the petition for rule-

making, and also to construction pennit amendnents, to whatever extent

considered appropriate. 'Ihe Cmmission later decided that these standards
.

should not be applied to amendnents to construction pennits, since such

amendnents are rare and nonnally would not be expected to involve a

significant hazards consideration. It therefore modified the proposed rule

accordingly. Additionally, the Ca mission stated in the interim final rules

that it would review the extent to v.hich and the way standards should be

applied to research reactors. It also noted that meanwhile it would

handle case-by-case any amendnents requested for construction pennits or

for research reactors with respect to the issue of significant hazards *

considerations. 48 FR, at 14867.

Before the proposed rule on standards was published, the Camission's staff

was guided, in reaching its detenninations with respect to no significant

hazards considerations, by standards very similar to those described in the ~

proposed rule and in the interim final rules. In addition, the staff used a

.
..
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list of examples of amendments likely to involve, and not likely to involve,

significant hazards considerations when the standards are applied. Rese

examples were enployed by the Camission in developing both the proposed

rule and the interim final rules. he notice of proposed rulanaking contained

standards proposed by the Cmmission to be incorporated into Part 50, and the

statenent of considerations contained examples of amendments to an operating

license that are considered "likely" and "not likely" to involve a signif-

icant hazards consideration. H e examples were samples of precedents with

which the staff was familiar; they were representative of certain kinds of

circunstances; however, they did not cover the entire range of possibilities;
q

nor did they cover every facet of a particular situation. h erefore, it was

clear that the standards themselves ultimately would have to govern determina-

tions about whether or not proposed amendments involved significant hazards

considerations.

H e three standards proposed in the notice of proposed rulemaking were

whether operation in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of

an accident previously evaluated, (2) create the possibility of an accident

of a type different fran any evaluated previously, or (3) involve a signifi-

cant reduction in a margin of safety. D e interim final rules did not change

these standards. Rey did, however, change the introductory phrase to nake

the standards easier to understand and to use. -

N
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As a result of the legislation, the Camission fonnulated separate notice

and State consultation procedures that provide in all (except energency)

situations prior notice of amendnent requests. 'Ihe notices usually make a

" proposed detemination" about whether or not significant hazards considera-;

|

| tions are involved in connection with an amendnent and, therefore, whether

or not to offer an opportunity for a hearing before an snendnent is issued;

if a hearing request is received, a final determination is nude about whether

or not significant hazards considerations are involved. 'Ihe decision about

whether or not to issue an amendnent has continued to renain one that, as a

separate matter, is based on public health and safety.

2. Conments on Proposed Rule and Responses to these Comnents

a. General

Nine persons subnitted emments on the petition for rulemaking and

nine persons subnitted cmments on the proposed amendnents. One of the

emmenters stated that all three standards were unclear and useless in that

they implied a level of detailed review of amendnent applications far beyond

! what the staf f nonnally perfonns. M en it promulgated the interim final

rule, the Camission stated in response to this emment that the standards

have been and will continue to be useful in making the necessary reviews.

48 FR 14864, at 14867 (April 6, 1983). It added that the standards, when

used along with the examples, will enable it to nake the requisite decisions.
.

Id. In this regard, it noted that Congress was more than aware of the

._ _ ,_ -. _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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I

i
I

I Cmmission's standards and proposed their expeditious promulgation, quoting i

the Senate Report: |

... the Cmmittee notes that the Canmission has already issued I

: for public conment rules including standards for determining
| whether an amendnent involves no significant hazards consideration. !

ne Camittee believes that the Camission should be able to buildi

upon this past effort, and it expects the Camission to act
expeditiously in prmmigating the required standards within the
time specified in section 301 [i.e., within 90 days af ter enactmentl.
S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong. , 1st Sess. , at 15 (1981).

Similarly, the llouse noted:

'Ihe conmittee amendnent provides the Camission with the authority to
issue and make inmediately effective amendments to licenses prior to !
the conduct or emipletion of any hearing required by section 189(a)
when it determines that the amendment involves no significant hazards
consideration. However,the authority of the Cannission to do so is |

'

4 discretionary, and does not negate the requirement imposed by the
i

]
Sholly decision that such a hearing, upon request, be subsequently

4 held. Moreover, the Ommittee's action is in light of the fact that
the Conmission has already issued for public cmment rules including
standards for determining whether an amendnent involves no signifi- |

cant hazards considerations. The Canmission also has a long line |

of case-by-case precedents under which it has established criteria
for such determinations.... H. Rep. No. 97-22 (Part 2), 97th |

Cong., 1st Sess., at 26 (1981) (lhphasis added). '

In regard to the second criterion in the proposed rule, a ntuber of

cmmenters reemmended that the Camission establish a threshold level for

accident consequences (for example, the limits in 10 C.F.R. Part 100) to

j eliminate prior notice for insignificant types of accidents. This conment

i was not accepted. 'Ihe Cmmission stated that setting a threshold level for

accident consequences could eliminate a group of amendnents with respect to

accidents which have not been previously evaluated or which, if previously ,

I evaluated, may turn out after further evaluation to have more severe

i consequences than previously evaluated. 48 FE, at 14868.
|
1,

!

!
t

. . _ _ _ . _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ . . . _ _ , , _ . . , , _ . , _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ . , _ ,
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|

.

'Ihe Cmmission explained that it is possible, for example, that there may be

a class of license amendments sought by a licensee which, while designed to |

|

improve or increase safety may, on balance, involve a significant hazards

consideration because it results in operation of a reactor with a reduced

safety nurgin due to other factors or problans (i.e., the net effect is a

reduction in safety of scme significance). _I d . Such a class of amendnents

typically is also proposed by a licensee as an interim or final resolution of

smic significant safety issue that was not raised or resolved before issuance

of the operating license -- ar.d, based on an evaluation of the new safety

issue, they may result in a reduction of a safety margin believed to have been

present when the license was issued. In this instance, the presence of the |
1

Inew safety issue in the review of the proposed amendnent, at least arguably,

|
could prevent a finding of no significant hazards consideration, even though

the issue ultimately would be satisfactorily resolved by the issuance of the

amendnent. Accordingly, the Cmmission added a new example (vii) to the list

of examples considered likely to involve a significant ha::ards consideration.

Id. See Section 1(C)(1)(d) below.

|

| hhen the Senate Cmmittee on Environnent and Public Works was considering the

legislation described above, it emmented upon the Cmmission's proposed rule
l ,

i

|
before reporting S. 1207:

'Ihe Ommittee recognizes that reasonable persons may differ on
whether a license amendment involves a significant hazards

|
consideration. 'Iherefore, the Camittee expects the Cannission to

,

develop and prmulgate standards that, to the maximun extent
practicable, draw a clear distinction between license amendnents .

|that involve a significant hazards consideration and those that
involve no significant hazards consideration. 'lhe Cmmitttec

1

1
;
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|

|

anticipates, for exanple, that consistent with prior practice, the
Cannission's standards would not pennit a "no significant hazards
consideration" detennination for license amendments to pennit
reracking of spent fuel pools. S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong. ,
1st Sess., at 15 (1981).

'Ihe Cmmission agreed with the Comnittee "that reasonable persons may differ

on whether a license amendment involves a significant hazards consideration"

and it tried "to develop and promulgate standards that, to the nexinun

extent practicable, draw a clear distinction between license amendnents that

involve a significant hazards consideration and those that involve no

significant hazards consideration." 48 FR, at 14868. (Reracking is discussed

in Section 1(C)(2)(b) and ll(D), infra.) The Comnission stated that the

standards coupled with the examples used as guidelines help draw as clear a

distinction as practicable. It decided not to include the exanples in the

text of the interim final rules in addition to the original standards, but,

rather, to keep than as guidelines under the standards for use by the Office

of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. Id_.

In promulgating the interim final rules, the Camission also noted to licensees

that when they consider license amendnents outside the examples, it may need

additional time for its detennination on no significant hazards considerations,

and that they should factor this infonnation into their schedules for develop-

ing and implanenting such changes to facility design and operation. Id.

.

The Cannission stated that the interim final rules thus went a long way

toward meeting the intent of the legislation, quoting the Conference Report:
,

|

=

,
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i

ne conferees also expect the Camission, in prcnn11 gating the
regulations required by the new subsection (2)(C)(i) of section 189a.
of the Atomic Energy Act, to establish standards that to the extent i

practicable draw a clear distinction between license amendments that |
involve a significant hazards consideration and those amendments
that involve no such consideration. R ese standards should not
require the NRC staff to prejudge the merits of the issues raised
by a proposed license amendnent. Rather, they should only require |
the staff to identify those issues and determine whether they I

involve significant health, safety or envirorraental considerations.
D ese standards should be capable of being applied with ease and
certainty, and should ensure that the NIC staff does not resolve
doubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no significare
hazards consideration. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess.,
at 37 (1982). g.

|

| De Cannission stated that it had attenpted to draf t standards that are as
;

! useful as possible, that it had tried to formulate examples that will help
|
| in the application of the standards, and that the standards in the interim

final rules were the product of a long deliberative process. 48 Fil, a t

14868. (As will be recalled, standards were submitted by a petition for
|

| rulemaking in 1976 for the Cmmission's consideration.) he Cannission then

explained with respect to the interim final rules that the standards and

examples were as clear and certain as the Cmmission could make then, noting

the Conference Report adnonition that the standards and examples "should

i ensure that the NRC staff does not resolve doubtful or borderline cases with
1

a finding of no significant hazards consideration." M. De Ccmnission

repeats this achionition to the staff in the response to ccmnents in

Section II(C) belcu.

*With respect to the Conference Cmmittee's statanent, quoted above, that the

" standards should not require the NHC staff to prejudge the merits of the

!

|

|

- - v - - ___. , , , _ _- - _ , - .
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issues raised by a proposed license amendment," the Cannission recalled

that it was its general practice to make a decision about idiether to issue

a notice before or after issuance of an amendment together with a decision

about uhether to provide a hearing before or af ter issuance of the amendment;

|
thus, occasionally, the issue of prior versus post notice was seen by sane as

1

including a judgment on the merits of issuance of an amenchnent. Id. For

instance, a cmmenter on the proposed rule suggested that application of the

criteria with respect to prior notice in many instances will necessarily require

the resolution of substantial factual questions which largely overlap the

issues which bear on the merits of the license amenchnent. Id., at 14863-69.

He implication of the cmment was that the Cmmission at the prior notice

stage could lock itself into a decision on the merits. Conversely, the

cmmenter stated that the staff, in using the no significant hazards

consideration standards, was reluctant to give prior notice of amenchnents

because its determination about the notice might be viewed as constituting

a negative connotation on the merits.

'Ihe Cmmission noted in response that the legislation had mooted these

|
cmments by requiring separation of (1) the criteria used for providing or

i

dispensing with public notice and cmment on determinations about no

| significant hazards considerations from (2) the standards used to make a
!

detennination about whether or not to have a prior hearing if one is requested,,

l

_Id., at 14869. % e Cm mission explained that under the two interim final
~

rules, the Cmmission's criteria for public notice and cmment had been

!

i
i

.
'
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separated fran its standards on the detemination about no significant

hazards considerations. Id. It noted, in fact, that under the interim final

rule involving the standards it would nomally provide prior notice (for

public conment and an oppo. tunity for a hearing) for each operating license

amendaent request. It also stated that use of these standards and examples

would help it reach sound decisions about the issues of significant versus
!

no significant hazards considerations, and that their use would not prejudge

the safety merits of a decision about whether to issue a license amendnent.

,l d . Rather, it explained, the standards and the exampics were merely

screening devices for a decision about whether to hold a hearing before as )

opposed to af ter an amendnent is issued and could not be said to prejudge the

cdtmission's final public health and safety decision to issue or deny the

amendnent request. Id. As explained above, that decision has renained a

separate one, based on separate public health and safety findings.

b. Iteracking of Spent Fuel Pools

Before issuance of the two interim final rules, the Cannission

provided prior notice and opportunity for prior hearing on requests for

amendnents involving reracking of spent fuel pools. M en the interim final

rule on standards was published, the Camission explained that it was not

prepared to say that reracking of a spent fuel storage pool will necessarily

involve a significiant hazards consideration. It stated, nevertheless,

as shown by the legislative history of Public Inw 97-415, specifically of *

section 12(a), that Congress was aware of the Conmission's practice, noting !

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ __-. _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ 1
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|

that msnbers of both Houses stated, before passage of that law, that they

| expected that this practice would continue. _Id . h e report on the Senate

side has been quoted above; the discussion in the House is found at 127

I Cong. Record at H 8156, Nov. 5,1981.

he Cannission decided not to include reracking in the list of examples that

are considered likely to involve a significant hazard consideration, because

n significant hazards consideration finding is a technical matter Witch has

been assigned to the Comnission. Ilowever, in view of the expressions of

Congressional understanding, the Canmission stated that it felt that the

matter deserved further study. Accordingly, it instructed the staff to

prepare a report on this matter, and stated that it would revisit this part
i

of the rule upon receipt and review of the staff's report. d. W e report

is described in detail in Section II(D) below.

|

|

In the interim final rule on standards, the Cannission stated that while it |

18 awaiting its staff's report, it would make findings case-lrf-case on the

question of no significant hazards consideration for each reracking ap-

plication, giving full consideration to the technical ciretsnstances of the

case, using the standards in S 50.92 of the rule. Id. It also stated that

it did not intend to make a no significant hazards consideration finding

for reracking based on unproven technology. It added, however, that, where

'

reracking technology has been well developed and denonstrated and where the |
|

Camiission determines on a technical basis that reracking involves no j
i

|
|

! I

|
_ _ _ _ __ _ - . - _ _ _ _ - _ . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ . _ - _ . _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ - _ .
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significant hazards, the Carmission should not be precluded fran making

such a finding. And it noted that, if it detennines that a particular

reracking involves significant hazards considerations, it would provide

an opporttatity for a prior hearing. Id.

He Connission also noted that mder section 134 of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act of 1982, an interested party nay request a " hybrid" hearing in connection
|

with reracking, and may participate in such a hearing, if one is held. It

stated that it would publish in the near future a FEDERAL HIBISITR notice

describing this type of hearing with respect to expansions of spent fuel

storage capacity and other matters concerning spent fuel. Id. 'Ihat notice

can be found at 50 FR 41662 (October 15, 1985).

c. Anerdnents Involving Irreversible Consequences

Congress expressed same concern about amendments involving

irreversible consequences, as evidenced in the Conference Report:

'Ihe conferees intend that in detennining whether a proposed
license amendnent involves no significant hazards consideration,
the Cannission should be especially sensitive to the issue posed by
license ameidnents that have irreversible consequences (such as
those pennitting an increase in the amount of effluents or radia-
tion emitted fran a facility or allowing a facility to operate
for a period of time without full safety protections). In those
cases, issuing the order in advance of a iearing would, as a
practical matter, foreclose the public's right to have its views
considered. In addition, the licensing board would often be smable
to order any substantial relief as a result of an af ter-the-fact
hearing. Accordingly, the conferees intend the Caninission be
sensitive to those license amendments which involve such

*

irreversible consequences. (Bnphasis added.) Conf. Rep. No.
97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., at 37-38 (1982).
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De Cmmission noted (48 FR, at 14869) that this statement was explained

|
in a colloquy between Senators Simpson and Damenici, as follows:

Mr. IXNENICI. In the statement of managers, I direct
attention to a paragraph in section 12, the so-called Sholly
provision, wherein it is stated that in applying the authority
which that provision grants the NRC should be especially sensitive
to the issue posed by license amendments that have irreversible
consequences." Is that paragraph in general, or specifically, the
words " irreversible consequences" intended to impose restrictions
on the Ca mission's use of that authority beyond the provisions of
the statutory language? Can the Senator clarify that, please?

Mr. SIhPSCN. I shall. It is not the intention of the
managers that the paragraph in general, nor the words " irreversible
consequences," provide any restriction on the Comnission's use of

| that authority beyond the statutory provision in section 189a.
: Under that provision, the only detennination which the Cannission
j must make is that its action does not involve a significant

hazard. In that context, " irreversibility" is only one of the many;

|
considerations which we would expect the Comnission to consider.
It is the detennination of hazard which is important, not whether!

the action is irreversible. Clearly, there are many irreversible
actions which would not pose a hazard. Thus where the Camission
detennines that no significant hazard is involved, no further
consideration need be given to the irreversibility of that action.

Mr. IX7.2NICI. I thank the Senator for the clarification.
Dat is consistent with my readings of the language... 134 Cong.
Rec. (Part II), at S. 13056 (daily ed. Oct. 1, 1982).

Ec Cmmission then noted, 48 FR, at 14869, that the statenent was furthe.r

explained in a colloquy between Senators Mitchell and Hart, as follows:

Mr. M11DIELL. He portion of the statenent of managers
discussing section 12 of the report, the so-called Sholly
provision, stresses that in determining whether a proposed
amendment to a facility operating license involves no significant
hazards consideration, the Camisison "should be especially
sensitive . . . to license amendments that have irreversible
consequences." Is my understanding correct that the statenent
means the Ca mission should take special care in evaluating, for

,

possible hazardous considerations, amendnents that involve
irreversible consequences?

Mr. HAIE. 3 0 Senator's understanding is correct. As you
know, this provision seeks to overrule the holding of the U.S.

1..-.--.--- - . - - _ - ,-..- . - . - - , - - - . _ . - - . - . - . - - . - ,
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i

|

Court of Appeals for the District of Colunbia in Sholly against
| Nuclear Regulatory Connission. h at case involved the venting of

,

j radioactive krypton gas fran the damaged Eree Mile Island Unit 2 1
'

: reactor -- an irreversible action.
i
'

As in this case, once the Cmunission has approved a 1icense |
amendnent, and it has gone into effect, it could prove impossible
to correct any oversights of fact or errors of jixignent. Herefore,
the Cannission has an obligation, when assessing the health or
safety implications of an amend ent having irreversible consequences,
to insure that only those amendnents that clearly raise no signif-
icant hazards issues will take effect prior to a public hearing. i

134 Cong. Rec. (Part III), at S. 13292. |

|
;

In light of the Conference Report and colloquies it had quoted, the Comnission |
|

stated that it would ensure "that only those amendnents that clearly raise j

no significant hazards issues will take effect prior to a public hearing"

(48 FR, at 14870), and that it would do this by providing in S 50.92 for !

review of proposed amendnents with a view about whether they involve

irreversible consequences. Id. In this regard, it made clear in example |

(iii) that an amendnent which allows a plant to operate at full power during

which one or more safety systems are not operable would be treated in the ;

same v.sy as other examples considered likely to involve a significant hazards .

|

consideration, in that it is likely to meet the criteria in S 50.92. Id. |

|

D e Cmmission also anphasized that the examples did not cover all possible

|
cases, were not necessarily representative of all possible concerns, and were

set out simply as guidelines. Id.

.

'Ihe Comnission lef t the proposed rule intact to the extent that the interim

Ifinal rules stated standards with respect to the meaning of "no significant

|

|

|
.

,

.
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hazards consideration." The standards in the interim final rules were

identical to those in the propased rule, though the attendant language in

new S 50.92 as well as in S 50.58 was revir;ed to make the detennination

easier to use and understand. To supplanent the standards incorporated into

the Cmmission's regulations, the guidance anbodied in the examples was

referenced in the procedures of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Hegulation,

copies of which were placed in the Camission's Public Doctanent Hoan and

sent to licensees, States, and interested persons. It was the Cmmission's
.

intention that any request for an amendnent meet the standards in the

regulations, and that the examples simply provide supplanentary guidance. j

j

d. Examples of Amendnents that Are Considered Likely to involve
Significant flazards Considerations Are Listed Below.

: The s'.atenent of considerations for the interim final rules
i

listed the following examples of amendnents that the Camission considered

likely to involve significant hazards considerations. ,l d,. It explained

that unless the specific ciretrastances of a license amendnent request lead

to a contrary conclusion when measured against the standards in S 50.92,

then, pursuant to the procedures in S 50.91, a proposed amendnent to an

operating license for a facility licensed under S 50.21(b) or S 50.22 or<

t

,

1

'
for a testing facility will likely be found to involve significant hazards

considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed

amendnent involves one or more of the following:
,

(i) A significant relaxation of the criteria used to establi'h

safety limits.

i

;

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _
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(ii) A significant relaxation of the bases for limiting safety

systen settings or limiting conditions for operation.

(iii) A significant relaxation in limiting conditions for operation

not accampanied by compensatory changes, conditions, or actions

that maintain'a cm mensurate level of safety (such as

allowing a plant to operate at full power during a period in

which one or more safety systens are not operable).

Civ) Renewal of an operating license.

(v) For a nuclear power plant, an increase in authorized maximun

core power level.

(vi) A change to technical specifications or other NRC approval

involving a significant unreviewed safety question.

(vii) A change in plant operation designed to improve safety but

which, due to other factors, in fact allows plant operation with

safety margins significantly reduced frcun those believed to

have been present when the license was issued. ,I d .

I

e. Exm@les of Anendnents that Are Considered Not Likely to
Involve Significant Hazards Considerations Are Listed Below

l

'Ihe statenent of considerations for the interim final rules

listed the following examples of amendients the Comnission considered not

likely to involve significant hazards considerations. 48 FR, at 14869. It

~

explained that unless the specific circunstances of a license amendnent

request lead to a contrary conclusion when measured against the standards in
,

|
i

;

1

- _ -

_ _ _ _ _ _ . ,
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|

1

6 50.92, then, pursuant to the procedures in S 50.91, a proposed amendnent

to an operating Iicense for a faci 1ity 1icensed tmider S 50.21(b) or S 50.22

or for a testing facility will likely be fotaxi to involve no significant
i
j hazards considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance with the

proposed amendnent involves only one or more of the following:;

1 i

! '

(i) A purely adninistrative change to technical specifications:

i for example, a change to achieve consistency throughout the technical
:

{ specifications, correction of an error, or a change in nomenclature.

j (ii) A change that constitutes an additional limitation, restriction,

|
| or control not presently included in the technical specifications, e A , a !
!

3 more stringent surveillance requir ment.
?

{ (iii) For a nuclear power reactor, a change resulting fran a nuclear ;

i reactor core reloading, if no fuel assenblies significantly different fran

| those found previously acceptable to the NRC for a previous core at the
,

facility in question are involved. This assumes that no significant changes
t

| are made to the acceptance critoria for the technical specifications, that t

the analytical methods used to denonstrate confonnance with the technical
i

j specifications and regulations are not significantly changed, and that MIC
t

j has previously found such methods acceptable.
1

! (iv) A relief granted upon denonstration of acceptable operation from
i

! an operating restriction that was iniposed because acceptable operation was
i

! not yet denonstrated. This asstanes that the operating restriction and the
~

criteria to be applied to a request for relief have been established in a
,

;

1

;

i

!

- - . , _ - _ _ , . - - . - _ . . . . . . - - , , . . , - . , , - . - - , - _ . . . _ _ . - - - , - _ - - - . . - . - . - , _ , - , -
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prior review and that it is justified in a satisfactory way that the

criteria have been met.

| (v) Upon satisfactory emipletion of construction in connection with

an operating facility, a relief granted fr a an operating restriction that!

was imposed because the construction was not yet canpleted satisfactorily.

'Ihis is intended to involve only restrictions where it is justified that

construction has been cunpleted satisfactorily.

(vi) A change which either may result in sane increase to thet

probability or consequences of a previously-analyzed accident or may reduce

in sme way a safety margin, but $diere the results of the change are clearly

within all acceptable criteria with respect to the systen or canponent

specified in the Standard Review Plan, e.g., a change resulting fran the

application of a small refinanent of a previously used calculational model

or design method.

| (vii) A change to conform a license to changes in the regulations,

v.here the license change results in very minor changes to facility

operations clearly in keeping with the regulations.
,

|

| (viii) A change to a license to reflect a minor adjustment in ownership

shares among co-owners already shown in the license. ,Id .

[As discussed below, the Camission has added exanples (ix) and (x) in!

|

response to corments on the interim final rules.]

(ix) A repair or replacanent of a major canponent or systen important
.

to safety, if the following conditions are met:
|

|

|
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(1) The repair or replacanent process involves practices which have

been successfully inplanented at least once on similar canponents

or systems elsewhere in the nuclear industry or in other |,

! I

industries, and does not involve a significant increase in the ,

|
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated i

I
or create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident

'

fraa any accident previously evaluated; and

(2) The repaired or replacanent camponent or systen does not result
I

in a significant change in its safety function or a significant |

|

reduction in any safety limit (or limiting condition of |
'

operation) associated with the canponent or systen.

(x) An expansion of the storage capacity of a sient fuel pool when all |

|

of the following are satisfied:

(1) The storage expansion method consists of either replacing j

existing racks with a design which allows closer spacing between
Istored spent fuel assenblies or placing additional racks of the
|

|

original design on the pool floor if space pennits;

(2) The storage expansion method does not involve rod consolidation

or double tiering;

(3) The Keff of the pool is naintained less than or equal to 0.95;

and

(4) No new technology or unproven technology is utilized in either
*the construction process or the analytical techniques necessary |

to justify the expansion.

i
.

_ _ _ _. Il
_ ._ _ __- __ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ , _ - . _ . _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ - . - _ _ _ . , _ _ , , _ . ,__. - ,, . __ -
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II. RESPWSES '1D COhEfrS (N IN1 TRIM FINAL ICLES

'Ihe cannents are described in sanewhat greater detail in an attaclunent to

SECY-85-209A.

!

A. Clarity of Standards

1.1 Caiments
|

| A group of cannenters state that the three standards in S 50.92(c)
!
| are unclear and argue that the examples in the statement of consider- |
|

ations -- which they believe are clearer than the standards -- should be

made part of the rule; otherwise, they argue, the examples have no legal |
|

significance.

Response

The Cannission disagrees with the request. As explained in

response to the cmments on the proposed rule (see 48 FR 14864), the
|

comenters are correct that the examples have no binding legal

significance. However, they do provide guidance to the staff, licensees

and to the general public about the way the standards may be interpreted ;

I by the Cmmission. 'Ihe Cmmission did consider canbining the standards
|
| und examples as a single set of criteria in the interim final rules,

1

but decided against this because (i) the standards and examples had proved |

useful over time, (ii) the staff had used all three standards and most

*of the examples well before they were published in rule form, arx1

(iii) the approach had proved adequate. Upon reconsideration, the

- -
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Camission has decided to retain the standards as they were set out in;

the interim final rule. See the response in Section ll(D) below for a

description of the standards.

1.2 Comnent

One conmenter believes that the interim final rules "tniduly" and

" improperly" limit freedan of speech and that minor changes in a

plant can lead to severe health and safety consequences, such as the
f

1983 anticipated transient without scram (A'Ih5) at the Salen nuclear

power plant.

Response

: It is triclear how the interim final rules might limit freedom of

speech. It is clear, though, that sane amendnent requests entail

changes to a plant requiring a review of whether or not previously

unevaluated accidents pose severe consequences. As explained above,

| before issuing any amendnent, the Comnission is required by the Atanic
lEnergy Act (Act) to find that there is adequate protection for the i

! public health and safety. liowever, a determination that an amendnent

involves "no significant hazards considerations" includes a finding

under the three standards that the change does not involve a significant

increase in previously evaluated accident probabilities or consequences,
,

that it does not present a new type of accident not previously evaluated, -

and that it does not involve a significant decrease in safety margins.

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ __

,
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|

Rus, the concern raised by the cement is related, if at all, only to|

amendnents that involve significant hazards. Procedures governing these

types of amendments are tmaffected by this rule change. See, eg .,

section 182a. of the Act.

1.3 Cmment

One emmenter suggests that the only standard that is needed is

one that simply identifies those license amendnents which make an

accident possible.

'
i
|
'

Response

ne standard suggested by the emmenter is simple to state but

impractical. An amendnent may involve a previously reviewed issue and

not alter the conclusions reached concerning accident probabilities or

consequences. In such a case, the amendnent may involve a systen or

component that is significant to an evaluation of a design basis
I accident yet not involve a significant hazards consideration. his

suggestion changes the definition of "significant hazards considera-

tions" and, thereby, changos the standards. h e three standards given

in the interim final rules together with the examples are directed to

the issue of significant hazards. See, for instance the discussion in

Section II(F)(1.3) below.
.

l

. !
|

'

|

|
1

[
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.

1.4 Comments

Que ccanenter requests that NRC should cmsider only " credible

accident scenarios" in evaluating amendment requests against the first

two standards. It also suggests that, with respect to the third standard

(significant reduction in safety margins), the Osmiission initially

should determine the extent of the existing safety margin before

deciding the significance of a reduction, because the extent of the

existing margin is clearly relevant to the Omnission's detennination.

01 the other hand, another ce menter argues that it is

i inappropriate to specify a percentage change above idtich the change
l beccznes significant. It notes that when the safety nargin is three'

orders of magnitude, a ten percent reduction is clearly not signifi-

cant, and that when the safety margin is fifteen percent, a comparable

percentage reduction may be significant. It also suggests that the

ctanulative effects of successive changes to one systen nust also be

considered, and not merely the individual change idtich is being

subjected to review at any given time.

Response

'Ihe first connent is similar to the original petition (see

Section 1(C)(1) above) 1 ditch proposed standards limited to " major

credible reactor accidents." 'Ihe Qsanission disagrees with this
*

cement -- as it did previously -- because it allows too much roan for
,

argisnent about the meaning of " credible" in various accident scenarios

_ , - . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . . - ._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ , _ . _ _ , _ .
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1

and does not include accidents of a type different frczn those previously
'

evaluated, which is one of the criteria for evaluating no significant'

'

hazards considerations.

The second cczanenter suggests that, in assessing the degree of

reduction in margin in detennining whether an amencknent involves

| significant hazards considerations, the Canmission should assess the
!

cumulative effects (on margin) of successive changes to one systen, not

merely the individual change in margin brought about by the amencknent

in question. The Cmmission believes that such a suggestian would be

inconsistent with its staff's long-time practice in assessing the degree )
of reduction in margin, would be inconsistent with the thrust of the

three standards on no significant hazards consideration, and would

.

result in multiple counting of margin changes. % c standard states that
!
' the Cam 11ssion is to determine whether the amenchnent will result in a

| significant reduction in margin. % e intent is to compare the safety

I trurgin before the amenchneut to that which would exist af ter the amend-
i

I ment to detennine whether that amenchnent would significantly reduce

the margin. In applying this standard to detennine whether a certain

! amenchnent involves significant hazards considerations, the intent is
l
'to assess just the reduction in margin frczn that amenchnent and not

to assess all prior reductions in margin that resulted frun prior

amenchnents because these have already been considered. Consequently,
l.

the Ommission has not accepted this suggestion.

|
1

'

|

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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1.5 Camnents

One cmmenter points out that the three standards are virtually

identical to the criteria in S 50.59 for detennining whether unreviewed

safety questions exist, and states that this similarity is appropriate.

Another conmenter makes the same point but notes an important

difference in S 50.59, namely, that the word "significant" is absent in

paragraphs (a)(2)(1) to (a)(2)(iii) of that section. It suggests that

S 50.59 should be amended to make it identical with S 50.92(c).
.

Response

Sections 50.59 and 50.92 serve two different purposes. W e criteria

in S 50.59(a)(2) are used to decide whether a proposed change, test, or

experiment involves an "unreviewed safety question." Section 50.59 is

used to decide, in part, whether prior Cannission approval is necessary

for the licensee of an operating reactor to make changes to it or to the

procedures as described in the safety analysis report, or to conduct

tests or experiments not described in the safety analysis report. We

licensee nay not make a change without such approval, if the change

involves an unreviewed safety question. 'Ib insert the term "significant"

into the criteria obviously would raise the threshold for making a

detennina tion. It would pennit licensees to exercise far greater

discretion in judging which changes require Camission review. Wide

variations among licensees might be expected. If the Comnission has *

not reviewed an issue, it should deliberate and decide whether its

L
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review is appropriate. Herefore, the comnent has been rejected. Re

Comnission is considering this subject, as discussed in Section II(K)

below.

1.6 Canent

One comnenter generally agrees with the interim final rules but

believes that the word "significant" should be defined, if only to

forestall court challenges by persons disagreeing with NtC. It suggests

that NC should create smie sort of mechanian to resolve disputes

between the staff, a State, or other parties over whether or not an
{

amendment request involves significant hazard considerations.

Response

ne advantage of the notice provisions of the interim final rules

is thht they provide an opportunity for conment on proposed determina-

tions. Based on a particular proposal in an amendment request, the

Cwmission welcanes any ard all persons' cements about the "signifi-

cance" of the proposed action. Aside from using examples as guidelines,

it believes that the tenn "significant" should not be defined in the

abstract, but should be left to case-by-case resolution.

B. Clarity of Examples

Many cementers argue about the clarity of the various examples in
'

the "likely" and "not likely" categories. Mditionally, sane want to



change, to add to, or to subtract fran the examples, noting for instance

that the issue of repairs is problanatic. A couplete set of carments

(as simnarized) is at tached to SEGY-85-209A.

Additionally, two calme-tors argue that the word "significant" in

the examples should be defined so as not to leave " critical decisions to

the unreviewable judgment of the staff."

Finally, another cannenter requests that the guidance unbodied in

both sets of examples should not only be referenced in the procedures of

the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, but that it should also be

fonnally transnitted to all licensees in the fom of a generic letter,

regulatory guide, or other such doctment.

Response

'Ihe examples are merely guidelines and the Cannission feels the

present examples are adequate. A list of examples of all possible

sittntions would be intenninably long, and it is not the Comnission's

intent to provide such a listing. Ilowever, to clarify the Cannission's

position on the repair or replacanent of a major couponent or systun

important to safety, the following example has been added to the list of
I

examples (in Section 1(C)(2)(e)) above considered not likely to involve

significant hazards considerations:

(fx) A repair or replacanent of a major canponent or syston

important to safety, if the following conditions are met: "

I
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(1) 'Ihe repair or replacment process involves practices which

have been successfully impleented at least once on similar

e sponents or syst es elsewhere in the nuclear industry or

in other industries, and does not involve a significant
,

increase in the probability or consequences of an accident

previously evaluated or create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident fran any accident previously

evaluated; and

(2) 'Ihe repaired or replacement cmponent or syston does not

result in a significant change in its safety function or a

significant reduction in any safety limit (or limiting
b

condition of operation) associated with the couponent or

systan.

In this context, it once again bears repeating that the examples

do not cover a11 possible exampies and may not be representative of a11

possible concerns and problans. As problans are resolved and as new

infomation is developed, the staff may refine the examples and add new

ones, in keeping with the standards in this final rule.

As to the second set of connents, see thc response to cmment

I(A)(1.6) above. Finally, as noted above, the guidance in the examples

already has been sent to all licensees and others.
.

I

a -
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C. Classification of Decisions

Ocmnents

ho ecmnenters argue that the standards pose ccrnplex questions that

" require a level of analysis that goes far beyond the initial sorting of

issues that Congress authorized." They repeat an argunent made when

the standards were publishe<1 as a proposed rule, namely, that "the use

of these standards cannot help but rec,uire the hTIC staff to make an
i
1

initial deterinination, well tat. ore the formal hearing (if any) is held,

of the health and safety nerits of the proposed license amendnent." And

they argue that Congress did not authorize NtC to make such a determina-

tion in advance of the hearing on the merits. (A third ccumenter

agrees with this argunent.) In sun, these ccnmenters would prefer

standards that simply allow for the sorting of issues, rather than, as

they argue, standards that allow the staff to determine issues which are

" virtually the same" as those it determines when deciding whether or not

to grant the 1icense amendnent.
I

In this same vein, both ecumenters argue that the standards

contravene Congress' intent in that the Camission does not avoid

resolving " doubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no significant

hazards consideration."

Response

The Ccnmission disagrees with the cmmenters, as explained in the '

previous discussions above on this very point. It should also be noted

|
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that one reason that deteminations on significant hazards considerations

are divided into " proposed detenninations" and " final detenninations"

is to help sort the issues initially. In this process of sorting, the

Camission hereby charges the NRC staff to assure that doubtful or

borderline cases are not found to involve no significant hazards

consideration. As explained above, the decision about whether to issue

an amendnent is based on a separate health and safety detennination,

not on a determiration about significant hazards considerations.

D. Rerackings

Cm ments_

A group of conmenters state that rerackings should be considered

amendnents that pose significant hazards considerations, in light of

the Camission's past practice and the understanding of Congress that

the practice would be continued.

Another group of cmmenters agrees with the Canmission's position

that the significant hazards determinntion on each amendnent request to

expand a specific spent fuel pool should be based on the Conmission's

technical judgment.

Response

In its decision to issue the two interim final rules, the Camnission

directed the staff to prepare a report which (1) examines the agency's -

experience to date on spent fuel pool expansion reviews and (2) provides
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a technical judgment on the basis for which various methods to expand

spent fuel pools may or may not pose significant hazards considerations.

The staff contracted with Science Applications, Inc. (SAI) to

perfonn an evaluation of whether increased storage of spent fuel could

pose significant hazards considerations in light of the guidance in the '

interim final rules. SAI provided a report entitled, "lleview and

Evaluation of Spent Fuel Pool Expansion Potential Hazards Considerations."

SAI-84-221-WA Rev.1 (July 29.1983). On the basis of that report, the

staff infonned the Conmission in SECY-83-337 (August 15, 1983) of the

results of its study and included the SAI report. (Both the report and

the study are available as indicated above.)

The staff provided the following views to the Canmission.

(1) hitC experience to date with respect to spent fuel pool
expansion reviews:

As the Canmission noted, the staff has been providing prior notice
and opportunity for prior hearing on amendnents involving
expansion of spent fuel pool storage capactly. 'Ihe applications
were prenoticed as a matter of discretion because of possible
public interest. This was the basis cited for prenoticing these
applications in statanents to Congressional cmmittees. Public
cmments or requests to intervene have been received on 24 of the
96 applications for amendnents received to date to increase the
storage capacity of onsite spent fuel pools. In most cases, the
conments and requests to intervene have been resolved without
actual hearings before an ASIB [Atanic Safety and Licensing Board].

Of the 96 applications, 31 have been a second or third application
for the same pool (s). All of these applications have proposed
reracking to increase the storage capacity - that is, replacing
existing spent fuel storage racks with new racks that pennit
closer spacing of spent fuel assenblies. Tho of the applications
involved more than simply replacing the racks on the spent fuel
pool floor. In one case, the capacity was increased by a method
referred to as double-tiering. In this method, a rack is filled -

with aged spent fuel while sitting on the pool floor; once filled,

. . . . .

.

.

_.
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|
,

! the rack is raised and placed on top of another filled rack.
Double-tiering was approved by the staff for Point Beach 1 and 2

i by amendments issued on March 4, 1979. 'Ihe other method that has'

! been proposed to increase pool storage capacity is referred to as
rod consolidation. Rod consolidation involves dismantling or

.

cutting apart the fuel assembly and putting the individual fuel!

rods closer together. Storage of only the fuel rods, without the
spacers, end caps and other hardware, can increase storage capacity
by 60 to 100 percent canpared to storage of non-disassenbled fuel.
Rod consolidation - in conjunction with reracking - has been requested
for only one plant - Maine Yankee. 'Ihe staff's review of this appli-
cation was completed a year ago, but the application is pending before
an Atanic Safety and Licensing Board. We have approved 85 amendnents
involving spent fuel pool storage expansion and the rest are still

[ being processed. A detailed table indicating the agency's experience
! to date with respect to spent fuel pool expansions is contained in

the SAI report. As of now, every operating reactor except Big Rock'

Point has received approval for at least one reracking or had the
closer spacing storage method approved with their initial license. i

'Ihe technical review of requests to increase spent fuel pool
storage capacity involves evaluating the physical and mechanical
processes which may create potential hazards such as criticality 3

considerations, seismic and mechanical loading, pool cooling, long
tenn corrosion and oxidation of fuel cladding, and probabilities
and consequences of various postulated accidents and failures of
decayed spent fuel. Also, the neutron poison and rack structurali

materials must be shown to be compatible with the pool environnent
for a significant period of time due to the uncertainties as to
how long the storage will actually be required al site. However,
potential safety hazards associated with spent fuel pool

! expansions are not as large as those associated with reactor
i operation because the basic purposa of the expansion is to allow

longer tenn storage of aged spent fuel. Since most plants are now
on an 18 month refueling cyle and the NRC is processing a second
expansion request application in many instances, the present
expansion requests are to allow continued storage of spent fuel<

that has decayed over a decade along with the nonnal discharge of
relatively new spent fuel for which the pool was originally
designed. Typically a PhR will replace about one third of its
core at each refueling and a typical BNL will replace about one

' fourth of its core at each refueling. After a year of storage,
about 99% of the initial radioactivity has decayed.

1 (2) Technical judgement on the basis which a spent fuel pool
'

expansion amendment may or may not pose a significant hazards
consideration:

,

_ _ - - - . _ - , - . _ , - , , , _ . _, .,, -~,..,._-,w -
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) h e technical evaluation of whether or not an increased spent fuel
pool storage capacity involves potential hazards consideration is
centered on the Ccmnission's three standards in the interim final
rule.

First, does increasing the spent fuel pool capacity significantly
increase the probability or consequences of accidents previously
evaluated? As discussed in the SAI report, reracking to allow
closer spacing of fuel assenblies does not significantly increase
the probability or consequences of accidents previously analyzed.
However, the rod consolidation method may increase the probablity
of a fuel drop accident by a factor of two because of the increase
in the nunber of assenbly lif ts and involves handling of highly
radioactive fuel assenbly components. Double tiering of racks
requires an increased frequency in lifting heavy loads over the'

spent fuel pool which would also increase the probability of an
accident.

Second, does increasing the spent fuel storage capacity create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident fran any

i accident previously analyzed? h e staff, as well as SAI, have not
identified any new categories or types of accidents as a result of'

reracking to allow closer spacing for the fuel assenblies. Double
tiering and rod consolidation, however, do present new accident

! scenarios which may not be bounded by previous accident analysis
for a given pool. In all reracking reviews completed to date, all
credible accidents postulated have been found to be conservatively
bounded by the valuations cited in the safety evaluation reports
supporting each amendnent.

];

W ird, does increasing the spent fuel pool storage capacity
significantly reduce a margin of safety? Neither the staff nor
sal have identified significant reductions in safety margins due
to increasing the storage capacity of spent fuel pools. He
expansion may result in a minor increase in pool tanperatures by a
few degrees, but this heat load increase is generally well within
the design limitations of the installed cooling systens. In sane

; cases it may be necessary to increase the heat renoval capacity by
' relatively minor changes in the cooling systen, i.e., by increasing

a punp capacity. But in all cases, the tanperature of the pool will
renain below design values. De anall increase in the total
amount of fission products in the pool is not a significant factor
in accident considerations. He increased storage capacity may
result in an increase in the pool reactivity as measured by the
neutron multiplication factor (Keff). However after extensive

-

study, the staff detennined in 1976 that as long as the neximun,

neutron multiplication factor was less than or equal to 0.95,'then
any change in the pool reactivity would not significantly reduce a
margin of safety regardless of the storage capacity of the pool.4

._ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ , _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . _ _ . _ _ _ __
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Tae techniques utilized to calculate Keff have been bench-marked
against experimental data and are considered very reliable.

In the interim final rule, the Conmission stated that it was not
the intent to make a no significant hazards consideration finding

!, based on unproven technology. Reracking to allow a closer spacing
between fuel assenblies can be done by proven technologies. 'lhe.
double tiering method of expansion can also be done by proven
teclutology. Rod consolidation, however, involves new-technology
and increased handling of highly radioacive emiponents of fuel
assenblies.

In suimary, both rod consolidation and double tiering represent
;

, potential safety hazards considerations. Rod consolidation
^ involves relatively new technology and double tiering may

significantly increase the probability of accidents previously
analyzed. Replacing existing racks with a design which allowsi

closer spacing between stored spent fuel assemblies or placing
,

additional racks of the original design on the pool floor ift

space pennits (a subset of reracking) is considered not likely to
involve significant hazards considerations if several conditions
are met. First, no new technology or unproven technology is
utilized in either the construction process or in the analytical

; techniques necessary to justify the expansion. Second, the Keff .

! of the pool is maintained less than or equal to 0.95. A Keff of
greater than 0.95 may be justifiable for a particular application,

,' but it would go beyond the presently accepted staff criteria and
would potentially be a significant hazards consideration. Re-
racking to allow closer spacing or the placing of additional
racks of the original design on the pool floor, which satisfies

: the two preceding criteria, would be similar to example (iii) on |

! nuclear reactor core reloading under examples of amendnents that I

| are not considered likely to involve significant hazards consid-
erations. _I d_. (Emphasis added.)

'Ihe staff concluded in its technical judgenent that a request to

5 expand the storage capacity of a spent fuel pool which satisfies

the following is considered not likely to involve significant
!

httzards ccJssiderations:
.

(1) The storage expansion method consists of either replacing
existing racks with a design which allows closer spacing between
stored spent fuel assenblies or placing additional racks of the
original design on the pool floor if space permits,

i
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1 (2) 'Ihe storage expansion method does not involve rod
consolidation or double tiering,

(3) The Keff of the pool is maintained less than or equal to 0.95,
and

(4) No new technology or unproven technology is utilized in either
the construction process or the analytical techniques necessary to
justify the expansion.

This judgenent was based on the staff's review of 96 applications and

the result of the SAI study, which indicates that if a spent fuel pool

expansion request satisfies the above criteria then it meets the three

standards in the interim final rules in that it:

(1) Does not involve a significant increase in the probability or
! consquences of an accident previously evaluated;
J

(2) Does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident frcm any accident previously evaluated; and

(3) Docs not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

,

'

Finally, the staff stated to the Comnission that:

Applications which do not fall into the above category must be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. There are secondary issues
which may be associated with a spent fuel pool expansion, but
they must be considered on their own technical merit as a
separate issue. As an example, transferring fuel to another
site for storage or transferring fuel in a cask to another on-
site spent fuel pool, if requested, must both be evaluated on a
separate basis as to whether or not they involve significant,

hazards considerations.

The Cmmission has accepted its staff's judgnent, discussed above. ~

lt has added the following new example (x) to the list of examples in

.- , - ,. , - . - - . - . . - . . . - - , - . - . - . - . . . - . - - - . - . .
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the "not likely" category in Section 1(C)(2)(e) for reracking requests

satisfying the four criteria noted above (Reracking requests that do

not meet these criteria will be evaluated case-by-case.):

(x) An expansion of the storage capacity of a spent fuel pool when

all of the folImving are satisf fed:

(1) The storage expansion method consists of either replacing i

existing racks with a design <Alich allows closer spacing

between stored spent fuel assemblies or placing additional
l

racks of the original design on the pool floor if space '

.

permits; i

(2) The storage expansion method does not involve rod

consolidation or double tiering;

(3) The Keff of the pool is maintained less than or equal toi

1

0.95; and

(4) No new technology or unproven technology is utilized in
|

either the construction process or the analytical techniques

necessary to justify the expansion.

| ,

E. Irreversible Consequences

Ca ments

One emmenter notes that license amendments involving irreverr.ible

j consequences (such as those permitting an increase in the amount of

effluents' or radiation unitted from a facility or allmving a facility ~

to operate for a period of time without full safety protections) require

|

|
,

_ , 4 - ~ _
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prior hearings so as not to foreclose the public's right to have its

views considered. This emmenter is especially concerned about the

311-2 clean up and about the 311-1 steam generator tube repairs. It

argues that S 50.92(b) (which requires Comnission " sensitivity" to
.

significsnt, irreversible consequences) centravenes Congress' intent.

Another cmmenter requests that a State and the public should have

a say about any amendnent request involving an envirorynental impact

before N1C issues an amendnent. It wants more from the Cmmission than

the statement in the interim final rules that the "Ctranission will be

particularly sensitive" to such impacts.

Another comnenter asserts that certain situations which involve

" irreversible consequences," such as pennanent increases in the amount

of effluents or radiation snitted fran a facility, should be treated

like " stretch power" situations. It argues that this class of

amendments should not be considered likely to involve significant

hazards considerations as long as the discharge or suission level does

not exceed those evaluated in the Safety Analysis Report, the Final ;

|Envirorinental Statement or generically by rulemaking (i.e., Part 50,
,

|
Appendix I). This carmenter adds the t any temporary increase within

generally recognized radiation protection standards, such as those in

10 CFR Part 20, should be treated similarly. Moreover, it requests that

these situations should be included as examples in the "not likely"
i

' '

category.

)
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On the other hand, another conmenter argues that license amendnents

involving tanporary waiving of radiation release limitations (so that
1

airborne radioactive waste can be released at a rate in excess of that
!

pennitted -- an issue in the Sholly decision), should involve significant

hazards considerations and, consequently, a prior hearing.

Response

ne Conmission disagrees with the conment that S 50.92(b)

contravenes Congress' intent. W at section is taken almost verbatim

fran the Conference Report (see Section I(C)(2)(c) in this preamble) and

is entirely consistent with the colloquy of the Senators quoted in that

section. |

Before NRC issues an amendnent, a State and the public can have a

say about any amendnent request that involves an environnental impact.

We procedures described before have been designed so that at the time

of NRC's proposed detennination (1) the State within which the facility

is located is consulted, (2) the public can cmment on the detennination,

and (3) an interested party can request a hearing. Section 50.92(b)

simply buttresses the point that the Conmission will be especially

sensitive to the types of irreversible impacts described by the

emmenters.

%e Ccomission has not accepted the last two cmmenters'

suggestions. He legislation clearly specified that the Cmmission
'

should be sensitive to the kinds of circunstances outlined by the

. . - - . _. . . -. . - , --. . ..
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cmmenters. 'Ihe interim final rule repeats this language and seeks to |

insure that the Connission's staff will evaluate each case with respect i

!

to its own intrinsic circunstances.

F. Energency Situations

1.1 Conments |

One cmmenter requests that the term " emergency" be deleted fran

the rule because it could be confused with a different use of this

term in a final rule issued on April 1,1983 (48 FR 13966) involving

the applicability of license conditions and technical specifications
1

in an anergency. See SS 50.54(x) and 50.72(c). It suggests that the i

phrase " warranting expedited treatment" or some similar phrase could

be used instead of the term " merge'ncy."

ho other emmenters request that S 50.91(a)(5) (involving

emergency situations) be clarified to make clear that an emergency

! situation can exist whenever it is necessary that a plant not in
!

I operation return to operation or that a derated plant operate at a

higher level of power generation. One of the cmmenters argues that

unnecessary econanic injury or impact on a generating system should

also be classified as an energency situation. It reconmends that

S 50.91(a)(5) be amended by inserting, af ter the words "derating or

shutdown of the nuclear power plant" the words " including any preven-

tion of either resunption of operation or increase in power output." ~

l
I

!

_ _ _ . - _. ..
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The other cmmenter concurs with these words and would add the words

"up to its licensed power level" after " power output."

Another cmmenter suggests that an mergency situation should

also exist where a shutdown plant could be prevented fr a starting up

because the Cmmission had failed to act in a timely way.

Several cmmenters agree with thete cmments, arguing that

snergency situations should (1) be broadly defined, (2) be availableI

when n plant is shutdown and cannot startup without a license amendnent,

and (3) include situations where an amendnent is needed (as is the case

with exigent circunstances) to improve protection to public health and

safety.

Response !

The Camission understands that the term " emergency" is used in

different ways in various sections of its regulations. Howeve:', the

legislation and its legislative history, quoted above in Section 1(A),
|

are very clear on the use of that term and specifically do use that tenn;

consequently, the tenn must be used as a touchstone for the Cannission's

regulations.
I

l 'lhe Cmmission agrees with the emmenters about the need to
|

broaden the definition of "mergency situations." The Conference

Report quoted above described " emergency situations" as enempassing

those cases in which imnediate action is necessary to prevent the
~

shutdown or derating of a plant. 'Ihere may be situations where the

- - - . ._ _. .- . .- .. - - . - - .
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need to prevent shutdown or derating can be equivalent in tenns of

impact to the need to startup or to go to a higher power level. 'Ihe

Cmmission believes that expanding the definition of " emergency

situation" to include these situations is not inconsistent with

Congress' intent. Thus the Cmmission has decided to adopt. the thrust

of these cmments and has changed S 50.91(a)(5) accordingly. See also

response to cmment in Section II(F)(1.3) below.

1.2 Cmment

Section 50.91(a)(5) states that the Cmmission will decline to

dispense with notice and cmment procedure, "if it determines that the

licensee has failed to make a timely application for the amendnent in

order to create the emergency and to take advantage of the emergency

provision." One cmmenter requests that the rule specify what is neant

b/- the tenn " timely application".

Response

'Ihe provision cited by the emmenter is clear enough. It is

extracted almost verbatim frcrn the Conference Report. 'Ihe Report

indicated that a " licensee should not be able to take advantage of an

energency itself" and thus that the Cmmission's regulations "should

insure that the energency situation" exception under section 12 of the

conference agreenent "will not apply if the licensee has failed to apply
.

for the license amendnent in a timely fashion." Further:
i

. - . - -- _. . .. . . -
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To prevent abuses of this provision, the conferees expect the
Cmmission to independently assess the licensee's reasons for
failure to file an appli' cation sufficiently in advance of the
threatened closure or derating of the facility.

1.3 Ccmment4

One emmenter requests that hE explain how it will process an

amenchent request that involves both an energency situation and a

significant hazards consideration. It suggests that, in this unlikely

case, the Ocnmission might issue an inmeciately effective order under

10 C.F.R. 2.204.

Response

Since there is a possibility for confusion over the meaning of-
'

" emergency", S 50.91(a)(4) has been modified and a new S 50.91(a)(7) <

has been added to clarify the problen. With the "Sholly" regulations

now in place, there are now two possible types of energencies:

(a) n " safety-related energency" in which inmediate NRC action may be ;

necessary to protect the public health and safety; and i

*
'

(b) the "emergenc3 ' referred to in the "Sholly" legislation in which

the pranpt issuance of a license amendnent is required in order,

for instance, to avoid a shutdown. An example of this type of an

emergency is where prompt action is needed for continued full power
1operation but not necessarily to protect the public health and

,

safety (health and safety, arguably, is protected by the shutdown, !

which would occur if the "energency" license amendment were not

i
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issued). 'Ihis "snergency" is more in the nature of an economic

enerftency for the licensee.

'Iho fundanentally different approaches to amending a license.arise fran

! these two different types of energencies:

(a) For a safety-related energency, the Adninistrative Procedure Act

and the Ca mission's own regulations (10 G R S 2.204) authorize

(if not compel) the issuance of an inmediately effective order !

amending a license without regard to whether the amendnent

involves significant hazards considerations and without the need |
|
'to make a finding on no significant hazards considerations or to

provide a prior Sholly-type of notice.

(b) For an "energency" where a pranpt amendnent is required to prevent

the shutdown but not to protect the public health and safety, an

imnediately effective license amendnent, without prior notice, may

be issued only K the amendnent involves no significant hazards

considerations.

l Consequently:

(a) Were an imnediately effective license amendnent is needed to

protect the public health and safety, the Ca mission can issue an

irmediately effective order snending a license regardless of

whether the amendnent involves significant hazards considerations
!

and without prior notice and prior hearing; I

(b) Mere an inmediately effective 1icense amendnent is needed, for
~

instance, only to prevent the shutdown but not to proteet public

1
|
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health and safety, the Cannission nny issue such an inmediately

effective amendnent only if the amendnent involves no significant

hazards considerations. If the amendnent does involve a signifi-

cant hazards consideration, the Cannission is required by law to

provide 30 days notice and an opportureity for prior hearing.

1

G. Exigent Circunstances

1.1 Cmments

One carmenter suggests that the two examples of exigent circun-

stances are unnecessarily narrow because both involve potentially

lost opportunities to implenent improvanents in safety during a plant

outage. He cannenter recamnends that the Cmmission nake clear that

these examples were not meant to be 1imiting and that exigent circun- ;

l
stances can occur whenever a proposed amendnent involves no sipificant

hazards consideration and the licensee can danonstrate that avoiding

delay in issuance will provide a significant safety, environnental,

rellability, economic, or other benefit.

Another cmmenter requests that exigent circunstances include

instances (1) where a licensee's plant is shutdown and the licensee

needs an amendnent to startup and (2) involving significant hazards

considerations. We cannenter argues that both such cases entail

delay and a significant financial burden on licensees.
.

1

'

- - _ __ ,. -._
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Response

As explained above, the examples were meant merely as guidance and

were meant to cover circunstances where a net safety benefit might be

lost if an amendment were not issued in a timely nunner. 'Ihe Cmmission

agrees with the first emmenter that the examples should be read as also

covering those circunstances where there is a net increase in safety or

reliability or a significant envirormental benefit.

As to the first point of the second cmment, the Cannission

believes that there may be " exigent circunstances" which may involve

start-up of a shutdcun plant. In keeping with the thrust of the

definition of "snergency situations," the " exigent circunstances" in

S 50.31(a)(6) will include " start-up" and " increase in power levels".

'lhe discussion in Section III(A) responds to the cmmenter's second

point.

.

1.2 Cannents

One ccumenter states that the public notice procedures for exigent

circunstances should be no different fran those for energency situations.

'Iko cmmenters oppose the use of press releases or display advertising

in local media, arguing that such notices would unnecessarily elevate

the importance of amendment requests.

Another cmmenter reemmends that if NRC believes that it must

issue a press release, it should consult with the licensee on a proposed
"

release before it acts. It also requests that NRC inform the licensee

-
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of the State's and the public's emments and that it prcunptly forward

to the licensee copies of all correspondence.

%o cmmenters also oppose the toll-free " hot-line" in exigent
|ciretmstances, arguing trat the concept implies inninent danger or 3

severe safety concerns which normally will not be present. One of these

|ecmnenters requests, instead, the use of mailgrams or overnight express.

It also reccmnends, if a hotline systen is implanented, that the system

should be confined to extraordir ary amendments involving unique cireta-

stances. To ensure accurate transcription of the ccmnents received,

it suggests that the cmments be recorded and retained. 'Ihe other

cmmenter requests that copies of the recorded cmments be sent to the

1icensee.

Another cmmenter suggests that the rule specify the geographical

area to be covered by a notice to the media.

Response

By definition, in emergency situations NRC does not have time to

issue a notice; in exigent ciretmstances, the Cmmission must act

swif tly but has time to issue scune type of notice; in most instances it

will be a FET3tAL RH.ilSIH1 notice requesting public cmment within less

than 30 days, but not less than two weeks. 'Ihe Comnission, of course,

needs the cooperation of a licensee to make the systen work and to act
'

quickly. If NRC cannot issue a FEDERAL RRilSTER notice for at least

two weeks public ccnment in exigent ciretastances, then, with the help

!
i
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of the licensee, it will issue some type of media notice requesting

public comnent within a reasonable time. It will consult with the

licensee on a proposed release, on the geographical area of its coverage

and, as necessary and appropriate, may infonn it of the State's and the

public's conments. If a systen of mailgrams or overnight express is

workable, it will use that as opposed to a hotline; however, it will

not rule out the use of a hot 1ine. And if it does use a hotIine, it

may tape the conversations and may transcribe then, as necessary and

appropriate, and may infonn the licensee of these.

1.3 Conment
1

One emmenter notes that exigent circunstances can arise af ter the
1

publication of a Cmmission notice offering a nonml public cement

period on a proposed detennination. It requests that in these circum-

stances the final rule should make clear that an expedited schedule i

would be established for receiving public cmments and issuing the

amendment.

11esponse

The Canmission agrees that energency situations and exigent

circunstance$ could arise during the normal cement period. If this

were to occur, as noted in the notices it now issues, it will expedite

'

the processing nf the amendnent request to the extent it can, if the

request and the exigency or energency are connected. As explained
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above, of course the Cmmission may also issue an appropriate order

under 10 C.F.R. Part 2 if there is an imninent danger to the public

health or safety.

H. Retroactivity

Comnents

One cmmenter requests (and another agrees) that NRC should clarify
!

$ 2.105(a)(4)(i) -- which explains how NHC may make an amendaent ;

iranediately effective -- to state that NRC will not provide notices of |

proposed action on no significant hazards consideration amendnent )

requests received before May 6, 1983 (the effective date of the interim ;

final rule). It suggests that the Cmmission should publish instead

notices of issuance of amendnents pursuant to S 2.106.

Another cmmenter suggests expedited treatment for amendnent
'

,

|
|

requests received before May 6, 1983, when these relate to refueling

outages scheduled by licensees before that date.

Response

'Ihe Comnission has noticed amendnent requests it received before

May 6,1983, along with its proposed detenninations.

!

I. Notice and Consultation Procedures

| 1.1 Cmments I
*

|
- . . .
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'

One cmmenter proposes the following changes (endorsed by another

conmenter) to the notice procedures to shorten the carment period and,

to clarify the method of publication:

Routine, minor amendnents should be published in the monthly
Federal Register canpilation only and a ten-day connent period,

accorded. %cre should be no individual Federal Register notice
in routine cases. An individual notice should be published in the'

Federal Register for requests that are not routine, such as for
instance, steam generator modifications or reracking. Rese
requests could also be published in the monthly canpilation, but

'; .

the comment period should run from the date of the individual j
notice. As is the case for routine amendments, we propose a
ten-day cmment period. In exigent circunstances, which could
encanpass either routine or non-routine requests, we propose that,

notice be published individually in the Federal Register and thati

a reasonable ce ment period be accorded taking into account the
facts of the particular case.

l he cmmenter argues that expedited notice procedures would

satisfy the statutory requirenents, would eliminate a large source of
.

| delay, and would be approved by tne courts, since expedited procedures
i

: are the appropriate solution when notice and hearing are statutorily

! required but time is of the essence. I

|
'nvo cmmenters are also concerned about the potential for delay |

in the new notice procedures, one requesting that the rule indicate the j

nonnal time MIC needs to process routine and energency applications. )<

1

I

|

Response

h e interim final rules preserve the option to publish individual
'

| or periodic FIDERAL RBGISITR notices, or a canbination of both. We
i

.; Cmmission stated in the interim final rules that the periodic notices

I

,
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would be published at least every 30 days, leaving the option of more

frequent publication if appropriate. 'Ihough it agrees that minor

routine amendments could be published in its periodic notice and that

non-routine amenchnents could be published in individual notices, it does

not want to establish by rule any particular mode of publication.

The Cmmission does not agree that a 10-day cmment period should

be the nonn. It believes that its systen, which normally allows for

30-days public ccnment, is more in keeping with the intent of the

legislation, which provided for a reasonable opportunity for public

cmment, except in energency situations where there is no time provided

for public cmment and in exigent circunstances where there is less

than 30 days provided.

Section 50.91(a)(6) has been clarified to indicate that the ecnment

period on any notice begins on the date of that notice. If there is an

initial individual notice and a later periodic notice, the cmment period

begins with the first notice.

Finally, the Cmmission does not agree that it should prescrite

nonnal time periods for processing routine and anergency requests. Its

staff will process all requests as quickly as it can. The Cmmission

hereby directs the staff to handle requests prcmptly and efficiently to
1

insure that the staff is not the cause for a licensee's energency or l

exigency request.
,

.

i

!
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1.2 Cmments

One conmenter argues that the consultation procedures created by |

the interim final rules do not meet Congress' intent because they leave
1

it to a State to decide whether it wants to consult on the licensee's

amendnent request and NRC's proposed detemination, it seeks "fomal,

active consultation" (before NIC makes its proposed detennination and

publishes a FIDE 1E RBGIS'IER notice) through the " scheduling of fomal

discussions between the State and the NRC on the proposed determination,

with the foregoing of such only upon written waiver of the Sta%."

It also seeks incorporation of the State's emments in the FEDE2E
|
|RIDISTER notice along with an explanation of how NHC resolved these.

Finally, it requests that NRC always telephone State officials before
i

issuing an amendnent, rather than merely "attepting" to telephone

the as, the cmmenter states, the rule provides.

Another cmmenter is satisfied with the notice and consultation

.

procedures, stating that "the regulations give the State no more
1

authority in regulating the operation of the reactor then it had in the
|

| past, but they serve notice on the reactor operator that the State is

an interested party in all nuclear operations within the State."

Response

'Ihe State consultation procedures are well within Congress' intent. |
|
I ~

'Ihese procedures allow a State to take on as active a role as it wishes,

| consulting with NRC on every amendnent request, if it wants to do so.

f
I
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|
On the other hand, if it wants to conserve its resources and consult

| only on amendnent requests it considers inportant, it may do that as
|

|
wel1. %e systen of fonnal consultation envisaged try the first

emmenter is contrary to the intent of Congress, as discussed in
!

Section III(B) below.

Finally, S 50.91(b)(3) of the interim final rule clearly states

that before NRC issues the amendment, it will telephone the appointed-

State official in which the licensee's facility is located for the

purpose of consultation. He Ommission believes that this last step

is needed to ensure that the State indeed is aware of the amendnent

request and does not wish to be consulted about it. He rule has been

changed in minor ways to clarify these points.

J. Notices in Energency Situations or Exigent Ciretsnstances

Canment
1

j One emmenter reemmends that the Canmission clarify that it
i

intends to issue a " post notice" under S 2.106 rather than a " prior

notice" under 5 2.105 when it has determined that there is an energency

situation or exigent ciretastances and that an amendment involves no

significant hazards consideration. %e connenter suggests replacanent

of the phrase in S 2.105(a)(4)(ii) that "it will provide notice of

opporttmity for a hearing pursuant to S 2.106" with the words "instead
'

of publishing a notice of proposed action pursuant to this section, it

will publish a notice of issuance pursuant to S 2.106".

i
!
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Response

he Cmrnission has not accepted the latter part of the cannenter's

request. In an energency situation involving no significant hazards

consideration, the Camission will publish a notice of issuance of the

amer.cknent under 5 2.106. H e licensee or any other person with the

requisite interest may request a hearing pursuant to this notice. Rus ,

implicit in S 2.106 is the notion that a notice of issuance provides

notice of opportunity for a hearing. He phrase in S 2.105 makes this

notion explicit. Finally, contrary to the connenter's assertion, the

Camission does provide prior rather than post notice in exigent

circumstances.

K. Procedures to Reduce the Nunber of Anencknents

Cament

One ccmnenter suggests that many of the routine matters which

require amencinents should not be subject to the license amencknent

process. It argues that greater use should be made of 5 50.59

(involving changes, tests and experiments without prior Camission

approval, where these do not involve an unreviewed safety question or

a technical specification incorporated in a license) for changes

involving routine matters by not placing such changes into the technical

specifications and thereby avoiding the need to issue license amend-

ments. Lo comnenters also generally endorse the Cannission's proposed
.

rule (published on March 30,1982 in 47 Mt 13369) that would reduce

t
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the volune of technical specifications now part of an operating license,

thereby reducing the need to request license amendnents.

Response

'Ihe Qxanission is reconsidering the proposed rule noted above.

It may issue a Policy Statenent in its stead, or another different,

simplified proposed rule, or both.
*

.

L. License Fees

Comnent
i

One connenter argues that licensees should not be assessed

additional fees to finance activities involving no significant hazards

considerations determinations. It states that recently NRC proposed

to amend the existing regulations governing payment of fees associated
.

with, among other things, the processing of license amendnent requests.

(Proposed rule; 47 FR 52454 (Novenber 22, 1982); final rule: 49 FR m
.

21293 Ofay 21,1984).) The key elanent of the proposed changes related .

to assessnent of fees based upon actual MtC resources ' expended, rather

than upon fixed fees for various classes of amendments. The connenter

adds that if the Part 170 changes are issued as proposed, af ter May 6,

1983--the effective date of the interim final rules--NRC resources

expended as part of the notice and State consultation process would be

financed by the requesting licensee. It asserts that licensees would
'

not be the identifiable recipients of benefits resulting fram this more [
.-
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involved process and thus licensees should not be assessed fees for

expenses resultir.g from the public notice, State consultation, and other

related activities. Finally, it argues that it is clear fran the

legislative history behind Public Law 97-415 that licensees are not the

prime beneficiaries of this new license amendnent process.

Response

It is clear that the issuance of a license amendnent is a "special

benefit" for the licensee, and that the Cam 11ssion is therefore author-

ized to impose a fee to recover the cost to the agency of conferring

I that benefit. Mississippi Power & Light Co. v. Nuclear Regulatory

Ca mission, 601 F.2d 223, 227 (5th Cir.1979). 'Ihe notice and consul-

tation process established in the present rulanaking, together with all

other aspects of the no significant hazards consideration determination,

reflects statutory requirenents that must be met in the issuance of a

license amendment. Accordingly, the NRC resources expended in this part

of the amendment proceedings are costs necessarily incurred by the agency

on behalf of the licensee. 'ihus the Cannission may include these costs

in its fee for issuing the amendment.

hhile the Cmmission believes that the public as well as the licensee will

benefit fran this clarification and improvanent in the amendnent process,

the "special benefit" of receiving a particular license amendnent pertains ~

l
i
1
|
|
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to- the licensee alona, and the Cannission may ,therefore assess the full

cost of providing it. Mississippi Pow <tr & Light, supra, at 230.

M. Regionalization_ _ I

Cairmat ,' '

One comenter' recamends that before NRC's headquarters transfers
.

authority to the Regions to profess " routine" smendnents, there should I.

be a clear understanding among the licensee, the Region and NRC's

headquarters about the ground rules (1) on what would constitute
'

" routine" versus "canplex" amendnents and (2) on the ways in which the :

amendnents would be processed fran the times they are requested, through

notice and State consultation, to their grant or denial.

Response

'Ild Cannission agrees. For the time being, thougn, and perhaps

in the future, NRC's headquarters will retain authority to process

amendnent requests for no significant hazards consideration detennina-

tions. See, generally, NRC Authorization Act for Fiscal Years -1984

and 1985 (Pub. L. 98-553, October 1984).

N. Exa@ tion Requests
.

Ccriment

One connenter is concerned that NRC might automatice.lly consider
~

exanption requests as license amerdnents. It believes that exanption
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requests need not autmatically be considered license amendnents,

even though NRC has occasionally elected to notice such requests in

the FEDEAL RWISITR or has assigned license amendnent ntabers to the

issuing doctments.

Response

7he Cmmission does not autmatically consider exmption requests
|
|

as license amendments. Nost are not amendnents. if an ex mption to
'

the regulations for a particular facility also entails or requires an

amendnent to the facility license, the amenduent would be processed as

a license amendment under the "Sholly" regulations and the requir ments

of the regulations could not be avoided simply because an exanption

is also involved.

III. PRESINr PRACflCE, AND 11DIFIGU'ICNS CNDER 'IIE FINAL ICLE

|
|

A. Notice for Public Ccnment and for Opportunity for a IIearing

In the two interim final rules, the Comnission adopted the notice procedures

and criteria contemplated by the legislation for no significant hazards

consideration determinations. In addition it decided to combine the notices

for public cmment on no significant hazards considerations with the notices

for opportunity for a hearing. Thus, normally, for operating license amend-

ments for facilities described in S 50.21(b) or S 50.22 or for testing -

facilities, the Ccomission provided both prior notice of opportunity for I
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hearing and prior notice for public cmment. The Cannission also explained

in the interim final rules that while the substance of the public ce ments

on the no significant consideration finding could be litigated in a hearing,

when one is held, neither the Cmmission nor its Licensing Boards or

Presiding Officers would entertain hearing requests on the MIC staff's

substantive findings with respect to these emments. It noted that this

is in keeping with the legislation which states that public cmment cannot

. delay the effective date of an amendment. The Cmmission intends to continue

this practice, as fully described below.
.-

With respcct to opportunity for hearing, the Cmmission amended S 2.105 to

specify that normally it could issue in the FEDERAL IIIGIS1H1 at least every

30 days, and perhaps more frequently, a list of " notices of proposed actions"

on requests to amend operating licenses. These periodic notices - presently

issued biweekly -- now provide an opportunity to request a hearing within

thirty days. The Cm mission also retained the option of issuing individual
notices, as it sees fit. In the final rule, the Cmmission's procedures

provide that a person whose interest may be affected by the proceeding may

file a petition for leave to intervene and request a hearing. See

S 2.105(d)(2). If the staff does not receive any request for a hearing on

an amendnent within the notice period, it takes the proposed action when it

has canpleted its review and made the necessary findings. If instead it
receives a request for a hearing, it acts under new S 50.91, which describes .
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the procedures and criteria the Cmmission uses to act on applications for

anendnents to operating licenses.

To implenent the main thune of the legislation, the Cmmission combined a

notice of opportunity for a hearing with a notice for public cmment on any

proposed determination on no significant hazards consideration. See S 50.91.

New S 50.91 also perYnits the Cannission to make an amendnent inmediately

effective in advance of the conduct and canpletion of any required hearing

where there has been a no significant hazards consideration detennination.

To buttress this point, the Cmmission has modified S 50.58(b)(6) to state

that only it on its own initiative may review the staff's final no

significant hazards consideration determination. 'Ihus, S 50.91 builds upon

amended S 2.105, providing details for the systen of ITDERAL RBGISIBt

notices. For instance, exceptions are made for energency situations, with

no prior notice of opportunity for a hearing arxi for public connent,

assuning no significant hazards considerations. In sun, this systen added a

" notice for public cmment" under S 50.91 to the fonner systen of " notice of

proposed action" under S 2.105 and " notice of issuance" under S 2.106.

Under this new systen, the Cmmission requires an applicant requesting an

amendment to its operating license (1) to provide its careful appraisal on

the significant hazards issue, using the standards in S 50.92 (ark whatever

examples are applicable), and (2) if it involves the anergency or exigency
'

provisions, to address the features on which the Camnission must make its
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findings. (Both points are discussed below.) 'Ihe staff has frequently

stated to applicants that the Cmmission wants a " reasoned analysis" from

an applicant. An insufficient or sloppy appraisal will be returned to the

applicant with a request to do a more careful analysis. hhere an applica-

tion has been returned for such reasons, i.e., because of the applicant's

negligence, the applicant cannot use the exigency or emergency provisions

of the rule for any subsequent application for the same amendnent.

hhen the staf f receives the amendnent request, as described below, it

decides whether there is an energency situation or exigent ciretrnstances.

If there is no energency, it makes a preliminary decision -- called a

" proposed detennination" -- about whether the amendnent involves no signifi-

cant hazards considerations. Normally, this is done before canpletion of

the safety analysis or evaluation. In the proposed detennination, it might

accept the applicant's appraisal in whole or in part or it might reject the

applicant's appraisal but, nonetheless, reach the same conclusion. With

respect to the proposed determination, the staff views the term "considera-

tions" in the dictionary sense, that is, as a sorting of factors as to which

it has to make that detennination. In this sorting, the three standards are

used as benclinarks and, if applicable, the exanples may be used as guidelines.

ivnendnent requests received before May 6,1983 (the effective date of the

interim final rules) have been processed in the same way, except that ~

licensees have not been required to provide their appraisals.

.
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At this stage, if the staff decides that no significant hazards consideration 1

is involved, it can issue an individual FEDERAL RIDISITR notice or list this

amendnent in its periodic -- biweekly -- publication in the FH]ERAL RIEISITR.

i 'Ihis periodic publication lists not only amendment requests for which the

Comnission is publishing a notice under S 2.105, it also provides a reasonable '

l

opportunity for public cmment by listing this and all amendnent requests |
received since the last such periodic notice, and, like an individual notice,

(a) providing a description of the amendment and of the facility involved,

(b) noting the proposed no significant hazards consideration detennination,

(c) soliciting public connent on the determinations which have not been

previously noticed, and (d) providing for a 30-day camnent period.
l
l

Out of a total of 2204 notices of no significant hazards considerations the

Cannission received requests for hearings on 13 notices and cannents on 15

notices. Out of a total of 36 notices of significant hazards considerations,
1

1

the Cmmission received requests for hearings on 5 notices and no camnents.

|
|

Between May 6,1983, and Septanber 30, 1985, the Camnission published

j various types of notices in addition to or to the exclusion of FHXRAL

IUCISTH1 notices (FIUs). 'Ihree were press releases only; four were press

releases and paid annotmcenents; one was a press release and an FRN; and one

was a paid announcanent only.
'

,

|

|

-- - , - - . _ -

i
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!

For the purpose of illustration, the following table lists the Carmission's

monthly FRNs between May 6,1983, and Septanber 30, 1985, on detemiinations

about no significant hazards considerations (NSHC). 'Ihe final rule clarifies

that if an individual notice has been published, the periodic publication

does not extend the deadline date for filing emnuents or providing an opportunity

for a hearing. See S 50.91(a)(2) . 1

1

|

l

,

!

;

.

, 1

, . , . - ., - - , -, . - . , . - . . - - . .
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CSDLLY" EATISrlCS
.

nGay 6, 1983 through Biweekly FRN Individual FIN Individual HN
Septenber 30, 1985 Proposed NSE Proposed NSE ' SC Totals

! l

4th W 85 Total 4th W 85 Total 4th W 85 Total 4th W 85 Total
,

PERKD GWBIED Sept. Qtr. to 'o iSept. Qtr. to to Sept. Qtr. to to Sept. Qtr. to to

1985 W 85 date date '1985 W 85 date date 1985 W 85 date date 1985 W 85 dato date

Comnent period: ,

a

30 days 87 282 984 2155 2 5 47 249 0 6 10 36 89 293 1041 2440
N !

Less than 30 days
t

,

'

0 0 9 22Short FRN 0 0 9 22 .

!
Press Release Ex +0 1 5 9

\ -- x-

| (12 FFNPublic cannents ,

0 0 3 11 0 0 0 0 i0 0 3 2 PR)received 0 0 0 1 |' 14, i

R I

' i (15 MN
i 1 PR)Requests for

hearing 0 1 1 4 0 0 0 9 0 0 2 3 O 1 3 16'

82 228 874 1647Anerwinents Issued - Total ...................................................................

(1) With 30 days notice ................................................................... 76 213 830 1555
(2) Le s s t han 3 0 days or NO IUTICE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 15 43 82
(3) llearing rqquested but final NSC detennination made (50.91(a)(4)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 0 10

(4) Proposed NSC; hearing requested; hearing completed and amendnent issued.
No final NSE detennination was rmde because hearing was canpleted before
amendnen t wa s needed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 0 1 1

Backlog: (Applications received which were not noticed, either in biweekly thN or individually through
Septenber 30, 1985): MAEDt: 227 (Includes itens which were prepared and approved for publication in
the next biweekly, items which are in concurrence, and itsas for Wiich additional infonnation was needed frun
Iicensee.)

i

,
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l

Ihhile it is awaiting public cmment, the staff proceeds with the safety
l

analysis. Af ter the public cmment period, the Camission reviews the

cmments, if any, considers the safety analysis, and makes its decision on !

the ameixknent request. If it decides that no significant hazards |

1

consideration is involved, it either may publish an individual " notice of l

issuance" under ii 2.106 or, nomally, a notice of issuance in its systen of
l

periodic FEDHIAL REGIbTER notices, thus closing the public record. As the |

Cm mission explained in the preamble to the interim final rules, it does not j

normally make and publish a " final detemination" on no significant hazards
.

I

consideration, unless there is a request for a hearing as well as an NRC |

decision to make the amendment inmediately effective before the hearing. In

this regard, the staff need not respond to cmments if a hearing has not been j

i

| requested.
1

! l
|

| If it receives a hearing request during the cmment period and the staff has

decided that na significant hazards consideration is involved, it prepares a j
;

" final detemir.ation" on that issue hhich considers the request and the

public cmments, makes the necessary safety and public health findings, and

proceeds to issue the amendnent. 'Ihe hearing request is treated the same way

as in previous Cmmission practice, that is, by providing any requisite

I hearing af ter the amendnent has been issued. As explained above, where the
|

Cmmission has detennined that no significant hazards consideration is
'involved, the legislation pemits the Ommission to make an amendnent

1

1

- .- . .__ -- .. . - __ _ . - - - _
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inmediately effective in advance of the holding and canpletion of any

required hearing, notwithstanding the pendency before it of a request for a

hearing.

i The procedures just d scribed have been the usual way of handling license

amendnents under the interim final rules because most of these amendnents do

not involve (1) anergency situations, (2) exigent circunstances, or

(3) entail a detennination that a significant hazards consideration is

involved. As discussed below, however, these three cases and other anomalies

|
'

could arise.

For example, returning to the initial receipt of an application, if the staff

were to receive an amendnent request and then detennine that a significant

hazards consideration is involved, it would handle this amendnent request by

first issuing an individual notice of proposed action providing an

opportunity for a prior hearing under S 2.105, and, af terwards, as

appropriate, notifying the public of the final disposition of the amendnent

by noting its issuance or denial in an individual FEDIRAL REGISIER notice.

As explained above, even if the amendnent request were to involve an

unergency situation and if it were detennined that a significant hazards

consideration were involved, the Ommission would be required to issue a
|
| notice providing an opportunity for a prior hearing. If the Om mission were

-
,

,

1

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ .
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to detemine, however, that there was an inminent threat to public health or

safety, it could issue an appropriate order under 10 C.F.R. Part 2, as has

been explained above, and as is also discussed below.

Another unusual case might arise: the staff may receive an amendnent request

and find an energency situation, where failure to act in a timely way would

result in derating or shutdown of a nucicar power plant. In this case, also

discussed below in connection with State consultation, it may proceed toi
*

issue the license amendnent, if it detemines, among other things, that no

significant hazards consideration is involved. In this circunstance, the i

\staff might not necessarily be able to provide prior notice of opportunity

for a hearing or prior notice for public cament; though it has not done this

to date, it could issue an individual notice with an opport unity for a

hearing af ter the amendnent is issued (see S 2,106) or, as has been the case

thus far, it could provide periodic notice (the Comnission's periodic FIDERAL

IUGISlHt notice systen notes NRC's action on the amendnent request and pro-

vides an opportunity for a hearing af ter issuance).

In the preamble to the interim final rules, in connection with energency

requests, the Camission stated that it expects its licensees to apply for

license amendnents in a timely fashion, explaining that it will decline to

.
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dispense with notice and connent on the no significant hazards consideration

determination if it detennines that the applicant has failed to make a timely

application for the amendnent because of negligence or in order to create the ,

energency so as to take advantage of the energency provision. Whenever an

j emergency situation is involved, the Connission expects the applicant to
1
' explain to it why the energency has occurred and why the applicant could not
|

avoid it; the Comnission will assess the applicant's reasons for failure to

file an application sufficiently in advance of that event.

An energency situation might also occur during the normal 30-day cmment

period. Depending upon the type of energency (safety-related versus

emergency situation in the "Sholly" sense -- see Section 11(F)(1.1) above),

the Camission would act under the systen described above.

Another unusual case might occur where the Ca mission receives an amend.unt

request and finds an exigent circunstance, that is, a situation other than
|
| an anergency where swif t action is necessary. W e legislation, quoted above,

states that the Cmmission should establish criteria which "take into accour.t
|

| the exigency of the need for the amendnent." he Conference Iteport, quoted
i

above, points out that "the conference agreenent preserves for the Cmmission

.
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substantial flexibility to tailor the notice and cmment procedures to the

exigency of the need for the license amendment" and that "the conferees expect

the content, placanent, and timing of the notice to be reasonably calculated

to allow residents of the area surrounding the facility an adequate opportunity

to foninalate and sutmit reasoned conments."

In the interira final rules, the Camission stated that extraordinary cases

may arise, short of an energency, where a licensee and the Camission

must act quickly and where time does not pennit the Cmmission to publish a

FEDERAL RIIIISTER notice soliciting public cmment or to provide the 30 days 1

ordinarily allond for public cmment. As noted in the response to public

cmuents on the two interim final rules, the Cmmission gave as examples two

ciretsstances where expedited action by the Comnission would result in a net

benefit to safety. (See additional examples at II(G)(1.1).) For example, a

licensee with a reactor shutdown for a short time might wish to add sane

em:ponent clearly more reliable than one presently installed on the licensee

might wish to use a different method of testing sme systen and that method

would be better than one provided for in its technical specifications. In

either case, the licensee nny have to request an amendment, and if the staff

determines, among other things, that no significant hazards consideration is

involved, it may wish to grant the request before the licensee restmes plant

operation and loses the opportunity to improve the plant.
.
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he Camission noted in the interim final rules that in circunstances such

as the two just described, it may use nedia other than the FEDERAL RBGISIEt

to inform the public of the licensee's anendnent request. For example, it

nmy use a local newspaper published near the licensee's facility which is

widely read by the residents in the area surrounding the facility. h e
4

Ca mission stated that in these instances it will provide the public a

reasonable opportunity to cmment on the proposed no significant hazards

determination. It also stated that to ensure timely receipt of the emments,

it may also establish a toll-free hotline, allowing the public to telephone

their cannents to MtC on the amendnent request.

his nothod of prior notice for public cmment is in addition to any possible

individual notice of hearing. It does not affect the time available to

excrcise the opportunity to request a hearing, though the Ccnmission

{
may provide that opportunity only af ter the amendment has been issued,

when the Camission has deterTnined that no significant hazards consideration
,

is involved.

he Cannission has modified slightly the procedure discussed above. In

emergency situations the staff does not have time to issue a notice. In

exigent circunstances, the staff has to act swif tly but has some time to
'

issue a notice, usually a FEDHlAL IGIIISIEt notice requesting public cement
~

within 30 days but not less than two weeks. De Conmission, of course, needs

the cooperation of a licensee to make the systen work and to act quickly. If

NIC is put in a situation where it cannot issue a FEDERAL REGISIEl notice for
!

, . .- - - - _ - _ . -. - -, . . - _ - - ,- __ - . - , , . . _ _ _ - - .
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at least two weeks public cmment, it will issue a media notice. It may

consult with the licensee on a proposed release and on the geographical area

of its coversge and, as necessary and appropriate, nny infonn it of the

State's and the public's cannents. If a syston of rmilgrams or overnight

express is workable, the Camission nny use that as opposed to a hotline;

however, it has not ruled out.the use of a hotline. If it does use a

hotline, it nny tape the conArsations and may transcribe than, as necessary

and appropriate, and may infonn the licensee of these.

As with its provisions on emergency situations, the Cm mission explained in

the interim final rules that it would use these procedures sparingly and that

it wants to nuke sure that its licensees will not abuse these procedures. It

stated thnt it will use criteria similar to the ones it uses with respect

to unergency situations to decide whether it will shorten the carment period

and change the type of notice nornnily provided. It also stated

in connection with requests indicating exigent circunstances that it

expects its licensees to apply for license amendnents in a timely fashion.

It will not change its nomnl notice and public cmment practices where it

determines that the licensee has failed to use its best efforta to make a

timely application for the amendnent because of negligence or in order to

create the exigent circunstances so as to take advantage of the exigency

provision. Wienever a licensee wants to use this provision, it m.ist explain

to the staff the reason for the exigency and why the licensee cannot avoid '

it; the staff will assess the licensee's reasons for failure to file an
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application stfficiently in advance of its proposed action or for its inability

to take the action at sane later time.

The staff could also receive an amendment request with respect to which it

finds that it is in the public interest to offer an opportunity for a prior
hearing. In this case, it would use its present individual notice procedure

to allow for hearing requests. hhether or not a hearing is held, it would

notify the public about the final disposition of the amendnent in an

individual FHERAL RIIIISITR notice of issuance or denial.

It should also be re-enphasized that these procedures nonnally only apply to

license amendnents. The staff may, under existing SS 2.202(f) and 2.204,

make a detennination that the public health, safety, or interest requires it

to order the licensee to act without prior notice for public comnent or

opportunity for a hearing. In this case, the staff would follow its present

procedure and publish an individual notice of issuance in the FEDERAL

RIIllSTER and provide an opportunity for a hearing on the order.

The new systen has changed only the Cmmission's noticing practices, not its

hearing practices. 'lhe Cmmission explained in the two interim final rules

that it has attenpted to provide noticing procedures that are administratively

simple, involve the least cost, do not entall undue delay, and allow a

reasonable opportunity for public cement; nevertheless, it is clear that '

they are burdensane and involve resource impacts and timing delays for

the Ommission and for licensees requesting amendnents. Licensees can
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reduce these delays under the procedures by providing to the Cannission their

timely and carefully prepared appraisals on the issue of significant hazards,
1

and the staff can further reduce delay by processing requests expeditiously.

B. State Consultation

As noted above, Public Law 97-415 requires the Comnission to consult with the

State in which the facility involved is located and to pranulgate regulations

which prescribe procedures for such consultation on a detennination that an
' amenduent to an operating license involves no significant hazards

consideration. D e Conference Report, cited earlier, stated that the

conferees expect that the procedures for State consultation would include the

following elanents:

(1) %e State would be notified of a licensee's request
for an amendnent;

(2) D e State would be advised of the NRC's evaluation of
the amendnent request;

(3) n e NRC's proposed determination on whether the
,

license amendnent involves no significant hazards
consideration would be discussed with the State and the

i NHC's reasons for making that determination would be
,

explained to the State;
(4) ne NRC would Iisten to and consider any connents'

provided by the State official designated to consult with
the NRC; and

(5) De NRC would make a good faith attempt to consult
with the State prior to issuing the license amendnent.

At the same time, however, the procedures for State consultation
would not:

(1) Give the State a right to veto the proposed NRC
detennination;

'

(2) Give the State a right to a hearing on the NRC
detennination before the amendnent becanes effective;

(3) Give the State the right to insist upon a
postponement of the NRC detennination or issuance of the
amendnent; or

4

.
_. . . . . _ _ - .- . . . ..
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i

(4) Alter present provisions of law that reserve to the

| NRC exclusive responsibility for setting and enforcing
| radiological health and safety requirements for nuclear
| power plants.
i

In requiring the NRC to exercise good faith in consulting with a
State in detemining whether a license amendnent involves no

, significant hazards consideration, the conferees recognize that
| a very limited ntsnber of truly exceptional cases may arise when

the NRC, despite its good faith efforts, cannot contact a
responsible State official for purposes of prior consultation.
Inability to consult with a responsible State official following
good faith attenpts should not prevent the NHC frcan making

,

' effective a license amendnent involving no significant hazards
consideration, if the NRC deans it necessary to avoid the ,

shut-down or derating of a power plant. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884,
97th Cong. , 2d Sess. , a t 39 (1982).

The law and its legislative history were quite specific. Accordingly, the

Cansnission adopted the elenents described in the Conference Report quoted

above in those cases where it nakes a proposed detemination on no

significant hazards consideration. The Ca mission has decided to retain this

procedure. Notwilly, the State consultation procedures works as follows. To

make the State consultation process simpler aixi speedier, tmder the interim
i

final rules the Cmmission has required an applicant requesting an amendment |

to send a copy of its appraisal on the question of no significant hazards to

the State in which the facility involved is located. (The NHC campiled a

list of State officials dio were designated to consult with it on amendment

requests involving no significant hazards considerations; it made this list

available to all its licensees with facilities covered by 5 50.21(b) or

S 50.22 or with testing facilities.)
,

|

|

|

|
!

i

|
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'1he staff sends its FEDERAL RDGISIER notice, or some other notice in the case

of exigent circunstances, containing its proposed detennination to the State

official designated to consult with it together with a request to that person

to contact the Ca missigt if there is any disagreenent or concern about its

proposed detennination. If it does not hear fran the State in a timely

nunner, it concludes thot the State has no interest in its determination. In

this regard, the staf f nado available to the designated State officials a

list of its Project Managers and other personnel whan it has designated to

consult with these officials. Nevertheless, to insure that the State is

awure of the armndrnent request and that it is really not interested, the ,

hfinal rule has been clarified to point out that the Conmission will make a

reasonable effort to telephone the appropriate State official before it

issues the amendment.

In an energency situation, the staff does its best to consult with the State

before it nakes a final detenninktion about no significant hazards

consideration before it issues an amendnent.

Finally, in light of the legislative history, though the staff gives careful

consideration to the conments provided to it lvf the affected State on the

question of no significant hazards consideration, the State cements are

advisory to the Camission; the Carmission renains responsible for making the

final adninistrative decision on the amendment request; a State cannot veto *

the Ca mission's proposed or final determination. State consultation does

not alter present provisions of law that reserve to the Catnission exclusive
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responsibility for setting and enforcing radiological health and safety

requiranents for nuclear power plants.

|

| SIPNtATE VIDVS OF (DNISSIWD1 ASSELSrlNE
l

i

I do not approve the Camission's final regulations implementing the "Sholly

Anendment. " I have two ma jor concerns about the rule.

First, I believe that Congress did not intend that the Sholly provision be

used to approve license amerxinents to allow the expansion of spent fuel

storage, whether by reracking or by other means, prior to the cmipletion of

any requested hr.aring. I set out my reasons for this belief in my separate

views on the interim final rule so I will not repeat then here. See, 48 FR

14804.

Second, the statenent of considerations does not clearly describe the nature

of the steff's determination of whether there are "significant hazards

| considertstions." Failure to clarify this issue in the interim final rule led

to nuch consternation when the Cmmission considered the repair of the 'B11-1
i

steam generators. '1he Canission should clearly state that the detennination

should be whether the proposed unendnent presents any new or unreviewed

safety issues for consideration; the issue is not whether the staff thinks *

! I
,

( that ultinately it will be able to conclude that the amendnent will present
'

i

| no additional risk to the public.

__ _ _ ____ ___ _ _ _ _ ____-__-_ _
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i

Regulatory Analysis

ne Cannission prepared a Regulatory Analysis on these amerwinents, Wien it

J issued the two interim final rules. It is contained in SILY-83-16B and it

may be examined at the address indicated in "AIIEESSES" above. Exprience to

date indicates that the staff resource impacts predicted in the Analysis are
<

| low by about a factor of three. H is is expected to change as experience is
i
l gained in impimienting the final rule.

Backfit Statenent
;

Under 10 CFR 50.109, the final rule is not a backfit atx1 preparation of a

backfit analysis is not necessary because the final rule imposes no require-

ments on licensees beyond those already imposed by the interim final rules.
i

,

-l

Paperwork Reduction Act Statenent

i

I his final rule amends infonnation collection requirenents subject to the

Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). Rese requirements
1

were approved by the Of fice of Management and Budget under approval

) ntsnber 3150-0011.

'

:
4

1

i

_ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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!

Regulatory Flexibility Certification
|

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (Act),

5 U.S.C. 605(b), the Carmission certifies that this rule does not have a

significant econanic impact on a substantial nunber of sell entitles. His
,

rule affects only the licensing and operation of nuclear power plants and

testing facilities. He ccanpanies that own these plants do not fall within

the scope of the definition of "snall entities" set forth in the Act or in

the anall Business Size Standards set out in regulations issued by the Snall -

Business Muinistration at 13 CFR Part 121. Consequently, this rule does not

fall within the purview of the Act.
J

:

List of Subjects in 10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50.

Part 2
|

Mninistrative practice and procedure Antitrust, Dyproduct material,
,

1
| Classified information, Envirorsnental protection, Nuclear materials, i

t

i Nuc! car power plants and reactors, Penalty, Sex discrimination, Source
!

material, Special nuclear material, Waste treatment and disposal.

i
l

Part 50

| Antitrust, Classified inforrmtion, Fire prevention, Incorporation by
*reference, Intergovernnental relations, Nuclear power plants and

| reactors, Penalty, Radiation protection, Reactor siting criteria,
f

| Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.
,

i
|

- _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _- __ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Pursuant to the Atcmile Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganiza-

tion Act of 1974, as amended, and sections 552 and 553 of Title 5 of the

United States Code, notice is hereby given that the following anendments to |

10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50 are published as a doctanent subject to codification.

| PARf 2 -- JULES OF PflACTICE lut
| DOESr!C LICENSitU PROCEEDl?CS

1. 'Ihe authority citation for Part 2 is revised to read as follows:

AUDDtlTY: Secs. 161, 181, 68 Stat. 948, 953, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201,

2231); sec.191, as amended, Pub. L. 87-615, 76 Stat. 409 (42 U.S.C. 2241);

sec. 201, 88 Stat.1242, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841); 5 U.S.C. 552.
,
.

. Section 2.101 also issued under secs. 53, 61, 63, 81, 103, 104, 105, 68 Stat.
[

930, 932, 933, 935, 936, 937, 938, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073, 2092, 2093,
i

2111, 2133, 2134, 2135); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as amended j

(42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 301, 88 Stat. 1248 (42 U.S.C. 5871). Sections 2.lu2,

2.103, 1.104, 2.105, 2.721 also issued under secs. 102, 103, 104, 105, 183,

189, 68 Stat. 036, 937, 938, 954, 955 as amended (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2133, 2134,

2135, 2233, 2239). Section 2.105 also issued mder Pub. L. 97-415, 96 Stat.

2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239).
l
I

*Sections 2.200-2.206 also issued under secs. 186, 234, GS Stat. 955, 83 Stat.

444, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2236, 2282); sec. 206, 88 Stat. 1246 (42 U.S.C.

5846). Sections 2.600-2.606 also issued under sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83

|
__ _ ----_-_ ____ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ J
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!

Stat. 853, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4332). Sections 2.700s, 2.719 also issued

under 5 U.S.C. 554. Sections 2.754, 2.760, 2.770 also issued under 5 U.S.C.

557. Section 2.700 also issued under sec.103, 68 Stat. 936, as smended (42

U.S.C 2133) and 5 U.S.C. 552. Sections 2.800 and 2.808 also issued under 5

U.S.C. 553. Section 2.809 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 553 and sec. 29, Pub.

L. 85-256, 71 Stat. 579, as amended. (42 U.S.C. 2039). Subpart K also

issued under sec. 189, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C. 2239); sec. 134, Pub. L.

97-425, 96 Stat. 2230 (42 U.S.C. 10154). Appendix A also issued under sec.

6, Pub. L. 91-580, 84 Stat.1473 (42 U.S.C. 2135).

2. In S 2.105, paragraphs (a)(4), (a)(6), and (d)(2) are revised to

Iread as follows:

i

5 2.105 Notice of proposed action.

(a) * * *

(4) An amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under

$ 50.21(b) or S 50.22 of this chapter or for a testing facility, as follows:

(1) If the Conmission determines under 5 50.58 of this chapter that the

amencinent involves no significant hazards consideration, though it will

provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to this section, it nay

imke the amenchnent inmediately effective and grant a hearing thereaf ter: or

(11) If the Camission detennines under 6 50.50 and 9 50.91 of this
'

chapter that an emergency situation exists or that exigent ciretsnatances

| exist and that the amenchnent involves no significant hazards consideration.

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ . .
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it will provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to l 2.106 (if a

hearing is requested, it will be held after issuance of the amendment);

e . . . .

(6) An amendment to a license specified in paragraph (a)(5) of this

section, or an amendment to a construction authorization granted in

proceedings on an application for such a license. Wien such an amendment

would authorize actions which may significantly affect the health and safety

,

of the publict or

|
e . . . .

(d) * * *

(1) * * *

(2) Any person whose interest may be af fected by the proceeding may

file a request for a hearing or a petition for leave to intervene

if a hearing has already been requested.

66 2.300-2.309 [Ranoved]

3. Subpart C ($$ 2.300-2.309) is renoved.

PAlti 50 -- IXNESilC LIC1NSim OF

P101UrlW At Ur!LIZATim FACILITII:S
.

t 4. 1hc authority citation for Part 50 is revised to read us follows:
!

|
,

!

1

|

_ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ . . _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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AUII M ITY: Secs. 103, 104, 161, 182, 183, 186, 189, 68 Stat. 936, 937, 948,

953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2236, 2239, 2282); secs. 201, 202,

206, 88 Stat. 1242, 1244, 1246, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842, 5846),

unless otherwise noted.

Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951 (42

U.S.C. 5851). Sections 50.58, 50.91 and 50.92 also issued under Pub.

L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 3073 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Section 50.78 also issued under

sec. 122, 68 Stat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections 50.80-50.81 also issued

under see. 184, 68 Stat. 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Sections

50.100-50.102 also issued under sec.186, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C 2236).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273),

SS 50.10(a), (b), and (c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a) are

issued under sec.161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b));

SS 50.10(b) and (c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as

amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(1)); and SS 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71, 50.72,

50.73 and 50.78 are issued under sec.1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2201(o)).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 08 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273),

SS 50.10(a), (b), and (c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a) are '

issued under sec. 161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b));

SS 50.10(b) and (c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as
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amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(i)); and SS 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70; 50.71, 50.72,

and 50.78 are issued under sec.1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2201(o)).

,

S 50.57 [Anended]

5. In 5 50.57, paragraph (d) is removed.

6. In S 50.58, paragraph (b) is revised to read as follows:

$50.58 Ilearings and report of the Advisory Cannittee on Reactor Safeguards.
. . . e .

(b)(1) 'Ihe Conmission will hold a hearing af ter at least 30-days'

notice and publication once in the FEDBtAL RIIIISTER on each application for a

construction pennit for a production or utilization facility which is of a

type described in $50.21(b) or $50.22, or for a testing facility.

(2) hhen a construction pennit has been issued for such a facility

following the holding of a public hearing, and an application is made for an

operating license or for an amendment to a construction pennit or operating

license, the Camission may hold a hearing af ter at least 30-days' notice and

publication once in the FEDDIAL IUDISIDI, or, in the absence of a request

therefor by any person whose interest may be affected, may issue an operating

Ilcense or an amendnent to a construction permit or operating license without

a hearing, upon 30-days' notice and publication once in the TEDDIAL REGISIH1 ~

of its intent to do so.

/
,

/
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(3) If the Cm mission finds, in an energency situation, as defined in

S 50.91, that no significant hazards consideration is presented by an

application for an amendnent to an operating 1icense, it may dispense with

public notice and comient and may issue the amendnent. If the Camission

finds that exigent circunstances exist, as described in S 50.91, it may
,

reduce the period provided for public notice and connent.

(4) Both in an anergency situation and in the case of exigent

cl cunstances, the Cmmission will provide 30 days notice of opportunity

for a hearing, though this notice nny be published af ter issuance of the

anendnent if the Cmmission detennines that no significant hazards

consic 3 ration is involved.

(5) 'Ihe Conmission will use the standards in S 50.92 to detennine

whether a significant hazards consideration is presented by an amendnent to

an operating license for a facility of tha type described in S 50.21(b) or

5 50.22, or which is a teating facility, and may nnke the amendment inmedi-

ately effective, notwithstanding the pendency before it of a request for a

hearing fran any person, in advance of the holding and canpletion of any

required hearing, where it has detennined that no significant hazards

consideration is involved.

(G) No petition or other request for review of or hearing on the

staff's significant hazards consideration detennination will be enter-

tained by the Cm mission. 'Ihe staff's determination is final, subject

only to the Cmmission's discretion, on its own initiative, to review the
,

determination.

I
!
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7. Section 50.91 is revised to read as follows:
,

550.91 Notice for public cmment; State consultatio;1.

-

\'1he Camission wi11 use the following procedures on an application requesting '

an amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under S 50.21(b)

or S 50.22 or for a testing facility:
_

(a) Notice for public cmment. (

(1) At the time a licensee requests an amendnent, it must provide to -

the Cmmission its reasoned analysis, using the standards in S 50.92, about

the issue of no significant hazards consideration.

(2)(i) 'Ihe Cmmission may publish in the FEDERAL REGib7ER under S 2.105
:

an individual notice of proposed action for an amendment for which it makes a

proposed determination that no significant hazards consideration is involved,

or, at least once every 30 days, publish a periodic FEDIRAL llBGIGilR notice

of proposed actions which identifies each amendnent issued and each amendnent

proposed to be issued since the last such periodic notice, or it may publish
both such notices,

(ii) For each amendment proposed to be issued, the notice will (A)

contain the staff's proposed detennination, under the standards in S 50.92,

(B) provide a brief description of the amendnent and of the facility'

involved, (C) solicit public cmments on the proposed detennination, and (D)

provide for a 3G-day cmment period.

(iii) 'Ihe emment period will begin on the day af ter the date of the '

publication of the first notice, and, normally, the amendnent will not be

granted until af ter this emment period expires.
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(3) 'Ihe Conmission may infonn the public about the final disposition of

an amendnent request for which it has made a proposed detennination of no

significant hazards consideration either by issuing an individual notice of

issuance under 5 2.106 of this chapter or by publishing such a notice in its

periodic systen of FEDERAL llEGISTER notices. In either event, it will not

make and will not publish a final detennination on no significant hazards

consideration, unless it receives a request for a hearing on that amendment

request.

(4) there the Comnission makes a final detennination that no

significant hazards consideration is involved and that the amendnent should

be issued, the amendnent will be effective upon issuance, even if adverse

public cmments have been received and even if an interested person meeting

the provisions for intervention called for in S 2.714 of this chapter has

filed a request for a hearing. 'Ihe Cmmission need hold any required hearing

only af ter it issues an amendment, unless it detennines that a significant

hazards consideration is involved in which case the Cmmission will provide

an opportunity for a prior hearing.

(5) there the Conmission finds that an anergency situation exists, in

that failure to act in a timely way would result in dorating or shutdown of a

nuclear power plant, or in prevention of either resurption of operation

or of increase in power output up to the plant 's licensed power level, it may

issue a license amendnent involving no significant hazards consideration

without prior notice and opportunity for a hearing or for public cmment. In
'

such a situation, the Cmmission will not publish a notice of proposed

detennination on no significant hazards consideration, but will publish a
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notice of issuance under S 2.106 of this chapter, providing for opportunity

for a hearing and for public connent af ter issuance. He Cannission expects

its licensees to apply for license amendments in timely fashion. It will

decline to dispense with notice and conment on the detennination of no

significant hazards consideration if it detemines that the licensee has

abused the energency provision by failing to make timely application for the

amendment and thus itse1f creating the energency. thenever an energency

situation exists, a licensee requesting an amendrsent rust explain why this

cmergency situation occurred and why it could not avoid this situation, and

the Camiission will assess the licensee's reasons for failing to file an

application sufficiently in advance of that event.

(6) Were the Ccomission finds that exigent circunstances exist, in

that a licensee and the Carmission must act quickly and that time does not

permit the Comnission to publish a FEDHlAL IUDISIEl notice allowing 30 days

for prior public conment, and it also determines that the amenduent involves

no significant hazards considerations, it:

(iXA) Will either issue a FEDHlAL PEISIBt notice providing notice of

an opportunity for a hearing and allowing at least two weeks fran the date

of the notice for prior public ecoment; or

(B) Will use local media to provide reasonable notice to the public

in the area surrounding a licensee's facility of the licensee's amendnent and

of its proposed detennination as described in paragraph (aX2) of this

section, consulting with the licensee on the proposed media release and on '

the geographical area of its coverage;
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(ii) Will provide for a reasonable opportunity for the public to

cmment, using its best efforts to make available to the public whatever

means of ccumunication it can for the public to respond quickly, and, in the

case of telephone cmments, have these emments recorded or transcribed, as

necessary and appropriate;

(iii) hhen it has issued a local media release, may inform the licensee

of the public's ccnments, as necessary and appropriate;

(iv) Will publish a notice of issuance under S 2.106;

(v) Will provide a hearing after issuance, if one has been requested by

a person who satisfies the provisions for intervention called for in S 2.714

of this chapter;

(vi) Will require the licensee to explain the exigency and why the

licensee cannot avoid it, and use its nonnal public notice and ccr: ment

procedures in paragraph (a)(2) of this section if it determines that the

licensee has failed to use its best efforts to make a timely application for

the amendnent in order to create the exigency and to take advantage of this

procedure.

(7) Were the O2nnission finds that significant hazards considerations

are involved, it will issue a FEDERAL REGISTIR notice providing an opportunity

for a prior hearing even in an energency situation, inless it finds an

inminent danger to the health or safety of the public, in which case it will

issue an appropriate order or rule under 10 C.F.R. Part 2.

(b) State consultation. '

(1) At the time a licensee requests an amendnent, it must notify the

State in which its facility is located of its request by providing that State
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with a copy of its application and its reasoned analysis about no significant

hazards considerations and indicate on the application that it has done so.

(he Cmmission will make available to the licensee the name of the :

I

appropriate State official designated to receive such amendments.) |

(2) he Cmmission will advise the State of its proposed detennination
!
!about no significant hazards consideration nomally by sending it a copy of
l

the FEDEIVL RIDIS1IR notice. '

(3) Re Cmmission will make available to the State official designated I

1

to consult with it about its proposed determination the names of the Project '

Manager or other NRC personnel it designated to consult with the State. He

Ccomission will consider any cmments of that State official. If it does not

hear frcu the State in a timely manner, it will consider that the State has

no interest in its detennination; nonetheless, to ensure that the State is

aware of the application, before it issues the amendnent, it will make a good

faith effcrt to telephone that official. (Innbility to consult with a i

responsible State official following good faith attenpts will not prevent the

Cmmission frcm making effective a license amendnent involving no significant

hazards consideration.) l

(4) He Cmmission will make a good faith attenpt to consult with the

State before it issues a license amendnent involving no significant hazards

consideration. If, however, it does not have time to use its nonnal consul-

thtion procedures because of an energency situation, it will attenpt to

telephone the appropriate State official. (Inability to consult with a
'

responsible State official following good faith attenpts will not prevent the

Cmmission frcm making effective a license amendnent involving no significant

.- - _ . - - - .
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hazards consideration, if the Cmmission deans it necessary in

an anergency situation.)

(5) Af ter the Comnission issues the requested amendnent, it will send a

copy of its detemination to the State.

(c) Caveats about State consultation.

(1) 'Ihe State consultation procedures in paragraph (b) of this section

do r.ot give the State a right:

(i) To veto the Comnission's proposed or final detemination;

(ii) To a hearing on the detemination before the amendnent becanes

effective; or

(iii) To insist upon a postponsnent of the determination or upon

issuance of the amendnent.

(2) 'Ihese procedures do not alter present provisions of law that

reserve to the Cmmission exclusive responsibility for setting and enforcing

radiological health and safety requiranents for nuclear power plants.

8. Section 50.92 is revised to read as follows:
i

S 50.02 Issuance of amendnent.

(a) In detemining whether an amendnent to a license or construction

pemit will be issued to the applicant, the Cmmission will be guided by the

considerations which govern the issuance of initial licenses or construction
'

pemits to the extent applicable and appropriate. If the application involves

the material alteration of a licensed facility, a construction permit will be

- _ _ _ . . _. .- _ _ .____ - . _ . .
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issued before the issuance of the amendnent to the license. If the amendnent

involves a significant hazards consideration, the Ccmnission will give notice

of its proposed action (1) pursuant to S 2.105 of this chapter before acting

thereon and (2) as soon as practicable af ter the application has been ;

docketed.
.,

(b) %e Cannission will be particularly sensitive to a license amend-

ment request that involves irreversible consequences (such as one that

pennits a significant increase in the amount of effluents or radiation

truitted by a nuclear power plant).

(c) he Ccmnission nay make a final detennination, pursuant to the

procedures in S 50.91, that a proposed amendnent to an operating license

for a facility licensed under S 50.21(b) or S 50.22 or for a testing
1

facility involves no significant hazards consideration, if operation of the

facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:;

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences

of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from

any accident previously evaluated; or
i

.

-- - - , .- _ ,, y w, - e --w -,-- .-e. w -
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(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Deted at Washington, D.C. this day of , 1986.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Canission,
(
<

f

Samuel J. Q111k,
Secretary for the Comnission

.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ['#

10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50 )
i

Final Procedures and Standards on No Significant Hazards Considerations

1
|

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ,

l

ACTION: Final rule.

1

i SUMMARY: Pursuant to Public Law 97-415, NRC is amending its regulations
,

in final form (1) to provide procedures under which, before granting or

denying an amendment, normally it would give notice of opportunity for a

hearing on applications it receives to amend operating licenses for nuclear

power reactors and testing facilities and prior notice and reasonable ;

|
opportunity for public comment on proposed determinations about whether j

these amendments involve no significant hazards considerations, (2) to

specify criteria for dispensing with such prior notice and reasonable

opportunity for public comment for amendment requests where emergency
1

situations exist and for shortening the comment period for amendment'

i requests where exigent circumstances exist, and (3) to furnish procedures

for consultation on these determinations with the State in which th

+ h " f * **s &| y d 1,1Nfed es
| facility involve is located. Research reactors are r-t -^"^ ~d h"

rh,4,4 Ws .g MA.
These pro dures normally provide the public and the States with

|

prior notice of NRC's determinations involving no significant hazards

considerations and with an opportunity to comment on its actions.

| 6'1

| EFFECTIVE DATE:

1

L .
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ADDRESSES: Copies of comments received on the amendments and of the other
|

documents described below may be examined in the Comission's Public Document ,

Room at 1717 H Street, NW., Washington, D.C. Copies may be obtained from

the NRC/GP0 Sales Program, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

D.C. 20555.

|
|

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Thomas F. Dorian, Esq., Office of the

Executive Legal Director, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,

! D.C. 20555. Telephone: (301) 492-8690.
!

! SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: |

[
! INTRODUCTION

Public Law 97-415, signed on January 4, 1983, among other things, directed

NRC to promulgate regulations which establish (a) standards for determining

whether an amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards ;

consideration, (b) criteria for providing, or, in emergency situations,

dispensing with, prior notice and public comment on any such determination,

and (c) procedures for consulting with the State in which the facility

involved is located on such a determination about an amendment request.

See Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982). The legislation also

authorized NRC to issue and make immediately effective an amendment to a

license, upon a determination that the amendment involves no significant

hazards consideration (even though NRC has before it a request for a hearing

by an interested person) and in advance of the holding and completion of any )
required hearing.

.
4
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The two interim final rules published in the FEDERAL PEGISTER on April 6,

1983 ((48 FR 14864) and (48 FR 14873)), responded to the statutory directive

that NRC expeditiously promulgate regulations on the three items noted above.

The first dealt with the standards themselves and the second with the notice

and State consultation procedures. These regulations were issued, as final

though in interim form, and comments have been considered on them.
-!

|

l The following discussion is divided intu three parts. The first discusses

the background for this final rule, including a discussion of the proposed

rule on the standards published before passage of the legislation, as well

as an overview of the interim final rules published after the legislation |
was enacted. See 45 FR 20491 (March 28, 1980). The second analyzes and

responds to the public comments on the two interim final rules. And the

! third discusses the present practice and modifications made to it by the

firal rule.

I. BACKGROUND ,

I

| A. Affected Legislation, Regulations and Procedures
! ,

When the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Act) was adopted in 1954, it contained |

| no provision which required a public hearing on issuance of a construction |

permit or an operating license for a nuclear power reactor in the absence

of a request from an interested person. In 1957, the Act was amended to

require that mandatory hearings be held before issuance of both a construc-

tion permit and an operating license for power reactors and certain other

facilities. See Public Law 85-256 (71 Stat. 576) amending section 189a. of

the Act.

_. .
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The 1957 amendments to the Act were interpreted by the Commission as

requiring a " mandatory hearing" before issuance of amendments to construction

permits and operating licenses. See, e.g., Hearing Before the Subcomittee

on Legislation, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 87th Cong., 2d. Sess.

(April 17,1962), at 6.) Partially in response to the administrative

rigidity and cumbersome. procedures which this interpretation forced upon the

|
Commission (see, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy Staff Study, " Improving the

AEC Regulatory Process", March 1961, pp. 49-50), section 189a. of the Act was

amended in 1962 to eliminate the requirement for a mandatory public hearing

|
except upon the application for a construction permit for a power or testing

facility. As stated in the report of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy

which recommended the amendments:

Accordingly, this section will eliminate the requirements for a
mandatcry hearing, except upon the application for a construction
permit for a power or testing facility. Under this plan, the
issuance of amendments to such construction permits, and the
issuance of operating licenses and amendments to operating licenses,
would be only after a 30-day public notice and an offer of hearing.
In the absence of a request for a hearing, issuance of an amendment
to a construction permit, or issuance of an operating license, or an
amendment to an operating license, would be possible without formal
proceedings, but on the public record. It will also be possible for
the Commission to dispense with the 30-day notice requirement where the
application presents no significant hazards consideration. This:

| criterion is presently being applied by the Commission under the
| terms of AEC Regulati s 50.59. House Report No. 1966, 87th Cong., 7

*

2d. Sess., p. 8.i

!

| Thus, according to the 1962 amendments, a mandatory public hearing would no
!

| longer be required before issuance of an amendment to a construction permit
|

| or operating license and a thirty-day prior public notice would be required
|

only if the proposed amendment involved a "significant hazards consideration."
a.5 meddeeJ ky Ke 1961 amenbests,

| Insum,section189a.oftheAct,now.providedthat[uponthirty-days' notice^ t.Asesew N
| published in the FEDERAL REGISTER, the Commission-may-issue an operating

A

>
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license, 6r an amendment to an operating license, or an amendment to a ,

Iconstruction permit, for a facility licensed under sections 103 or 104b. of

the Ac r for a testing facility licensed under section 104c., without a !

Wa3
Sectionpublichearingifnohearinggrecuestedbyaninterestedperson.

189a. also permitted the Commission to dispense with such thirty-days' notice

$*the issuance of an amendmentf /
and FEDERAL REGISTER publication H th r:::::t g

to a construction permit or an amendment to an operating license upon a deter-
d

minationbyitthattheamendmentinvolvegnosignificanthazardsconsidera- /
tion. These provisions were incorporated into the Commission's regulations,

which were subsequently changed. See QS 2.105, 2.106, 50.58(a) and (b) and

50.91.

The Commission's regulations before promulgation of the two interim final

rules provided for prior notice of an applicatiorittor an amendment when a

determination was made that there is a significant hazards consideratien /
j

cs| 58
and provided an opportunity for interested members of the public to request

./A
a hearing. Hence, if a requested license amendment were found to involve a

significant hazards consideration, the amendment would not be issued until

after any required hearino were completed or after expiration of the notice

period. In addition, @ 50.58(b) further explained the Commission's hearing j

and notice procedures, as follows:

The Commission will hold a hearing after at least 30 days notice
and publication once in the FEDERAL REGISTER on each application
for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility
which is of a type described in 5 50.21(b) or 6 50.22 or which is a
testing facility. When a construction permit has been issued for

|

1

_
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such a facility following the holding of a public hearing and an
application is made for an operating license or for an amendment to
a construction permit or operating license, the Commission may hold
a hearing after at least 30 days notice and publication once in the
FEDERAL REGISTER or, in the absence of a request therefor by any

'person whose interest may be affected, may issue an operating
license or an amendment to a construction permit or operating
license without a hearing, upon 30 days notice and publication once
in the FEDERAL REGISTER of its intent to do so. If the Commission
finds that no significant hazards consideration is presented by an
application for an amendment to a construction permit or operating i

license, it may dispense with such notice and publication and may
issue the amendment.

The Commission noted in its interim final rules that, after it has made its

determination about whether a pr:. posed license amendment does or does not

present a significant hazards consideration, its hearing and attendant notice

requirements come into play. Under its former rules, the Commission made its

determination about whether it should provide an opportunity for a hearing

before issuing an amendment together with its determination about whether it

should issue a prior notice -- and the central factor in both determinations

was the issue of "no significant hazards consideration." It had been argued

that in practice this meant that the staff often decided the merits of an

amendment together with the issue of whether it should give notice before or

af ter it has issued the amendment. See 48 FR 14864, at 14865 (April 6,1983).

The argument arose, in part, because of some concern that the Act and the i

1

regulations did not define the term "significant hazards consideration" and

did not establish criteria for determining when a proposed amendment involves

"significant hazards considerations." Section 50.59 has, of course, all

along set forth criteria for determining when a prcposed change, test or

experiment involves an "unreviewed safety question" but it was and is clear

that not every such question involves a "significant hazards consideration."

.
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The Commission's practice with regard to license amendments involving no

significant hazards consideration (unless, as a matter of discretion, prior

notice was given) was to issue the amendment and then publish in the FEDERAL

REGISTER a " notice of issuance." See 9 2.106. In such a case, interested
,

members of the public who wished to object to the amendment and request a

hearing could do so, but a request for a hearing 'did not, by itself, suspend

the effectiveness of the amendment. Thus, both the notice and hearing, if

one were requested, occurred after the amendment was issued.

It is important to bear in mind as one reads this background statement and

the final regulations that there is no intrinsic safety significance to the

"no significant hazards consideration" standard. Neither as a notice

standard nor as a standard about when a hearing may be held does it have a

substantive safety significance. Whether or not an action requires prior

notice or a prior hearing, no license and no amendment may be issued unless

the Commission concludes that it provides reasonable assurance that the

public health and safety will not be endangered and that the action will not

; be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of

the public. See, e.g., @ 50.57(a). In short, the "no significant hazards
|

consideration" standard is a procedural standard which governs whether an i

opportunity for a prior hearing must be provided before action is taken by

the Commission, and, as discussed later, whether prior notice for public
-

comment may be dispensed with in emergency situations or shortened in

exigent circumstances.

1
i

_
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8. The Sholly Decision and the New Legislation

The Commission's practice of not providing an opportunity for a prior hearing

on a license amendment not involving significant hazards considerations was

held to be impropef n Sholly v. NRC, 651 F.2d 780 (1980), rehearino denied, /i
Mnd reawJtJ, 9-l ;

651 F.2d 792 (1988)), w v. ;. uted 51 L.C. 1010 (1"SIF; vacated 459 U.S. 11Y4 /1
# '' A

VeMNd d*6 D Ini(T. Ele)(sqggIn that case the U.S. Court of Appeals horIhe District of
'

-

(1983) (Sholly)

Columbia Circuit rulgd that, under section 189a. of the Act, NRC must hold a
tuosg

pri;r hearing before an amendment to an operating license for a nuclear power

plant r i::;-: X;ti c:, if there has been a request for hearing (or any
' expression of interest in the subject matter of the proposed amendment which

is sufficient to constitute a request for a hearing). A prior hearing, said

the Court, is required even when NRC ha.s made a finding that a proposed

amendment involves no significant hazards consideration and has determined

to dispense with prior notice in the FEDERAL REGISTER.

At the request of the Commission and the Department of Justice, the Supreme

Court agreed to review the Court of Appeals' interpretation of section 189a.

of the Act. On February 22, 1983, the Supreme Court vacated the Court of

Appeal opinion as moot and directed the Court of Appeals to reconsider the /

case in light of the new legislation. On April 4,1983, the Court of Appeals,
'

having considered the legislation, found that the portion of its opinion-

holding that a hearing requested under section 189a. of the Act must be held

before a license amendment becomes effective would be moot as soon as fiRC

promulgated the regulations to which the legislation referred. The Ccurt also

found that NRC, of course, was still under a statutory mandate to hold a

hearing after an amendment became effective, if requested to do so by an

interested party. Appeal Nos. 80-1691, 80-1783, and 80-1784.

, _
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The Court of Appeals' decision did not involve and has no effect upon the

Comission's authority to order immediately effective amendment without

prior notice or hearin en the public health, safety, or interest so /

requires. See,AdministrativeProcedureAct,99(b),5U.S.C.s558(cO!
r2 o s.juo@} U

section 161 of the Atomic Energy Act, y 10 C.F.P. Qs 2.202(f)g ed 2.204.

Similarly, the Court did not alter existing law with regard to the Commission's

pleading recuirements, which are designed to enable the Commission to

determine whether a person requesting a hearing is, in fact, an " interested

person" within the meaning of section 189a. -- that is, whether the person

has demonstrated standing and identified one or more issues to be litigated.

See, BPI v. Atomic Eneroy Commission, 502 F.2d 424, 428 (D.C. Cir. 1974), |

l

where the Court stated that, "Under its procedural regulations it is not

unreasonable for the Commission to require that the prospective intervenor

first specify the basis for his request for a hearing." |

The Commission believed that legislation was needed to change the

result reached by the Court in Shc11y because of the implications of the
i

requirement that the Commission grant a requested hearing before it could
|

issue a license amendment involving no significant hazards consideration. |

It also believed that, since most requested license amendments involving

no significant hazards consideration are routine in nature, prior hearings

on such amendments could result in unnecessary disruption or delay in

the operations of nucinr power plants by imposing regulatory burdens

unrelated to significant safety matters. Subsequently, on March 11, 1981, y
1

the Commissionjubmitted proposed le.gislation to Congress (introduced as
g4-- . - _ . _

S.912) C 55Ixpressly authorizf44 to issue a license amendment
4 A

1
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before holding a hearing requested by an interested person, when it / made

a determination that no significant hazards consideration involved in the /

amendment.

After the House and Senate conferees considered two similar bills, H.R.2330

and S.1207, they agreed on a unified version (see Conf. Rep. No. 97-884,

97th Cong., 2d. Sess. (1982)) and passed Public Law 97-415. Specifically,

section 12(a) of that law anends section 189a. of the Act by adding the

following with respect to license amendments involving no significant

hazards considerations:

(2)(A) The Comission may issue and make immediately effective
any amendment to an operating license, upon a determination by the
Commission that such amendment involves no significant hazards

,
' consiG -ation, notwithstanding the pendency before the Commission

of a request for a hearing from any person. Such amendment may be
issued and made immediately effective in advance of the holding and
completion of any required hearing. In detennining under this section

, whether such amendment involves no significant hazards consideration,!
the Commission shall consult with the State in which the facility

involved is located. In all other respects such amendment shall
meet the requirements of this Act.

(B) The Commission shall periodically (but not less frequently
than once eye.ry thirty days) publish notice of any amendments
issued, or proposed to be issued, as provided in subparagraph (A).
Each such notice shall include all amendments issued, or proposed to
be issued, since the date of publication of the last such periodic
notice. Such notice shall, with respect to each amendment or
proposed amendment (i) identify the facility involved; and (ii)
provide a brief description of such amendment. Nothing in this

i
subsection shall be construed to delay the effective date of-any
amendment.

(C) The Commission shall, during the ninety-day period
following the effective date of this paragraph, promulgate
regulations establishing (1) standards for determining whether any ,

amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards !

consideration; (ii) criteria for providing or, in emergency !
situations, dispensing with prior notice and reasonable
opportunity for public comment on any such determination, which

1
,

!'

1
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criteria shall take into account the exigency of the need for the
amendment involved; and (iii) procedures for consultation on any
such determination with the State in which the facility involved is
located.

Section 12(b) of that law specifies that:

(b) The authority of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, under the
provisions of the amendment made by subsection (a), to issue and
to make immediately effective any amendment to an operating license
shall take effect upon the promulgation by the Commission of the
regulations required in such provisions.

Thus, as noted above, the legislation authorizes NRC to issue and make

immediately effective an amendment to an operating license upon a

determination that the amendment involves no significant hazards

considerations, even though NRC has before it a request for a hearing

from an interested person. In this regard, the Conference Report states:

The conference agreement maintains the requirement of the
current section 189a. of the Atomic Energy Act that a hearing on
the license amendment be held upon the request of any person whose
interest may be affected. The agreement simply authorizes the
Commission, in those cases where the amendment involved poses no
significant hazards consideration, to issue the license amendment
and allow it to take effect before this hearing is held or
completed. The conferees intend that the Commission will use this
authority carefully, applying it only to those license amendments
which pose no significant hazards consideration. Conf. Rep. l

No. 97-884, 2d. Sess., at 37(1982). |

And the Senate has stressed: j
l

its strong desire to preserve for the public a meaningful right to
participate in decisions regarding the commercial use of nuclear
power. Thus, the provision does not dispense with the requirement ;

for a bearing, and the NRC, if requested [by an interested person], i
'

must conduct a hearing after the license amendment takes effect.
See S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., at 14 (1981).

l

J
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The public notice provision was explained by the Conference Report as

follows:

The conferees note that the purpose of requiring prior notice
and an opportunity for public ccament before-a license amend-
ment may take effect, as provided in subsection (2)(C)(fi) for
all but emergency situations, is to allow at least a minimum
level of citizen input into the threshold question of whether i

the proposed license amendment involves significant health or
safety issues. While this subsection of the conference agree-
ment preserves for the Commission substantial flexibility to
tailor the notice and comment procedures to the exigency of
the need for the license amendment, the conferees expect the
content, placement and timing of the notice to be reasonably
calculated to allow residents of the area surrounding the
facility an adequate opportunity to formulate and submit
reasoned comments.

Tne requirement in subsection 2(C)(ii) that the Ccumission
promulgate criteria for providing or dispensing with prior
notice and public comment on a proposed determination that a
license amendment involves no significant hazards consideration
reflects the conferees' intent that, wherever practicable, the
Ccmmission should publish prior notice of, and provide for
prior public comment on, such a proposed determination.

In the context of subsection (2)(C)(ii), the conferees
understand the term " emergency situations" to encompass only
those rare cases in which immediate action is necessary to
prevent the shutdown or derating of an operating commercial
reactor . . . The Commission's regulations should insure that
the " Emergency situations" exception under section 12 of the
conference agreement will not apply if the licensee has failed
to apply for the license amendment in a timely fashion. In
other words, the licensee should not be able to take advantage
of the emergency itself. To prevent abuses of this provision,
the conferees expect the Commission to independently assess
the licensee's reasons for failure to file an application
sufficiently in advance of the threatened closure or derating
of the facility. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess.,
at 38 (1982).

.
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C. Basis for Interim Final Rule on Standards for Determining Whether an
Amendment to an Operating License Involves No Significant Hazards
Considerations and Examples of Amendments that Are Considered Likely
or Not Likely to Involve Significant Hazards Considerations

Many of the comments on the interim final rules were the same or were similar

to those en the proposed rule. To provide a convenient means for future

reference, the coments and responses on the proposed rule and the petition

for rulemaking are consolidated and repeated here with references to the

earlier FEDERAL REGISTER citations. The comments received on the interim

final rules are then discussed and the Commission's responses are provided.

1. Petition and Proposed Rule

General

The Commission's interim final rule on standards for determining

whether an amendment iivolves no significant hazards consideration resulted

| from a notice of proposed rulemaking issued in response to a petition for
:

rulemaking (PRM 50-17) submitted by letter to the Secretary of the Commission

on May 7, 1976, by Mr. Robert Lowenstein. For the reasons discussed below,

the petition was denied. See 48 FR 14867. However, the Commission published
he rep <sfed.g

proposed standards, as intended by the petitioner, though not the standards

M " M x'*b (PRM-50-17 was published for comment in the FEDERAL REGISTER..y
on June 14, 1976 (41 FR 24006)). The :.taff's recommendations on this petition

are in SECY-79-660 (December 13,1979). The notice of proposed rulemaking

was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on March 28, 1980 (45 FR 20491). Note
I

that the proposed rule was published before passage of the legislation and

-, ., . - _ , -
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that the Congress was aware of this rule during passage of the legislation.

The staff's recommendations first on a final rule and later on the interim

final rules are in SECY-81-366, 81-366A, 83-16, 83-16A and 83-168. (These

documents are available for examination in the Comission's Public Document

Room at 1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C.)

In issuing the proposed rule, the Comission sought to define more precisely

the standards for determining when an amendment application involved no

significant hazards considerations. These standards would have applied to

amendments to operating licenses, as requested by the petition for rule- t

making, and also to construction permit amendments, to whatever extent !

considered appropriate. The Commission later decided that these standards

should not be applied to amendments to construction permits, since such

amendments are rare and normally would not be expected to involve a

significant hazards consideration. It therefore modified the proposed rule

accordingly. Additionally, the Comission stated in the interim final rules

I that it would review the extent to which and the wav standards should be~

k+< r /applied to research reactors. 4adkslienoted that, in the g m.. %:.i.c,it would.

handle case-by-case any amendments requested for construction permits or |

for research reactors with respect to the issue of significant hazards |
considerations. 48 FR, at 14867.

I

i

Before the proposed rule on standards was published, the Comission's staff I

was guided, in reaching _fts determinations with respect to no significant i

hazards considerations, by standards very similar to those described in the )
, ,

I

1

-y
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.Ac. ShN #5
proposed rule and in the interim final rules. In addition, a list of examples

- h.; i::- "ed of amendments likely to involve, and not likely to involve,

significant hazards considerations when the standards are applied. These

examples were employed by the Commission in developing both the proposed

rule and the interim final rules. The notice of proposed rulemaking contained

standards proposed by the Commission to be incorporated into Part 50, and the /
e M e d m ) lec.a a s t

statement of considerations contained examples of am e dments tc : pe '# ; |
1

that are considered "likely" and "not likely" to invohe a signif- )3 ' ~a e a

| icant hazards consideration. The examples were samples of precedents with
,

| which the staff was familiar; they were representative of certain kinds of I

| |

circumstances; however, they did not cover the entire range of possibilities; j

nor did they cover every facet of a particular situation. Therefore, it was

%*%sdVet W /! M the standards ultimately would have to govern e determinationIclear tha /
k j $

aboutwhetherornot+proposedamendmenEinvolve/significanthazards
A

considerations. j

I

The three standards proposed in the notice of proposed rulemaking were

whether operation in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of

an accident previously evaluated, (2) create the possibility of an accident

of a type different from any evaluated previously, or (3) involve a signifi-

cant reduction in a nargin of safety. The interim final rules did not change

these standards. They did, however, change the introductory phrase to make

the standards easier to understand and to use.
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As a result of the legislation, the Commission formulated separate notice

and State consultation procedures that provide in all (except emergency)

situations prior notice of amendment requests. The notices usually make a

" proposed determination" about whether or not significant hazards considera-

tions are involved in connection with an amendment and, therefore, whether

or not to offer an opportunity for a hearing before an amendment is issued;

if a hearing request is received, a final determination is made about whether

or not significant hazards considerations are involved. The decision about

whether or not to issue an amendment has continued to remain one that, as a

separate matter, is based on public health and safety.

2. Comments ca Proposed Rule and Responses to these Comments

a. General

Nine persons submitted comments on the petition for rulemaking and

nine persons submitted cornrents on the proposed amendments. One of the

commenters stated that all three standards were unclear and useless in that |

I

they implied a level of detailed review of amendment applications far beyond !

what the staff norfrally performs. When it promulgated the interin final

rule, the Commission stated in response to this comment that it ,a ... -

# "r^ d f t ... b the standards have been and will continue to be

useful in making the necessary reviews. 48 FR 14864, at 14867 (April 6, i

Afe |
that the standards when used t;;;;th g)with the |1983). It added 't; bc'4e#

j

examples will enable it to make the requisite decisions. Id. In this regard, |
j

it noted that Congress was more than aware of the Commission's standards

sveth)t:"v !! 7 r : T ;, the#^"and proposed their expeditious promulgation
1 A
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Senate Reportpil nowu.

... the Committee notes that the Commission has already issued
for public comment rules including standards for determining
whether an amendment involves no significant hazards consideration.
The Committee believes that the Commission should be able to build
upon this past effort, and it expects the Commission to act
expeditiously in promulgating the required standards within the
time specified in section 301 [i.e., within 90 days after enactment].
S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., at 15 (1981).

Similarly, the House noted:

The comittee amendment provides the Commission with the authority to
issue and make immediately effective amendments to licenses prior to
the conduct or completion of any hearing required by section 189(a)
when it determines that the amendment involves no significant hazards
consideration. Hcwever,the authority of the Commission to do so is
discretionary, and does not negate the requirement imposed by the
Sholly decision that such a hearing, upon request, be subsequently
held. Moreover, the Committee's action is in light of the fact that
the Comission has already issued for public comment rules including
standards for determinine whether an amendment involves no signifi-
cant hazards considerations. The Commission also has a long line
of case-by-case precedents under which it has established criteria
for such determinations.... H. Rep. No. 97-22-(Part 2), 97th
Cong., 1st Sess., at 26 (1981) (Emphasis added).

/X number of commenters recomen regard to the second criterion in the

hatpRe%m g es+dIMthreshold level for accident consequences (for example,
propose

pri.e ubegr.
the limits in 10 C.F.R. Part 100) * c:t:Mi:hito eliminate insignificant

A
types of accidents.E L h...,3m.. : :- "a"c ^ . This comment was noty.

accepted. The Commission stated that setting a threshold level for accident

consequences could eliminate a group of amendments with respect to accidents

which have not been previously evaluated or which, if previously evaluated,

may turn out after further evaluation to have more severe consequences than

previously evaluated. I8 FR, at 14868.

-

. . . . . . _
. _ _ _ _ _ -
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The Commission explained that it is possible, for example, that there may be

a class of license amendments sought by a licensee which, while designed to

improve or increase safety may, on balance, involve a significant hazards

consideration because it results in operation of a reactor with a reduced

safety margin due to other factors or problems (i.e., the net effect is a

reduction in safety of some significance). M. Such a class of amendments

typically is also proposed by a licensee as an interim or final resolution of

some significant safety issue that was not raised or resolved before issuance

of the operating license -- and, based on an evaluation of the new safety

issce, they may result in a reduction of a safety margin believed to have been

present when the license was issued. In this instance, the presence of the

new safety issue in the review of the proposed amendment, at least arguably,

could prevent a finding of no significant hazards consideration, even though

the issue would ltimat
be satisfactorily resolved bb*i6 ssuance of the

" i
a -w

amendment. Accordingly, the Commission added to the list of examples

considered likely to involve a significant hazards consideration.: . :;. /
av -n': :. ''7. M. See Section I(C)(1)(d) below.

M en [=.1v- )c=Y$
"" (phien the %sA, way: . . g u...u b u u o , J.; u m . TimJ mla , th: N- % n a-+~'..m

g.M A W. _j/
_.

legislatic- - H L;,.' L c iu . ..;; L; c.i, suo>iuereu, :t; "; mat; ^ .,m. m ; 2 M
Er 'rcr .ou [eLli: "~t s commented upon the Corm 11ssion's proposed ruleuou g

before -4 report S. 1207| It % Cuom ucc n d. -

^
The Committee recognizes that reasonable persons may differ en
whether a license anendment involves a significant hazards
consideration. Therefore, the Committee expects the Commission to
develop and promulgate standards that, to the maximum extent

a



.

-
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practicable, draw a clear distinction between license amendments
that involve a significant hazards consideration and those that
involve no significant hazards consideration. The Committtee
anticipates, for example, that consistent with prior practice, the
Comission's standards would not permit a "no significant hazards
consideration" determination for license amendments to permit
reracking of spent fuel pools. S. Rep. No. 97-113, 97th Cong.,
1st Sess., at 15 (1981).

The Comission agreed with the Comittee "that reasonable persons may differ

on whether a license amendment involves a significant hazards consideration"

and it tried "to develop and promulgate standards that, to the maximum

extent practicable, draw a clear distinction between license amendments that

involve a significant hazards consideration and those that involve no

significant hazards considerat " 48 FR, at 14868. (Reracking is discussed

in Section I(C)(2)(b) and II(D) )~ The Commission stated 't; k li d that the

standards coupled with the examples used as guidelines help draw as clear a

distinction as practicable. It decided not to include the examples in the

text of the interim final rules in addition to the original standards, but,
brather, to keep them as guidelines under the standards for-6he use ;y he /

f th; -

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. M.

In promulgating the interim final rules, the Comission also noted to licensees

tha , when they consider license amendments outside the examples, it may need

additional time for its determination on no significant hazards considerations,

and that they should factor this information into their schedules for develop-

ing and implementing such changes to facility design and operation. M.
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The Commission stated 4 t; t;licf that the interim final rules thus went a [
long way toward meeting the intent of the legislation -M. S -S ; reyd,-j

--H. quot the Conference Report; W 9 steted- /

TheconfereesalsoexpecttheCommission,inpromula)atingtheregulations required by the new subsection (2)(C)(1 of section 189a.
of the Atomic Energy Act, to establish standards that to the extent
practicable draw a clear distinction between license amendments that
involve a significant hazards consideration and those amendments
that involve no such consideration. These standards should not
require the NRC staff to prejudge the merits of the issues raised
by a proposed license amendment. Rather, they should only require
the staff to identify those issues and determine whether they
involve significant health, safety or environmental considerations.
These standards should be capable of being applied with ' ease and
certainty, and should ensure that the NRC staff does not resolve
doubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no significant
hazards consideration. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess.,
at37(1982).-JT #

The Conmission stated that it had attempted to draft standards that are as

/useful as possible, .W.-that it had tried to formulate examples that will
and

help in the application of the standardsjf48FR,at14868. It +ad that
b'

the standards i the interim final rules were the product of a long deliber-

ative process. (As will be recalled, standards were submitted by a petition
A

for rulemaking in 1976 for the Commission's eansideration.) The Commission

then explained with respect to the interim f"r.al rules that the standards and

examples were as clear and certain ps the Commission cculd make them, c d ,;
natiq odmeution

#repa t:d the Conference Report 0 +'* d#^^+-that the standards and examplesA A

"should ensure that the NRC staff does not resolve doubtful or borderline

cases with a finding of no significant hazards consideration." M. The
-t t'o n

Commission repeats this admonichat to the staff in the response to comments

in Section II(C) below.
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With respect to the Conference Committee's statement, quoted above, that the

" standards should not require the NRC staff to prejudge the merits of the

issues raised by a proposed license amendment," the Commission recalled

that it was its general practice to make a decision about whether to issue

a notice before or after issuan::e of an amendment together with a decision

about whether to provide a hearing before or after issuance of the amendment;

thus, occasionally, the issue of prior versus post notice was seen by some as

including a judgment on the merits of issuance of an amendment. M. For

instance, a commenter on the proposed rule suggested that application of the

criteria with respect to prior notice in many instances will necessarily require

the resolution of substantial factual questions which largely overlap the

issues which bear on the merits of the license amendment. M.,at14868-69.

The implication of the comment was that the Commission at the prior notice

stage could lock itself into a decision on the merits. Conversely, the

cccmenter stated that the staff, in using the no significant hazards

consideration standards, was reluctant to give prior notice of am.adments

because its determination about the notice might be viewed as constituting

a negative connotation on the merits.

p me.ted
The Commission noted in response thatg, & c..; cycw the legislation had made- /

d
these comments mee*-by recuiring separation of the criteria used for providing

or dispensing with public notice and comment on determinations about no

significant hazards considerations from :he standards used to make a
A

d'etermination about whether or not to have a prior hearing if one is requested.

Id., at 14869. The Commission explained that under the two interim final rules,
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the Commission's criteria for public notice and comment had been separated

from its standards on the determination about no significant hazards consid-

erations. M. It noted, in fact, that under the interim final rule involving

the standards it would normally provide prior notice (for public comment and

an opportunity for a hearing) for each operating license amendment request.

W t stated 't: i;l: J that use of these standards and examples would help
A

it reach sound decisions about the issues of significant versus no significant

hazards considerations ard that their use would not prejudge t ty merits
j

of a decisien about whether to issue a license amendment. I_d.gtexplainedj
it ':'! t'': i ? k f it;;;;; the standards and the examples were merely /

screening devices for a decision about whether to hold a hearing before as

opposed to after an amendment is issued and could not be said to prejudge the

Commission's final public health and safety decision to issue or deny the

amendment request. M . As explained above, that decision has remained a

separate one, based on separate public health and safety findings.

b. Rerackinc of Spent Fuel Pools

Before issuance of the two interim final rules, the Conmission

provided prior notice and opportunity for prior hearing on requests for

amendments involving reracking of spent fuel pools. When the interim final

rule on standards was published, the Commission explained that it was not
'

a.
prepared to say that/rerackinc of a spent fuel storge pool will necessarily

h
involve a significiant hazards consideration. It stated ee+, nevertheless,j

as shown by the legislative history of Public Law 97-415, specifically of

section 12(a), Concress was aware of the Commission's practice and
A

-

.?M4 j

that :t:t: :": "r :d: b3 members of both Houses before passage of that
A

L
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separated fran its standards on the determination about no significant

hazards considerations. Id. It noted, in fact, that under the interim final j

rule involving the standards it would normally provide prior notice (for
1

public cmment and an opportunity for a hearing) for each operating license
1

amendaent request. It also stated that use of these standards and examples

would help it reach sound decisions about the issues of significant versus j

no significant hazards considerations, and that their use would not prejudge
i
i

the safety merits of a decision about whether to issue a license amendnent.

Id. Rather, it explained, the standards and the examples were merely

screening devices for a decision about whether to hold a hearing before as

opposed to af ter an amendnent is issued and could not in said to prejudge the

Ommission's final public health and safety decision to issue or deny the

almndment request. Id. As explained above, that decision has remained a

separate one, based on separate public health and safety findings,

b. Heracking of Spent Fuel Pools

Before issuance of the two interim final rules, the Cmmission

provided prior notice and opportunity for prior hearing on requests for

amendnents involving reracking of spent fuel pools. M en the interim final

rule on standards was published, the Cmmission explained that it wus not

prepared to say that reracking .f a spent fuel storage pool will necessarily

involve a significiant hazards consideration. It stated, nevertheless,

as shown by the legislative history of Public Imw 97-415, specifically of
~

section 12(a), that Congress was aware of the Cmmission's practice, noting

. . - - - - - _ - - . . . - - -
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law, that " - --- '- s d'T+ 'M practice wouldhcontinue . M . The

report on the Senate side has been quoted above; the discussion in the House

is found at 127 Cong. Record at H 8156, Nov. 5,1981.

The Commission decided not to include reracking in the list of examples that

are considered likely to involve a significant hazard consideration, because ;

a significant hazards consideration finding is a technical matter which has

been assigned to the Commission. However, in view of the expressions of

Congressional understanding, the Commission stated that it felt that the

matter deserved further study. Accordingly, it instructed the staff to

!
/ upon receipt and reviewprepare a feport on this matte and i+ stated that

u
of eport, Q would revisit this part of tne ru Id. The report is

described in detail in Section II(D) below.

In the interim final rule on standards, the Commission stated t while it

is awaiting its staff's report, it would make findings case-by-case on the

ouestion of no significant hazards consideration for each rerackina ap-

plication, giving full consideration to the technical circumstances of the

case using the standards in 5 50.92 of the rule. Id. It also stated that
&g WD

~

inty not 4tr "txt 5make a no significant hazards consideration finding
for reracking based on unproven technology. It added, however, that, where

reracking technology has been well developed and demonstrated and where the

Commission determines on a technical basis that reracking involves no

significant hazards, the Comission should not be precluded from making

such a finding. And it noted that, if it determines that a particular

|
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reracking involves significant hazards considerations, it would provide

an opportunity for a prior hearing. Ld.

The Commission also noted tha nder section 134 of the Nuclear Waste Policy

Act of 1982, an interested party may reouest a " hybrid" hearing in connection

with reracking, and may participate in such a hearing, if one is held. It

stated that it would publish in the near future a FFDERAL REGISTER notice

describing this type of hearing with respect to expansions of spent fuel

storage capacity and other matters concerning spent fuel. [d . That notice

can be found at 50 FR 41662 (October 15,1985).

c. Amendments Involving Irreversible Consequences

n^* o o ern - Cu..f m about amendments involving
^ pw A:= 4 k

irreversible consequences 1 r^-"1ca+ inn tha 4"*^ 4m final v-" 1 ^ ^^

j

atrf:.o, coe Cu.m n wn i..en c iu. J thi: a.a m m.,J ;rt:d the Conference

Report, which stated: |

The conferees intend that in determining whether a proposed
license amendment involves no significant hazards consideration,
the Commission should be especially sensitive to the issue posed by

I license arrendments that have irreversible consequences (such as
.

|
those permitting an increase in the amount of eff!uents or radia-
tion emitted from a facility or allowing a facility to operate
for a period of time without full safety protections). In those -

cases, issuing the order in advance of a hearing would, as a
practical matter, foreclose the public's right to have its views
considered. In addition, the licensing board would often be unable
to order any substantial relief as a result of an after-the-fact
hearing. Accordingly, the conferees intend the Commission be
sensitive to those license amendments which involve such
irreversible consequences. (Emphasis added.) Conf. Pep. No.
97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., at 37-38 (1982).
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The Commission note 48 FR, at 1486 that this statement was explained /

in a colloquy between Senators Simpson and Domenici, as follows:

Mr. DOMENICI. In the statement of managers, I direct
attention to a paragraph in section 12, the so-called Sholly

i provision, wherein it is stated that in applying the authority
which that provision grants the NRC should be especially sensitive
to the issue posed by license amendments that have irreversible
consequences." Is that paragraph in general, or specifically, the

;
' words " irreversible consequences" intended to impose restrictions

on the Commission's use of that authority beyond the provisions of
the statutory language? Can the Senator clarify that, please?

Mr. SIMPSON. I shall. It is not the intention of the
| managers that the paragraph in general, nor the words " irreversible

consequences," provide any restriction on the Commission's use of'

that authority beyond the statutory provision in section 189a.
Under that provision, the only determination which the Commission
must make is that its action does not involve a significant )
hazard. In that context, " irreversibility" is only one of the many
considerations which we would expect the Ccmission to consider.

,

| It is the determination of hazard which is important, not whether
the action is irreversible. Clearly, there are many irreversible
actions which would not pose a hazard. Thus where the Comission
determines that no significant hazard is involved, no further
consideration need be given to the irreversibility of that action.

Mr. DOMENICI. I thank the Senator for the clarificaticn.
That is consistent with my readings of the language... 134 Cono.
Rec. (Part II), at S. 13056 (daily ed. Oct. 1, 1982).

The Commission then noted, 48 FR, at 14869,-that the statement was further

explained in a colloquy between Senators Mitchell and Hart, as follows:

Mr. MITCHELL. The portion of the statement of managers
discussing section 12 of the report, the so-called Sholly
provision, stresses that in determining whether a proposed
anendment to a facility operating license involves no significant

| hazards consideration, the Commisison "should be especially
sensitive . . . to license amendments that have irreversible
consequences." Is my understanding correct that the statement
means the Commission should take special care in evaluating, for
possible hazardous considerations, amendments that involve
irreversible consequences?

Mr. HART. The Senator's understanding is correct. As you
know, this provision seeks to overrule the holding of the U.S.

|

|

__. , - - -- .- . - . .
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Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in Sholly against
Nuclear Regulatory Commission. That case involved the venting of
radioactive krypton gas from the damaged Three Mile Island Unit 2
reactor -- an irreversible action.

As in this case, once the Commission has approved a license
amendment, and it has gone into effect, it could prove impossible
to correct any oversights of fact or errors of judgment. Therefore,
the Commission has an obligation, when assessing the health or
safety implications of an amendment having irreversible consequences,
to insure that only those amendments that clearly raise no signif-
icant hazards issues will take effect prior to a public hearing.
134 Cong. Rec. (Part III), at S. 13292.

In light of the Conference Report and colloquies it had quoted, the Cc;nnission

/W
stated that it wculd :'r sure "that only those arrendments that clearly raise

A
no significant hazards issues will take,effect prior to a public hearing," /

-$14T qi , ,g----.
(48FR,at14870, and that it would do this byj:"" ; f n 9 50.92 :q. t' ,.le y

gf _ h
O:)gy

.-

th:t " " reviewproposedamendments{t": s to whether they

involve irreversible consequences. M. In this regard, it made clear in

example (iii) that an amendment which allows a plant to operate at full power

during which one or more safety systems are not operable would be treated in

the same way as other examples considered likely to involve a significant

hazards consideration, in that it is likely tc meet the criteria in 5 50.92,
a m -.a, y,

'
?

The Commission also n:t it i th t the examples did not cover all possible
A

cases, were not necessarily representative of all possible concerns, and were

set cut simply as guidelines. M.

.
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The Commission left the proposed rule intact to the extent that the interim

final rules stated standards with respect to the meaning of "no significant

hazards consideration." The standards in the interim final rules were

identical to those in the proposed rule, though the attendant language in

new Q 50.92 as well as in 5 50.58 was revised to make the determination

easier to use and understano. To suoplement the standards incorporated into

the Cear.ission's regulations, the guidance embcdied in the examples was

referenced in the procedures of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,

ccpies of which were placed in the Commission's Public Document Room and

sent to licensees, States, and interested persons. It was the Commission's

intention that any request for an amendment meet the standards in the

regulations ond that the examples simply provide supplementary guicance.
j

d. Examples of Amendments that Are Considered Likely to Involve
Sionificant Hazards Considerations Are Listec Below

The staten.ent of considerations for the interim final rules

listed the fcilowing examples of amenaments that the Commission considered

likely to involve significant hazards consicerations. I d.. It explained

tha niess the specific circumstances of a license amendment request hen

measured against the standards in 5 50.92, eadtoacontraryconclusunp

then, pursuant to the procedures in 5 50.91, a proposed amendment to an

operating license for a facility licensed under 9 50.21(b) or 5 50.22 or

for a testing facility will likely be found to involve significant hazards

considerations, if operaticn of the facility in accordance with the proposed

amendment involves cne or more ct the following:

(i) A significant relaxation of the criteria used to establish

safety limits.
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(ii) A significant relaxaticn of the bases for limiting safety

system settings or limiting conditions for operation.

(iii) A significant relaxation in limiting conditions for operation

not accompanied by ccmpensatory changes, conditions, or actions

that maintain a commensurate level of safety (such as

allowing a plant to operate at full power during a period in

which one or more safety / stems are not operable).

(iv) Renewal of an operating license.

(v) For a nuclear power plant, an ircrease in authorized maximum

core power level.

(vi) A change to technical specifications or other NRC approval

involving a significant unreviewed safety question.

(vii) A change in plant operation designed to improve safety but

which, due to other factors, in fact allows plant operation with

safety margins significantly reduced from those believed to

have been present when the license was issued. Id.

e. Examples of Amendments that Are Considered Not Likely to
Involve Significant Hazards Ccnsiderations Are Listed Below i

The statement of considerations for the interim final rules
l

listed the following examples of amendments the Commission considered not '

likely to involve significant hazards considerations. 48 FR, at 14869. It

explained tha unless the specific circumstances of a license amendment

genmeasuredagainstthestandardsinG50.92,headtoacontraryrequ

(conclusion}then,pursuanttotheproceduresins50.91,aproposedamendment
i

.

- _ - _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _
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to an operating license for a facility licensed under 5 50.21(b) or Q 50.22

or for a testing facility will likely be found to involve no significart

hazards considerations, if operation of the facility in accordance with the

proposed amendment involves only one or more of the following:

(i) A purely administrative change to technical specifications:

for example, a change to achieve consistency throughout the technical

specifications, correction of an error, or a change in nomenclature.

(ii) A change that constitutes an additional limitation, restri tion,k.) /
or. control not presently included in the technical specifications de*- 1lA '

_ m p':, a more stringent surveillance requirement.

(iii) For a nuclear power reactor, a change resulting from a nuclear

reactor core reloading, if no fuel assemblies significantly different from

those found previously acceptable to the NRC for a previous core at the

facility in question are involved. This assumes that no significant changes

are made to the acceptance criteria for the technical specifications, that

the analytical methods used to demonstrate conformance with the technical
.

| |

|
specifications and regulations are not significantly changed, and that NRC '

has previously found such methods acceptable.

(iv) A relief granted uoan demonstration of acceptable operation from

an operating restriction that was imposed because acceptable operation was

not yet demonstrated. This assumes that the operating restriction and the

criteria to be applied to a request for relief have been established in a

! prior review and that it is justified in a satisfactory way that the

criteria have been met.
|

l

_____ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. - -_.
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(v) Upon satisfactory completion of construction in connection with

an operating facility, a relief granted from an operating restriction that

was imposed because the construction was not yet completed satisfactorily.

This is intended to involve only restrictions where it is justified that

construction has been ccmpleted satisfactorily.
,

(vi) A change which either may result in some increase to the

probability or consequences of a previously-analyzed accident or may

reduce in some way a safety margin, but where the results of the change

are clearly within all acceptable criteria with respect to the system or
a e :> /

component specified in the Standard Review Plar(j fr car.ph, a changej
resulting from the application of a strail refinement of a previously used

calculational model or design method.

(vii) A change to 4 p license @ to changes in the
regulations, where the license change results in very minor changes to

:

facility operations clearly in keeping with the regulations.

(viii) A change to a license to reflect a minor adjustment in

ownership shares among co-owners already shown in the license. J_d .

II. RESPONSES TO COMMENTS ON IffTERIM fit!AL RULES

The comments are described in somewhat greater detail in an attachment to
6 5 '2.o1 A -

SECY M .g [Thc :::7 nwier wi!! be ir.;crted cft:. ::Ci nas given uin pu,s. ~ f
a .. .. S Q

%]

.

. -
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A. Clarity of Standards

1.1 Comments

A group of commenters state that the three standards in 9 50.92(c)

are unclear and argue that the examples in the statement of consider-

ations -- which they believe are clearer than the standards -- should be

made part of the rule; otherwise, they argue, the examples have no legal

significance.
t

!

Response

The Commission disagrees with.the request. As explained t;';r; - l

t _
-

Csee 48 FR 14864hn response to the comments on the proposed rule' /g
n

the c;wenters correct & sata that the examples have no binding legalf

significance. However, they do prcvide guidance to the staff, licensees

arJ to the general public about the way the standards may be interpreted

j by the Commission. The Corraission did consider ccabining the standards

and examples as a single set of criteria in the interim final rulesj

gdecided against it because (i) the standards and exarrples had prov d

useful over time, (ii) the staff had used all three standards and most

of the examples well before they were published in rule form, and

(iii) the approach had proved adequate. Upon reconsideration, the

Commission has decided to retain the standards as they were set cut in
|

!
l the interim final rule. See the response in Section II(D) belcw for a

description of the standards.

. . _ . . . - _ . . _ . _ _ . . _ . .-
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1.2 Comment

One commenter believes that the interim final rules " unduly" and

" improperly" limit freedom of speech and that minor changes in a
u t9840)

plant can lead to severe health and safety consequences, such as *A ,j
- Vanticipated transient without scram (ATWS) w-etts tne c;;:. ..

incident wl.4h. he Salem ruclear power plant.

Response

It is unclear how the interim final rules might limit freed,om of
_: ~ n -

speech. It is clear, though, that some changes to a plant 6;;Tcc a

review of whether or not previously unevaluated accid avtag.
A A

%+ ~"a4 As explainedsevere consequen,ces,r: ;;;;d y cne anm.
igem

above, before any imendment;i: M:''^>, t,he Commission is required by the-

Atomic Energy Act (Act) to find that adequate protectio %h4 n E ;: .;Jud e #
A. A

_ ~ ' d he public health and safety. Mcwever, a determination that an

amendment involves "no significant hazards considerations" includes a

finding under the three standards that the change does not involve a

significant increase in previously evaluated accident prcbabilities or

consequences, that it does not present a new type of accident not pre-

viously evaluated, and that it does not involve a significant decrease

in safety margins. Thus, the concern raised by the comment is related,

if at all, only to amendments that involve significant hazards.

Procedures governing these types of amendments are unaffected by this

rule change. See, eg ., section 182a. of the Act.

.

_ _ - - - . - _ _ _ _ _ - - . . _ . _ _ - _ _ . - - - - - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ -
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1.3 Comment

One commenter suggests that the only standard that is needed is

one that simply identifies those license amendments which make an

accident possible.

Response

The standard suggested by the commenter is simple to state but
'

impractical.k p;;ct-:2. An amendment may involve a previously

reviewed issue and not alter the conclusions reached concernino
|

| accident probabilities or consequences. In such a case, the amendment

may involve a system or component that is significant to an evaluation

of a design basis accidentg till not involve a significant hazards #

censideration. This suagestion changes the definition of "significant

hazards considerations" and, thereby, changes the standards. The

i three standards given in the interim final rules together with the
1

i examples are directed to the issue of significant hazards. See, for

:

instance the discussion in Section II(F)(1.3) belcw. /j

1.4 Comments g ,' J

One commenter requests that only " credible accident scenarios" /
P" d ' ' in evaluating amendment requests against the first

| two standards. It also suggests that, with respect to the third

standard (significant reduction in safety margins), the Commission
g eWf 4

Unitiallydetermine ' . E;-[the er1 sting safety margin-&e.--
'

Ab % g
before deciding t'r a eduction n _igri'i;rt, because the extent

j

_-_ _ _ ----- ______-__ -- ___
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of the existing margin is clearly relevant to the Commission's

determination. -

/Inother commenter n the other hand)
argues that it is

inappropriate to specify a percentage change above which the change"

becomes significant. It notes that when the safety margin is three

orders of magnitude, a ten percent reduction is clearly not signifi-

cant, and that when the safety margin is fifteen percent, a comparable

percentage reduction may be significant. It also suggests that the

! cumulative effects of successive changes to one system must also be

considered, and not merely the individual change which is being

subjected to review at any given time.

Response ,

The first comment is similar to the original petition (see

Section I(C)(1) above) which proposed standards limited to " major
% w :.-J a ]

credible reactor accidents." The Commission disagrees with 44 -- as
A

it did previously -- because it allows too much room for argument abcut

the meaning of ' credible" in various accident scenarios and does not

[include accidents of a type different from those previously evaluatedj

which is one of the criteria for evaluating no significant hazards
I

considerations.
|

The second commenter suggests that, in assessing the degree of |

|
reduction in margin in determining whether an amendment involves

significant hazards considerations, the Connission should assess the

cumulative effects (on margin) of successive changes to one system, not

_ - - - , _ , - ., _. ,.y- , -..-,r. ,. . -,--.n- _ _
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merely the individual change in margin brought about by the amendment

j in question. The Commission believes that such a suggestion would be

| inconsistent with its staff's long-time practice in assessing the degree
i

I of reduction in margin, would be inconsistent with the thrust of the

three standards on no significant hazards consideration, and would

result in multiple counting of margin changes. The standard states that

the Commission is to determine whether the amendment will result in a

significant reduction in margin. The-intent is to compare the safety

margin before the amendment to that which would exist after the amend-

ment to determine whether that amendment would significantly reduce

the r.orgin. In applying this standard to determine whether a certain j

amendment involves significant hazards considerations, the intent is f
. . |

to assess just the reduction in mirgin from that amendment and not [I~ * 1

to assess all prior reductions in margin that resulted from prior |

amendments because these have already been considered. Consequently,

i the Commission has not accepted this suggestion.
i

l 1.5 Comments

One commenter points out that the three standards are virtually

identical to the criteria in 9 50.59 for determining whether unreviewed

safety questions exist, and states that this similarity is appropriate.

Another commenter makes the same point but notes an important I

l

difference in 9 50.59, namely, that the word "significant" is absent in

paragraphs (a)(2)(1) to (a)(2)(iii) of that section. It suggests that

5 50.59 should be amended to make it identical with 5 50.92(c).

|

|

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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gponse

Sections 50.59 and 50.92 serve two different purposes. The criteria

in 5 50.59(a)(2) are used to decide whether a proposed change, test, or

experiment involves an "unreviewed safety ouestion." Section 50.59 is
WW mx;;=& w e -f

used to decide, in part, whether the licensee of an operating reactor
4

g make changes to it or to the procedures as described in the safety
^ %

analysis report, or t O,;c it ; conduct tests or experiments not

described in the safety analysis por g wiO.c t 74 - C;..... . .uif

4, v v d . The licensee may not make a change without such approval, if
.

the charge involves an unreviewed safety question. To insert the term

"significant" into the criteriMbviously raise the threshold for
A

making a determination. It would permit licensees to exercise far-

greater discretion in judging which changes requ're Comission review.i

Wide variations among licensees might be expected. If the ComissIon

has not reviewed an issue, it should deliberate and decide whether its

review is appropriate. Therefore, the comment has been rejected. The

Commission is considering a rule on this subject, as discussed in

Section II(K) below.

1.6 Coment

One comenter generally agrees with the interim final rules but

believes that the word "significant" should be defined, if only to

forestall court challenges by persons disagreeing with NRC. It suggests

that NRC should create some sort of mechanism to resolve disputes

between the staff, a State, or other partie ver whether or not an

amendment request involves significant hazard considerations.
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Response

The advantage of the notice provisions of the interim final rules

is that they provide an opportunity for cormlent on prope ed determina-

tions. Based on a particular proposal in an amendment reouest, the

Commissicn welcomes any and all persons' comments about the "signifi-

cance" of the proposed action. Aside from using examples as guidelines,

it believes that the term "significant" should not be defined in the

abstract, but should be left to case-by-case resolution.
|

B. Clarity of Examples |

|
Many commenters argue about the clarity of the various examples in j

| the "likely" and "not likely" categories. Additionally, scme want to j

change,toaddto,ortosubtractfrcmtheexamples,hrinstance[)
_

noting \that the issue of repairs is problematic. A complete set of
85-1.4 %

comments (as summarized) is attached to SECY-F " O [Pir r 'r M f
g ed after SECY h W .;- t'4r r'r- * r t ,.]

Additionally, two commenters argue that the word "significant" in

! the examples should be defined so as not to leave " critical decisions to

! the unreviewable judgment of the staff."

Finally, another commenter requests that the guidance embodied in
!

! both sets of examples should not only be referenced in the procedures of
? f7A

the Wffice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, but that it should also be -

formally transmitted to all licensees in the form of a generic letter,

regulatory guide, or other such document.

| Response
!

The examples are merely guidelines and the Ccmmission feels the

.. __. -
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present examples are adequate. A list of examples of all possible

situations would be interminably long, and it is not the Commissicn's

intent to provide such a listing. However, to clarify the Cormiission's

position on the repair or replacement of a major component or system

important to safety, the following example has been added to the list of
f

examples (inSectionI(C)(2)(e)abov considered not likely to involve

,g significant hazards considerations:

rwW (fx) A repair or replacement of a major component or system.

important to safety, if the following conditions are met:

g (1) Therepairorreplaqmen{proceginvolvespracticeswhich
gp titia w r_.._ __ [
j ,j have been successfully r H at least once on similar

W
G components or systens elsewhere in the nuclear industry org 9

in other industries, and does not involve a significant

p* increase in the probability or consequences of an accident

g a, previously evaluated or create the possibility of a new or

different kind of accident from any accident previously

evaluated; and

(2) The repaired or replacement component or system does not

result in a significant change in its safety function or a

significant reduction in any safety limit (or limiting

condition of operation) associated with the component or

system.

In this context, it once again bears repeating that the examples

do not cover all possible examples and may not be representative cf all j

possible concerns and problems. As problems are resolved and as new 1

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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information is developed, the staff may refine the examples and add new

ones, in keeping with the standards in this final rule.

As to the second set of comments, see the response to comment

I(A)(1.6) above. Finally, as noted above, the guidance in the examples

been sent to all licensees and others,

b

C. Classification of Decisions

Comments

Two commenters argue that the standards pose complex questions that i

i
"reouire a level of analysis that goes far- beyond the initial sorting of 1

issues that Congress authorized." They repeat an argument made when

the standards were published as a proposed rule, namely, that "the use

j of these standards cannot help but require the NRC staff to make an

initial determination, well before the formal hearing (if any) is held,

cf the health and safety merits of the proposed license amendment." And

j they argue that Congress did not authorize NRC to make such a determina-
t

! tien in advance of the hearing on the merits. (A third commenter
| ^&J |agrees with this argument). In sum, these commenters woulk"E t; a

standards that simply allow for the sorting of issues, rather than, as

they argue, standards that allow the staff to determine issues which are

" virtually the same" as those it determines when deciding whether or not

to grant the license amendment.

In this same vein, both comenters argue that the standards

contravene Congress' intent in that the Commission does not avoid

resolving "dcubtful or borderline cases with a finding of no significant

hazards consideration."

L--_--_------__.___---____--_-__--_----_________--__-----___--_-_____--_________.____
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Response {
The Comission disagrees with the commenters, and the r . .uma

discussions above on this very point.egioin its :: Mg. It should

also be noted that one reason that determinations on significant

hazards considerations are divided into " proposed determinations" and

" final determinations" is to help sort the issues initially. In this
4

the NRC s,taff gprocess of sorting, the Commission hereby r
,

assur4ae-that doubtful or borderline cases.Cv . . ; d ;,- ' S . f;,~;.;-ovs

A. A
r.1 no significant hazards consideration. As explained above, the

decision about whether to issue an amendment is based on a separate

health and safety determination, not on a determination about signifi-

cant hazards considerations.

D. Rerackings

Coments

A group of commenters state that rerackings should be considered

amendments that pose significant hazards considerations, in light of

the Comission's past practice and the understanding of Congress that

the practice would be continued.

Another group of commenters agree $with the Comission's position [
A

C + ' " N "' 2| 7 rrv u l u'
p,v.'i 'f; ims,; f:.Q 2 .;I uu s ig ;Im Iv

'

-A+km.~ :osu

- h . . A L p: %"' m i

s u/ |
w.pand a specific ~ , g s-M.

..a.t::F . M O dr - t 'M . % amendment requesw e %"':xt ':::":
to exwnwwn -

b'i~ |spent fue pool m:y :r :. :';- :y ouv r_m
A

_ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ .-. . _ _ _ .
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Response

In its decision to issue the two interin final rule,s,, the Commission

7u-
directed the staff to prepare a report which (1) & the agency's

experience to date with respect to spent fuel pool expansion reviews

4 & Teod fW =:
and (2) provides a technical judgment on the basis for which a spent

A

fuel pcopr-... .hr M" may or may not pose.a. significant hazards V
consideration

The staff contracted with Science Applications, Inc. (SAI) to perfonn

an e/aluation of whether increased storage of spent fuel could posejl

significant hazards consideratio in light of the guidance in the interim

final rules. SAI provided a report entitled, " Review and Evaluation of

Spent Fuel Pool Expansion Potential Hazards Considerations." The ".r.ct /
.. t r M SAI-84-221-WA Rev. [ t uly 29, 198 On the basis o,f

k sech -wC+= !S m3)that report, the staff informed the Comission of eresultsofits
study and included the SAI report. "r ' ' " # '; :::'|-;;-537,a-

^ H %;r t 15, 1 00. (Both the report and the study are available as

indicated above.)

The staff provided the following views to the Comission.

(1) NRC experience to date with respect to spent fuel pool
expansion reviews:

As the Comission noted, the staff has been providing prior notice
and opportunity for prior hearing on amendments involving
expansion of spent fuel pool storage capactiy. The annifcations j.wera nrnnnticod at a mattar nf rtiseretion because of possible
public intara ' This was the basis cited for prenoticingThese

I applications in statements to Congressional committees. Public
comments er requests to intervene have been received on 24 of the
96 applications for amendments received to date to increase the
storage capacity of onsite spent fuel pools. In most cases, the
comments and requests to intervene have been resolved without
actual hearings before an ASLB [ Atomic Safety and Licensing Board].
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Of the 96 applications, 31 have been a second or third application
for the same pool (s). All of these applications have proposed
reracking to increase the storage capacity - that is, replacing
existing spent fuel storage racks with new racks that permit
closer spacing of spent fuel assemblies. Two of the applications
involved more than simply replacing the racks on the spent fuel
pool floor. In one case, the capacity was increased by a method
referred to as double-tiering. In this method, a rack is filled

with aged spent fuel while sitting on the pool floor; once filled,
the rack is raised and placed on top of another filled rack.
Double-tiering was approved by the staff for Point Beach I and 2
by amendments issued on March 4, 1979. The other method that has
been proposed to increase pool storage capacity is referred to as
rod consolidation. Rod consolidation involves dismantling or
cutting apart the fuel assembly and putting the individual fuel
reds closer together. Storage of only the fuel reds, without the
spacers, end caps and other hardware, can increase storage capacity
by 60 to 100 percent compared to storage of non-disassembled fuel.
Rod consolidation - in conjunction'with reracking - has been requested
for only one plant - Maine Yankee. The staff's review of this appli-
cation was completed a year ago, but the application is pending before
an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board. We have approved 85 amendments
involving spent fuel pool storage expansion and the rest are still
being processed. A detailed table indicating the agency's experience
to date with respect to spent fuel pool expansions is contained in
the SAI report. As of now, every operating reactor except Big Rock
Point has received approval for at least one reracking or had the
closer spacing storage method approved with their initial license.

The technical review of requests to increase spent fuel pool.

storage capacity involves evaluating the physical and mechanical
processes which may create potential hazards such as criticality
considerations, seismic and mechanical loading, pool cooling, long
term corrosion and oxidation of fuel cladding, and probabilities
and consequences of various postulated accidents and failures of
decayed spent fuel. Also, the neutron poison and rack structuralI

materials must be shown to be compatible with the pool envirorment
for a significant period of time due to the uncertainties as to
how long the storage will actually be required on site. However,
potential safety hazards associated with spent fuel pool
expansions are not as large as those associated with reactor
operation because the basic purpose of the expansion is to allow
longer term storage of aged spent fuel. Since most plants are now
on an 18 month refueling cyle and the NRC is processing a second
expansion request application in many instances, the present
expansion reouests are to allow continued storage of spent fuel
that has decayed over a decade along with the normal discharge of
relatively new spent fuel for which the pool was originally
designed. Typically a PWR will replace about one third of its
core at each refueling and a typical BWR will replace about one

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _____ _ _-
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fourth of its core at each refueling. After a year of storage,
about 99% of the initial radioactivity has decayed.

(2) Technical judgement on the basis which a spent fuel pool
expansion amendment may or may not pose a significant hazards
consideration:

The technical evaluation of whether or not an increased spent fuel
pool storage capacity involves potential hazards consideration is
centered on the Commission's three standards in the interim final
rule.

First, does increasing the spent fuel pool capacity significantly
increase the probability or consequences of accidents previnusly
evaluated? As discussed in the SAI report, reracking to allow
closer spacing of fuel assemblies does not significantly increase
the probability or consequences of accidents previously analyzed.
Powever, the rod consolidation method may increase the probablity
of a fuel drop accident by a factor of two because of the increase
in the number of assembly lifts and involves handling of highly
radioactive fuel assembly components. Double tiering of racks
requires an increased frequency in lifting heavy loads over the
spent fuel pool which would also increase the probability of an
accident.

Second, does increasing the spent fuel storage capacity create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously analyzed? The staff, as well as SAI, have not
identified any new categories or types of accidents as a result of

, reracking to allow closer spacing for the fuel assemblies. Double
I tiering and rod consolidation, however, do present new accident

scenarios which may not be bounded by previous accident analysis
for a given pool. In all reracking reviews completed to date, all
credible accidents postulated have been found to be conservatively
bounded by the valuations cited in the safety evaluation reports
supporting each amendment.

Third, does increasing the spent fuel pool storage capacity
significantly reduce a margin of safety? Neither the staff nor
SAI have identified significant reductions in safety margins due

| to increasing the storage capacity of spent fuel pools. The
! expansion may result in a minor increase in pool temperatures by a

few degrees, but this heat load increase is generally well within
the design limitations of the installed cooling systems. In some
cases it may be necessary to increase the heat removal capacity by:

l relatively minor changes in the cooling system, i.e., by increasino
a pump capacity. But in all cases, the temperature of the pool will

.

i

remain below design values. The small increase in the total
amount of fission products in the pool is not a significant factor
in accident considerations. The increased storage capacity may

,

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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result in an increase in the pool reactivity as measured by the
neutron multiplication factor (Keff). However after extersive
study, the staff determined in 1976 that as long as the maximum
neutron multiplication factor was less than or equal to 0.95, then
any change in the pool reactivity would not significantly reduce a
margin of s fety regardless of the storage capacity of the pool.

,

The techni ques utilized to calculate Keff have been bench-marked <

1 against e perimental data and are considered very reliable.

In the interim final rule, the Comnission stated that it was not
the intent to make a no significant hazards consideration finding
based on unproven technology. Reracking to allow a closer spacing
between fuel assemblies can be done by proven technologies. The
double tiering method of expansion can also be done by proven
technology. Rod consolidation, however, involves new technology
and increased handling of highly radioacive components of fuel
assemblies,

,

i

In suminary, both rod consolidation and double tiering represent4

potential safety hazards considerations. Rod consolidation
involves relatively new technology and double tiering may'

significantly increase the probability of accidents previously'4

analyzed. Replacing existing racks with a design which allows
closer spacing between stored spent fuel assemblies or placing
additional racks of the original design on the pool floor if
space permits (a subset of rcracking) is considered not likely to'

involve significant hazards considerations if several conditions
are met. First, no new technology or unproven technology is
utilized in either the construction process or in the analyticali

techniques necessary to justify the expansion. Second, the Keff
of the pool is maintained less than or equal to 0.95. A Keff of
greater than 0.95 may be justifiable for a particular application
but it would go beyond the presently accepted staff criteria and
would potentially be a significant hazards consideration. Re-
racking to allow closer spacing or the placing of additional
racks of the original design on the pool floor, which satisfies
the two preceding criteria, would be similar to example (iii) on
nuclear reactor core reloading under examples of amendments that
are not consid ed likely to involve significant hazards consid-

erations.%. F W G W).
The staff concluded in its technical judgement that a request to

expand the storage capacity of a spent fuel pool which satisfies

the following is considered not likely to involve significant

hazards considerations:

i

:

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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(1) The storage expansion method consists of either replacing- <

existing racks with a design which allows closer spacing between
stored spent fuel assemblies or placing additional racks of the
original design on the pool floor if space permits,

(2) The storage expansion method does not involve rod
consolidation or double tiering,

(3) The Keff of the pool is maintained less than or equal to 0.95,
and

(4) No new technology or unproven technology is utilized in either
*

the construction process or the analytical techniques necessary to
justify the expansion.

This judgement was based en the staff's review of 96 applications and

the result of the SAI study, which indicates that if a spent fuel pool

expansion request satisfies the above criteria then it meets the three

standards in the interim final rules in that it:

(1) Does not involve a significant increase in the probability or *

consquences of an accident previously evaluated;pM /
(2) Does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated; sr Q

(3) Does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of
safety.

Finally, the staff stated to the Commission that:

Applications which do not fall into the above category must be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. There are secondary issues
which may be associated with a spent fuel pool expansion _, but
they must be considered on their own technical merit as-~a
separate issue. As an example, transferring fuel to another
site for storage or transferring fuel in a cask to another on-
site spent fuel pool, if requested, must both be evaluated on a
separate basis as to whether or not they involve significant
hazards considerations.
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The Commission has accepted its staff's judgment, discussed above.

It has added the following new example (x) to the list of examples in

the "not likely" category in R ction I(C)(2)(e) for reracking requests

satisfying the four criteria noted above (Reracking requests that do

not meet these criteria will be evaluated case-by-case.):

(x) An expansion of the storage capacity of a spent fuel pool when

all of the following are satisfied:

(1) The storage expansion method consists of either replacing

existing racks witn a design which allcws closer spacing

between stored spent fuel assemblies or placing additional

racks of the original design on the pool floor if space

permits;

(2) The storage expansion method does not involve red

consolidation or double tiering;

(3) The Keff of the pool is maintained less than or equal to

0.95; and

(4) No new technology or unproven techrology is utilized in

either the construction process or the analytical technioues

necessary to justify the expansion.

E. Irreversible Consequences

Comments

One commenter notes that license amendments involving irreversible

consequences (such as those permitting an increase in the amount of
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effluents or radiation emitted frca a facility or allowing a facility

to operate for a period of time without full safety protections) require

prior hearings so as not to foreclose the public's right to have its

views considered. This commenter is especially concerned about the

TMI-2 clean up and about the TMI-I steam generator tube repair '

,

argues that 6 50.92(b) (which requires Comission " sensitivity" to tW cr^^f r^-j
4ee"^ -d '- J . 2 uunereo uy " :;n'''::r.t") contravenesu. . m sci m

Congress' intent.

Another commenter requests that a State and the public should have

a say about any amendment request involving an environmental impact :

Ibefore NRC issues an amendment. It wants more from the Comission than
|

the statement in the interim final rules that the " Commission will be

particularly sensitive" to such impacts,
&

Another comenter -:pc:tc that the same argument that applies to f

stretch power" situations uld apply to sicuations which involve

" irreversible c sequences" such as increase in he amount of effluentsMa%wQ skdNAk W 15 9&W44M H~jadiation emitted frcm a facility. It argues tha he discharge V>c r'
G M d r etcD u c n a % )

* or emissTon %tiated in the Safety Analysis Report, the Final
/

Environmental Statement or generically by rulemaking ( g , Part 50, |

Appendix I),c: !f = #:1 cr ;x;;;d um_ p, eg cj ic.m: ui ;-9einne 2y-

. , - --

4 8 4 L i t:C J C up 60 m. . , - . . _ , - a ,, , , u ,, o % ,22- - -

..w.. u w . w - -- - ww u ir.-

- ;; % e 4, n 4 << , -t %;;,-g; ,,3 4, ;; q.,e u.d +":' any temporary

increase within generally recognized radiation protection standards,

such as those in 10 CFR Part 20. should be treated similarly. Moreover,

it requests that these situations should be included as examples in the

"not likely" category.
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On the other hand, another commenter argues that license amendments

involving temporary waiving of radiation release limitations (so that p&M
airborne radioactive waste can be released at a , rate in excess of that

w&P
sh49 R :!? .-cd ;e Lu , ci c c:;cd - ' t ": cr ;; in the Sholly

decision), should involve significant hazards considerations and,

consequently, a prior hearing.

Response

The Commission disagrees with the comment that 9 50.92(b)

centravenes Congress' intent. That section is taken almost verbatim

from the Conference Report (see Section 1(C)(2)(c) in this preamble) and

is entirely consistent with the colloquy of the Senators quoted in that

section.

[Stateandthepubliccanhaveasayaboutanyamendmentrequest
Q /

that involves an environmental impac
fore NRC issues an amendme >w n.- . .

The procedures described h' re have been cet eqs6f that at the time

of NPC's proposed determination (1) the State within which the facility
,

is located is consulted, (2) the public can comment on the determination,

and (3) an interested party can request a hearing. Section 50.92(b)

simply buttresses the point that the Commission will be especially

sensitive to the typ of impacts described by the commenters. 4 .J-
_ /^

ir;;?v: Q eversip e ::n:ccu;nc =
| The Commission has not accepted the last two commenters'

suggestions. The legislation clearly specified that the Commission

shculd be sensitive to the kinds of circumstances outlined by the

. . __
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MN
commenters. The interim final rule repeats this language and thus /

insure / that the Comission's staff will evaluate each case with
respect to its own intrinsic circumstances.

F. Emergency Situations

1.1 Comments

One comenter requests that the term " emergency" be deleted from

the rule because it could be confused with a different use of this

term in a final rule issued on April 1, 1983 (48 FR 13966) involving

the applicability of license conditions and technical specifications

in an emergency. See 95 50.54(x) and 50.72(c). It suggests that the

phrase " warranting expedited treatment" or some similar phrase could

be used instead of the term " emergency."

Two other commenters request that f 50.91(a)(5) (involving

emergency situations) be clarified to make clear that an emergency

situation can exist whenever it is necessary that a plant not in

operation return to operation or that a derated plant operate at a

higher level of power generation. One of the commenters argues that

unnecessary economic injury or impact on a generating system should

also be classified as an energency situation. It recommends that

5 50.91(a)(5) be amended by inserting, after the words "derating or

shutdcwn of the nuclear power plant" the words " including any preven-

tion of either resumption of operation or increase in power output."

The other commenter concurs with these words and would add the words

"up to its licensed power level" after " power output."
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Another cocmenter suggests that an emergency situation should

also exist where a shutdown plant could be prevented from starting up

because the Commission had failed to act in a timely way.

Several commenters agree with these comments, arguing that

emergency situations should (1) be broadly defined, (2) be available

f when a plant is shutdown and cannot startup without a license amendment,

and (3) include situations where an amendment is needed (as is the case
p&km% ,f

with exigent circumstances) to improve public health and safety. 7
A

Respcnse

The Commission understands that the term " emergency" is used in

different ways in various sections of its regulations. However, the
I

legislation and its legislative history, quoted above in Section I(A),
I

are very clear on the use of that term and specifically do use that term;
,

1
consequently, the term must be used as a touchstone for the Commission's

1

regulations. |

The Commission agrees with the commenters about the need to

broaden the definition of "ecergency situations." The Conference

Report quoted above described " emergency situations" as encompassing

those cases in which immediate action is necessary to prevent the

shutdown or derating of a plant. There may be situations where the

need to prevent shutdown or derating can be equivalent in terms of
|

impact to the need to startup or to go to a higher power level. The

Comission believes that expanding the definition of " emergency
;

situation" to include these situations is ngt inconsistent with
uc =n /.

Congress' intent, h t ' ^ "a #-- has decided to adopt the thrust of V
d
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|

these comments and has changed 5 50.91(a)(5) accordingly. See also

response to comment in Section II(F)(1.3) below.

1.2 Coment -E L r )-
One commenter requests that the rule specify what is meant by{'~

g" timely applicationi'& 5 50.91(a)(5)[^ It ,;. E. 4 -tates thath

vn w ws
l amosees snvu.m 2;;';' #c 'i =:: c:ndrnt: ": ";. ~l, #:ehinn"

.

-: H t':t the Ccmmission will decline to dispense with notice ar.d

comment procedures ['if it determines that the licensee has failed to

make a timely application for the amendment in order to create the

emergency and to take advantage of the emergency provision."

g[R_esponse

The provision cited by the commenter i 1
T It is

extracted a most verbatim from the Conference Report,rr ti:nc! lu c. #

:n J, ::-#e n n indicated that th;, _..md t: : .: _ . m th:t aiu .A
" licensee should not be able to take advantage of an emercency itself"
b .

and tha t' c. mIv, e,^ the Commission's regulations "should insure that
A

the emergency situation" exception under section 12 of the conference

agreement "will rot apply i' +be licensee has failed to apply for the

license amendment in a timely fashion." k M
-L e Cudierence Fepv. . ;1:: ~ hine '"t"

To prevent abuses of this provision, the conferees expect the
Commission to independently assess the licensee's reasons for
failure to file an application sufficiently in 3dvance of the
threatened closure or derating of the facility.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . -_ ---- _
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1.3 Comment

One commenter requests that NRC explain how it will process an

amendment request that involves both an emergency situation and a

significant hazards consideration. It suggests that, in this unlikely

case, the Comission might issue an inrediately effective order under

10 C.F.R. 2.204.

Response

Since there is a possibility for confusion over the meaning of

" emergency", s 50.91(a)(4) has been modified and a new 9 50.91(a)(7)

has been added to clarify the problem. With the "Sholly" regulations

now in place, there are now two possible types of emergencies:

(a) a " safety-related emergency" in which prompt NRC action may be [
necessary to protect the public health and safety; and

(b) the " emergency" referred to in the "Sholly" legislation in which

the prompt issuance of a license amendment is re uired in order,
Q ie d - -

for instance, to avoid a shutdown. g e.This type o an emergency +

y er;, ' g7, th; ":: cay _ rob +ori amarg y" in that. F ~c ';, p
,

7:: ;h, prompt action is needed for continued full-power operation

but not necessarily to protect the public health and safety (health

and safety, arguably, is protected by the shutdown, which would

occur if the "energency" license amendment were not issued). This

" emergency" is more in the nature of an economic emergency for the

licensee.

Two fundamentally different approaches to amending a license arise from

these two different types of emergencies:
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(a) For a safety-related emergency, the Administrative Procedure Act

and the Commission's own regulations (10 CFR Q 2.204) authorize

(if not compel) the issuance of an immediately effective order
.

amending a license without regard to whether the amendment

involves significant hazards considerations and without the need

to make a finding on no significant hazards considerations or to

provide a prior Sholly-type of notice.

(b) For an " emergency" where a prompt amendment is recuired to prevent

| the shutdown but not to protect the public health and safety, an
I

( immediately effective license amendment, without prior notice, may

be issued only H the amendment involves no significant hazards

| considerations.

Consequently:

(a) Where an immediately effective license amendment is needed to

protect the public health and safety, the Commissiog1-4
ean issue an

y ..
b 'rt c:,, J wimmediately effective order amending a license t

A
whether the amendment involves significant hazards censiderations

and without c;;M te prior notice and prior hearing;

1
(b) Where an immediately effective license amendment is needed, for j

;

instance, only to prevent the shutdown but not to protect public j
|

health and safety, the Commission may issue such an immediately

effective amendment only if-the amendment involves no significant

I hazards considerations. If the amendment does involve a signifi-

cant hazards consideration, the Comission is required by lati to
i

provide 30 days notice and an opportunity for prior hearing.

1

__
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G. Exigent Circumstances

1.1 Comments

One commenter suggests that the two examples of exigent circum-

stances are unnecessarily narrow because both involve potentially

lost opportunities to implement improvements in safety during a plant

outage. The commenter recommends that the Comission make clear that

these examples were not meant to be limiting and that exigent circum-

stances can occur whenever a proposed amendment involves no significant

hazards consideration and the licensee can demonstrate that avoiding

delay in issuance will provide a significant safety, environmental,

reliability, economic, or other benefit.

Another commenter recuests that exigent circumstances include

instances (1) where a licensee's plant is shutdown and the licensee

needs an amendment to startup and (2) involving significant hazards

considerations. The commenter argues that both such cases entail

delay and a significant financial burden on licensees.

Response

As explained above, the examples were meant merely as guidance and

were meant to cover circumstances [ as where a net safety benefit [
might be lost if an amendment were not issued in a timely manner. The

Commission agrees with the first commenter that the examples should be

read as also covering those circumstances where there is a net increase

in safety or reliability or a significant environmental benefit.
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l.
I
1

As to the first point of the second coament, the Commission

believes that there may be " exigent circumstances" which may involve

start-up of a shutdown plant. TL. n keeping with the thrust of
A

the definition of " emergency situations," it, '" - " +M ;
,

b' exigent circumstances" 550.91(a)(6)[ clude " start-up" and
A.

" increase in power levels". The discussion in Section III(A) responds |

to the commenter's second point.

1.2 Coments

One commenter states that the public notice procedures for exigent !

I
circumstances should be no different from those for emergency situations. |

Two commenters oppose the use of press releases or display advertising

in local media, arguing that such notices would unnecessarily elevate j

the importance of amendment requests. i

Another commenter recommends tha , if NPC believes that it must

issue a press release, it should consult with the licer.see on a proposed

release before it acts. It also requests that NRC inform the licensee !

of the State's and the public's comments and that it promptly forward

to the licensee copies of all correspondence.

Two commenters also oppose the toll-free " hot-line" in exigent

circumstances, arguing that the concept implies imminent danger or j

severe safety concerns which normally will not be present. One of these

commenters reauests, instead, the use of mailgrams or overnight express.

It also recommends, if a hotline system is implemented. that the system

should be confined to extraordinary amendments involving unique circum-

To ensure ebraccura& * transcription of the comments /stances. +y e

received, it suggests that the comments berecordedandretaineh
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t ript co The

other commenter requests that copies of the recorded comments s be'

sent to the licensee.

Another commenter suggests that the rule specify the geographical

area to be covered by a notice to the media.

Response

By definition, in emergency situations NRC does not hav to

issue a notice; in exigent circumstances, the Commission hwTo act

swiftly but has time to issue some type of notice; in most instances it

will be a FEDERAL REGISTER notice reouesting public comment within less

than 30 days, but not less than two weeks. The Ccmmission, of course,

needs the cooperation of a licensee to make the system work and to act

quickly. If NRC cannot issue a FEDERAL REGISTER notice for at least
,

two weeks public comment in exigent circumstances, then, with the help

of the licensee, it will issue some type of edia notice requesting

public comment within a reasonable time. It will consult with the
#

licenseeonaproposedrelease/W the geographical area of its coverageA

and, as necessary and appropriate, may inform-it of the State's and the

public's comments. If a system of mailgrams or overnight express is

workable, it will use that as opposed to a hotline; however, it will

not rule out the use of a hotline. An f it does use a hotline, it

may tape the conversations and may transcribe them, as necessary and

appropriate, and may inform the licensee of these.

- _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ -__ -. - _ - - _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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1.3 Comment

One commenter notes that exigent circumstances can arise after the

publication of a Comission notice offering a normal public comment

period on a proposed determination. It requests that in these circum-

stances the final rule should make clear that an expedited schedule

would be established for receiving public comments and issuing the

amendment.

Response

The Commission agrees that emergency situations and exigent
|

circumstances could arise during the normal comment period. If this

were to occur, as noted in the notices it now issues, it will expedit

htheextentitc the processing of the amendment reque if the

request and the exigency or emergency are connected. As explained
,

Iabove,Ithe Ccmmissicn may al f course issue an appropriate order
^

under 10 C.F.R. P if there is an iminent danger to the public

health or safety.

|
|

H. Retroactivity

g g $
One commenter requests (and another n M agreed thatg

5 2.105(a)(4)(i) -- which explains how flRC m make an amendment

immediately effective -- k d to rf C that ?!RC will not
A,e : pg 1- M AW4 .,Y f ~ .

providenoticesofproposedactidona[endcientrequests4 received~

m

/^
before May 6,1983 (the effective date of the int ria. final rule (h
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T

de nn+ in" '.. a.3n;Tkcuc | m ;; . svo : d: r: t # r n. It suggests thatm.

the Commission should publish instead notices of issuance of amendments

pursuant to s 2.106.

Another commenter suggests expedited treatment for amendment

requests received before May 6,1983, when these relate to refueling

outages scheduled by licensees before that date.

Response

The Commission has noticed amendment requests it received

before May 6, 1983, tt;: : wi its proposed determinations.
/\

I. Notice and Consultation Procedures

1.1 Comments

One commenter proposes the following changes (endorsed by another

commenter) to the notice procedures to shorten the ccmment pericd and

to clarify the method of publication:

Routine, minor amendments should be published in the !onthly
4

Federal Register compilation only and a ten-day comment period
accorded. There should be no individual Federal Register notice
in routine cases. An individual notice should be published in the
Federal Register for requests that are not routine, such as for
instance, steam generator modifications or reracking. These
requests could also be published in the conthly compilation, but
the comment period should run from the date of the individual
notice. As is the case for routine amendments, we propose a
ten-day comment period. In exigent circumstances, which could
enccmpass either routine or non-routine requests, we propose that
notice be published individually in the Federal Register and that
a reasonable comment period be accorded taking into account the
facts of the particular case.
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!
,

The commenter argues that expedited notice procedures would

satisfy the statutory requirements, would eliminate a large source of

delay, and would be r_ n;rix_ by the courts, since expedited /
A

procedures are the appropriate solution when notice and hearing are

statutorily required but time is of the essence.
i

Two commenters are also concerned about the potential for delay !

FWL- ,y
in the new notice procedures 0 r c' thx grequestf hat the rule V

j

indicate the normal time NRC needs to process routine and emergency

applications. .

l

Response g
-

itself tne up w n '- /he interim final rules- ine comm ssion sert

to publish individual or periodic FEDERAL REGISTER notices, or a

combination of both.Khr ~w
,

I

Kstated ih'the interim final rules that the
Iperiodic notices would be published at least every 30 days, leaving

#
g the option of more frequent publication if appropriate. Though

it agrees that minor routine amendments could be published in its |

periodic notice and that non-routine amendments could be published in |

individual notices, it does not want to establish by rule any particular

mcde of publication.

The Commission does not agree that a 10-day comment period should

be the norm. It believes that its system, which normally allows for

30-days public comment, is more in keeping with the intent of the

legislation, which provided for a reasonable opportunity for public

_-

.-
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comment, except in emergency situations where there is no time provided

for public comment and in exigent circumstances where there is less

than 30 days provided.

Section 50.91(a)(6) has been clarified to indicate that the comment

period on any notice begins on the date of that notice. If there is an

initial individual notice and a later periodic notice, the comment period

begins with the first notice. b V
Finally, the Commission does not agree that it should prescribe g

^ ^d'ste J |normal time for processing routine and emergency requests. Its staff

will process all requests as quickly as it can. The Commission hereby

directs the staff to handle requests promptly and efficiently to insure

that the staff is not the cause for a licensee's emergency or exigency

reouest.

1.2 Ccmments

One commenter argues that the consultation procedures created by

the interim final rules do not meet Congress' intent because they leave

it to a State to decide whether it wants to consult on the

licensee's amendment request and NRC's proposed determination. It seeks

" formal, active consultation" (before NRC makes its proposed determina-

tion and publishes a FEDERAL REGISTER notice) through the " scheduling

of formal discussions between the State and the NRC on the proposed

determination, with the foregoin of such only upon written waiver of
#

m!!MtseeksincorporationoftheState'sthe State." Mdm

comirents in the FEDERAL REGIS ER notice t g th an explanatior, of

|how NRC resolved these. Finally, it requests that NRC always telephone

|

|
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|

State officials before issuing an amendment, rather than merely
y . Ar.'

" attempting"totelephonethemas_[rstates,theruleprovides.
A

Another commenter is satisfied with the notice and consultation |

I

procedures, stating that "the regulations give the State no more

authority in regulating the operation of the reactor then it had in the |

past, but they serve notice on the reactor operator that the State is I

an interested party in all nuclear operations within the State." ;

I Pesponse

The C^-4- 4- '^"cyrr t':t it; State consultation procedures are

|
well within Congress' intent. These procedures allow a State to take I'

sQ

on as active a rol)e r 4+y'4:M "J
!# it a t: : consult with NRC on! ^1

everyamendmentreques,jt On the other hard, if it wants.

to conserve its resources and consult only on amendment requests it

considers important, it may do that as well. The system of formal-

consultation envisaged by the first commenter is contrary to the intent

! of Congress, as discussed in Section III(B) below. l

i

Finally, ! 50.91(b)(3) of the interim final rule clearly states I

that before NRC issues the amendment, it will telephone the appointed

State official in which the licensee's facility is located for the

purpose of consultation. The Comission believes that this last step

is needed to ensure that the State indeed is aware of the amendment |

|

request and does not wish to be consulted about it. The rule has been

changed in minor ways to clarify these points.

!
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J. Notices in Emergency Situations or Exigent Circumstances

Comment

One commenter reccmmends that the Comission clarify that it

intends to issue a " post notice" under 5 2.106 rather than a " prior

notice" under @ 2.105 when it has determined that there is an emergency

situation or exigent circumstances and that an amendment involves nos -** - 4gs:or:f L-np ,t _ +3 Y
significant hazards consideration. The commenter suggests 4k+4.y.in^
$ 2.105(a)(4)(ii) W'.m-.Jc "it will provide notice gf oppcrtunity fort

4 uM
d^' ted -' ,the words "instead /a hearing pursuant to @ 2.106" ^^"'d "

of publishing a notice of proposed action pursuant to this section, it

will publish a notice of issuance pursuant to @ 2.104" 9^"1d ha

;l : tit;*^d

Response

The Commission has not accepted the latter part of the commenter's

request. In an emergency situation involving no significant hazards

consideration, the Commission will publish a notice of issuance of the

amendment under 5 2.106. The licensee or any other person with the

requisite interest may request a hearing pursuant to this notice. Thus,

implicit in 5 2.106 is the notion that a notice of issuance provides
4

notice of opportunity for a hearing. The.weeer in 5 2.105 make this
A A

notion explicit. Finally, contrary to the commenter's assertion, the

Commission does provide prior rather than post notice in exigent

circumstances.
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K. Procedures to Reduce the Number of Amendments

Comment

One commenter suggests that many of the routine matters which

require-amendments should not be subject to the license amendment

process. It argues that greater use should be made of 5 50.59

(involving changes, tests and experiments without prior Commission

approval, where these do not involve an unreviewed safety question or

' a technical specification incorporated in a license) for changes

involving routine matters by not placing such changes into the technical

specifications and thereby avoiding the need to issue license amend-

ments. Two commenters also generally endorse the Commission's proposed

rule (published on March 30, 1982 in 47 FR 13369) that would reduce

the volume of technical specifications now part of an operating license, l

thereby reducing the need to request license amendments.

|

Respcnse

The staff is working on a final version of the proposed rule

noted above. The proposed rule would introduce a two-tier system of
1

license specifications: technical specifications and supplemental

specifications. Only the former would be made directly a part of the

operating license and would require prior NRC approval and an amendment;

supplemental specifications would be made a condition of the license,

as is the Final Safety Analysis Report, but could be changed by the

licensee within certain bounds and under prescribed conditions using a

process similar to changes made under 5 50.59.

.
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L. License Fees

Comment

One commenter argues that licensees should not be assessed

additional fees to finance activities involving (Teterminations. about no

s ficant hazards consideratio It states that.in a.recent c ocu -r

4 47 FR 52454, November 22, 198 C prcposed to amend the existing

regulations governing payment of fees associated with, among other

n ule:things, the processino of license amendment requests. A
m

rMcMd cQiay21,1984.y49FR21293) he key element of them

proposed changes related to assessrrent of fees based upon actual NRC

[(L
resources expended, rather than upon fixed fee for var lasses of

amendments. The commenter :::: on t he Part 170 changes

are issued as proposed, after May 6,1983--the effective date of the

interim final rules--NRC resources expended as part of the notice and

State consultation process would be financed by the requesting licensee.

It:t:terghatlicenseeswouldnotbetheidentifiable ts of

benefits resulting from this more involved process 2: uch icensees /

should not be assessed fees for g expensys g iting from the public ,

n 1

notice, State consultation, and other e cT/ :ti:! cr f:ll:. 4 activi- !

h $(4Y*%1W !
ties..* f:S r; :::? t.[-44 it ; argues that the legisl6tive history ;

A A '

behind Public Law 97-415 rd .. A that ifcensees are not the prime

beneficiaries of this new license amendment process.

Response IN N
A

The Commission believes t, icens do benefit from the two

interim final rules and will benef'. fro. this final rule. At a minimum,

|
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normally their license .endment requests ill be granted before a

hearing is held, if a fina eterminati n of no significant hazards 1

I consideration h'as been made an ah ring is requested. This can

eliminate risk and delay. More ~ ortantly, the public's and the

State's roles in the amendmen proce s are clarified, which indirectly
i

but identifiably benefits <censees. d, finally, the licensing

process is stabilized, great benefit to icensees.

M. Regionalization

Comment

One ccmmenter recommends that4 efore NRC's headquarters transferse
authority to the Regions to process "rcutine" amendments, a clear

understanding-t r;;;hed among the licensee, the Region and NRC's

headquarters about the ground ru es for wh constitute " routine"
'''

versus" complex"amendmentsandforthewaysghtamendmentswouldbe

processed from the times they are requested, through notice and State

consultation, to their grant or denial.

Response

The Ccmmission agrees. For the time being, though, and perhaps

in the future, NRC headquarters will retain authority to process
a%
it' rc: ;; ;.v terminations ah et no significant [amendment requestsg

NRC Authorization Act forhazardsconsideration{Seem<;enerally4y 57tT
Fiscal Years 1984 and 1985 (Pub. L. 98-553, October 1984).
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decided to combine the notices for public coment on no significant hazards

considerations with the notices for op 7crtunity for a hearing, btr.; red -y
'tLL W.

hally[W:.Pg both prior potice of opportunity for a hearing and priorr
W W f.8D /^

noticeforpubliccommenQfr:y:^n: it. a.-tom.c~ 4:r;;i ., ' i u..w

s e: u m = .._ ,_ m "21(b) or 9 50.22 or of testing facilit1 D
, "

Kfacilities# described in 9 50.

The t omissior intends to continue this practice, as fully cescribed below.

With respect to opportunity for/ hearing, the Comission amended 5 2.105

to specify that it could normally issue in the FEDERAL REGISTER at least every

30 days, and perhaps more frecuently, a list of " notices of proposed actions"
Yo

on requests- fa. amendmentT-ee operating licenses. These periodic notices --

presently issued biweekly -- new provide an opportunity to request a heari q

within thirty days. The Corar.ission also retained the option of issuing inci-

vidual notices, as it sees fit. In the final rule, the Commission's ')roce-

Q T

duresj ee 9 2.105(d)(2), provide that a person whose interest rray be affected

by the proceeding may file a petition for leave to intervene and request a

hearing). If the staff does not receive any request for a hearing on an

amendment within the notice period, it takes the proposed actjen when it
w A) fhas completed i,ts review and made the necessary findings. IfytreceivesL.~3

J. a reques), it acts under new s 50.91, which describes the procedures

and criteria the Ccmission uses to act on applications for amendments to

operating licenses.

To implerrent the main theme of the legislation, d- 0" " 50.C'. the

Cctrnissior combined a nctice of oppcrtunity for a hearing with a notica

for public cormlent on any proposed determination on no significant hazards
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N. Exemption Recuests

i Coment

One commenter is concerned that NRC might automatically consider

exemption requests as license amendments. It believes that exemption

requests need not automatically be considered license amendments,

even though NRC'has occasionally elected to notice such requests in

the FEDERAL REGISTER or has assigned license amendment numbers to the

issuing documents.

Resoonse

The Commission does not automatically consider exemption requests

as license amendments. Most are not amendments. If an exemption to

the regulations for a particular facility also entails or recuires an

amendment to the facility license, the amendment would be processed as.

a license amendment under the "Sholly" regulations and the reouirements

of the regulations could not be avoided simply because an exemption,

is also involved.

III. PRESENT PRACTICE, AND MODIFICATIONS UNDER THE FINAL RULE

A. Notice for Public Comment and for Oppcrtunity for a Hearine

In the two interim final rules, the Commission ec e i: adopt the noticed id d

b
procedures and criteria contemplated by the legislaticn g t' ~ 7::t #

[ inat,ip ? de"+ ignificant hazards consideration In addition it_

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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consideration. fdditir:!!y, Mew 9 50.91 permits the Comnission to make an V
b A M

amendment immediately effective in advance of the tr'd'm'A.and completion of /
(4 g4 %n

required hearin '':t no significant haz dds con-
any # L _' h _ $g where it " d^t: n# c

d

A
/

27:h h Thus, ! 50.91 builds upon amended 5 2.105, providingsideration g 1
details for the system of FEDERAL REGISTER octices. For instance, exceptions

&h A t+k
are made for emergency situations, opriornotice[ pportunity for

a hearing and for public commen ';'t h it x f, assuming no significant

hazards considerations,m m m ~ 1 ui. In sum, this system added a " notice for

public comment" under 6 50.91 to the former system of " notice of proposed

action" under 9 2.105 and " notice of issuance" under Q 2.106.

Under this new system, the Commission requires an applicant requesting an

amendment to its operating license (1) to provide its careful appraisal on

th @ significant hazard using the standards in 5 50.92 (and whatever

examples are applicable), and (2) if it involves the energency or exigency

provisions, to address the features on which the Commission must make its

"' { discussed 2:t :).)
M d

The staff has frecuentlyfindings. (Both points

stated to applicants that the Commission wants a " reasoned analysis" frcm

an applicant. An insufficient or sloppy appraisal will be returned to the

applicant with a request to do a more careful analysis. Where an applica-

tion has been returned for such reasons, g , because of the applicant's

negligence, the applicant cannot use the exigency or emergency provisions

of the rule for any subsequent application for the same amendment.

When the staff receives the amendment request, as described belcw, it

decides whether there is an emergency situation or exigent circumstances.

W
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If there is no emergency, it makes a preliminary decisi 'o+Me+ a " proposed /

determinat " about whether the amendment involves no significant hazards

considerations.hrmally,thisisdonebeforecompletionofthesafety /
e

analysis Ll_m wild ::':tr evaluation . In the proposed determination, it
b.

might accept the applicant's appraisal in whole or in part or it might reject

the applicant's appraisal but, nonetheless, reach the same conclusion. With

respect to the proposed determination, the staff views the term "considera-

tions" in the dictionary sense, that is, as a sorting of factors as to which

it has to make that determination. In this sorting, the three standards are

used as benchmarks and, if applicable, the examples may be used as guidelines. !

Amendment requests th". m c received before May 6, 1983 (the effective date j

of the interim final rules), have been processed in the same way, except that /

licensees have not been required to provide their appraisals.

At this stage, if the staff decides that no significant hazards consideration

is involved, it can issue an individual FEDERAL REGISTER notice or list this

amendment in its periodic publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER. This periodic

publication lists not only amendment requests r:::i::d for which the

Corrmission is publishing notice under 5 2.105, it also provides a reasonable

opportunity for public corrtent by listing this and all amendment requests

received since the last such periodic notice, and, like an individual notice,

(a) providing a description of the amendment and of the facility involved,

(b) noting the proposed no significant hazards consideration determination,
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(c) soliciting public comment on the determinations which have not been&Wf'g
.,

previously noticed, and (d) providing for a 30-day comment period.g3The

following table, footnotes, and other explanatory material list and explain

the Commission's monthly FEDERAL REGISTER notices (FRil) between May 6, 1983

and September 30, 1985 on determinations about no significant hazards con-
/

siderations(NSHC). The final rule clarifies ; ; ::.'"' .'':) that[f an
individual notice has been published, the periodic publication does not

extend the deadline date for filing comments or providing an opportunity

for a hearing. h * *

.

k

I
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OTNOTES FOR "SH0LLY" STATISTICS _

,
j

/ Conments from a
- 2 comments were received, one from the State and one

Grand Gulf member of the public.

- 7 comments were received as result of initial noticing
TMI-1

I additional comment was received as a result of Notice of
action;

25, 1983.
Additional Opportunity, published on August

- 1 comment was received from a member of the public.
Susquehanna

|

- 1 comment was received from the State.Oyster Creek
- I comment was received from a member of the public.

WNP-2

- I comment was received from a local government.
LaSalle-2

2/ Recuests for hearing
A

TMI-1 - Steam generator repair - 2 requests for hearing were received.By a Memorandum and Order, dated
prehearing conference was held. June 1, 1984, the Board dismissed 9 of 11 contentions.The Staff's proposed findings were submitted

The hearing was

18, 1984 31, 1984.concluded cn July
The Board issued its Decision on Octoberon August 20, 1984.

Salem-1 - Integrated leak rate - 1 request for hearing received from thethe State filed a motion to
State of Delaware. On January 20, 1984, 25, 1984.
withdraw, which was granted by the Board on January

Turkey Pt. 3/4 - (a) Proposed operational limits for current and futureA prehearing
reloads - 2 requests for hearing (2 units) were received.A seccnd preliminary confer-

iconference was held on February 28, 1984. Hearing date
ence was held on March 26, 1985.

Discovery in process.
10, 1985 and will be conducted

has been established for Decembercontinuously day-to-day until all evidence on the contentien has been
(b) Spent Fuel Storage Expansion - 2 requests for hearing
(c) Enriched fuel storage - 2 requests for hearingreceived.

(2 units). The Board has ruled that 7 of the 10 contentions are
admissible for the Spent Fuel Storage Hearing and one of the four(2 units). The Hearings

contentions for the Enriched Fuel Hearing is admissible.They will if kely be held in the March or April
are being scheduled. Nuclear Responsibility Inc. and Joette Lorian
1986 time frame.
petitioners in all three issues.

The
Pilgrim - Single loop cperation - 1 request for hearing was received.26, 1984, based on settlerrent.

croceeding was dismissed on January

_ . .
..
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6w-
i f00TNOTES FOR "SH0LLY" STATISTICS

1/ Coments

Grand Gulf - 2 comments were received, one from the State and one from a
member of the pr'blic.

TMI-1 - 7 ccmments were received as result of initial noticing
action;

I additional coment was received as a result of Notice of
Additional Opportunity, published on August 25, 1983.

Susquehanna - I comment was received from a member of the public.

Oyster Creek - 1 comment was received from the State.

WNP-2 - 1 comment was received from a member of the public.

LaSalle-2 - I comment was received from a local government.

|
| 2/ Recuests for hearina

TMI-1 - Steam generatcr repair - 2 requests for hearing were received. A
prehearing conference was held. By a Memorandum and Order, dated
June 1, 1984, the Board dismissed 9 of 11 contentions. The hearing was
concluded en July 18, 1984 The Staff's proposed findings were submitted
on August 20, 1984. The Board issued its Decision on October 31, 1984.

Salem-1 - Integrated leak rate - 1 request for hearing received from the
State of Delaware. On January 20, 1984, the State filed a motion to
withdraw, which was granted by the Board on January 25, 1984.

Turkey Pt. 3/4 - (a) Proposed operational limits for current and future
reloads - 2 requests for hearing (2 units) were received. A prehearing
conference was held on February 28, 1984. A seccnd preliminary confer-
ence was held on March 26, 1985. Discovery in process. Hearing date
has been established for December 10, 1985 and will be conducted
continuously day-to-day until all evidence on the contention has been
received. (b) Spent Fuel Storage Expansion - 2 requests for hearing
(2 units). (c) Enriched fuel storage - 2 requests for hearing ,

(2 units). The Board has ruled that 7 of the 10 contentions are
admissible for the Spent Fuel Storage Hearing and one of the four
contentions for the Enriched Fuel Hearing is admissible. The Hearings
are being scheduled. They will likely be held in the March or April
1986 time frame. Nuclear Responsibility Inc. and Joette Lorian
petitioners in all three issues.

Pilgrim - Single loop cperation - 1 request for hearing was received. The
croceeding was dismissed on January 26, 1984, based on settlement,

i

L
s
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Pilgrit - Raf.:,e the K lim
for normal condibns

it of the fuel storage pool from 0.90 to 0.95
1 request for hearing from John F. Doherty on

June 29, 1985. ASLB issued Menorandum and Order on July 19, 1985
dismissing request (untimely filing with no good cause shown for late
filing; no valid grcund for intervention stated). Mr. Doherty filed
an exception to the dismissal on July 27, 1985. ASLAB Order dated
July 31, 1985 extended date for appeal to August 14, 1985. On

August 13, 1985, Mr. Doherty filed a notice of appeal with supporting
brief contending that " dismissal of the peition based on the lack of
timeliness without an opportunity of reply was a procedural error
recuiring a remedy." On September 5,1985, the ASLAB affirmed the ASLB
denial of Mr. Doherty's request.

Grand Gulf - Amendment No. 10 redefined HPCS operation and resulted in a
calculated increase in peak clad temperature. One hearino request was
received. A prehearing conference was held on February 29, 1984. The
Board issued its Decision on April 23, 1984, admitting two contentions
for discovery. On September 24, 1984, the Board issued a Memorandum
and Order terminating the proceeding.

Trojan - Spent fuel pool expansion - 2 requests for hearing,1 from the
State and 1 from Coalition for Safe Power, were received. Both were i

admitted as parties to the proceeding. A prehearing conference was
held. Two contentions were accepted. Coalitiun has withdrawn from the
proceeding. The Board issued its Initial Decision on November 28, 1984.

Zion 1/2 - Containment leak testing - 2 requests for hearing (2 units), from
Citizens Against Nuclear Power were received. The licensee subseouently
withdrew its application.

3/ Amendments Issued, Item (3)

TMI-I hot testing, 1 amendment
Salem 1 integrated leak testing, I amendment
Turkey Pt. 3/4 operational limits for current / future reloads, 2 amendments
TMI-1 hot functional testing of SG, 1 amendment
Trojan spent fuel pcol, 1 amendment
Turkey Pt. 3/4 SFP storage expansion, 4 amendments
Grand Gulf peak clad temperature, I amendment

4/ Amendments Issued, Item (4)

TMI-1 steam generator tube repairs and return to Omration, I amendment.
Pursuant to the Initial Decision of the Board data. October 31, 1984, the
Commission completed action on GPU's May 9. 3, .) plication by issuing an!"

amendment to the license permitting the rt.R 4 - rle steam generators to
operation. The hearing having been completed, the matter of a final
determination of no significant hazards consideration related to this amend-
ment was considered moot and no such determination was required or made.
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Additional Explanations for Table on "Sholly" Statistics g,

fewp Ti$8Out of a total of 2204 notices of no significant hazards considerations, the

Commission received requests for hearings on 13 notices and comments on 15
0 4'|

notices. Out of a total of 36 notices of significant hazards considerations , ;'#4I/

pte d
sthe Commissicn received requests for hearings on 3 notices and no comment 4

wa
tu L A

~
Between May 6, 1983, and September 30, 1985, the Commission published 7~

~l4 A
various types of notices in addition to or to the exclusion of FRNs. Three QD

f' were press releases only; four were press releases and paid announcements;

one was a press release and a FRN; and one was a paid announcement only.

The specifics of these notices were as follows:

--
Press Release (only)

1. Florida Power Corporation, et al. (FPC), Crystal River Unit No. 3,

application for amendment dated June 24, 1983 to provide the opticn of using

a roving fire watch patrol instead of a continuous fire watch when recuired

by a non-functional fire barrier penetration. Use of the option requires

verification that fire detectors are operational. On June 14 (10 days

before the application) FPC discovered that a large number of fire dampers

in various building ventilation systems had not been certified by the

manufacturer to be able to sustain a fire for a 3-hour period. The devices |
|

were only certified for a 1-1/2 hour rating. NRC regulaticrs require such |
I

devices to be certified with a 3-hour rating. FPC considered the subject

i

4
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dampers to be non-functional and, as required by the Technical Specifications

(TS), was required to maintain a continuous fire watch at each damper.

2. Southern California Edison Company, San Onofre Unit 1, applicaticn for

amendment dated July 23, 1984, to revise limiting conditions for operation

for snubbers in accordance with GL 84-13 in order to delete the tabular

listings of snubbers and to specify instead that all snubbers are required

to be operable except for those installed en non safety-related systems

whose failure or failure of the system on which they are installed would

have no adverse effect on any safety-related system. Snubber modifications

were conducted and were completed just before hot functional testing in

mid-August 1984. The reouest to revise the explicit lists therefore could

not have been processed earlier.

3. Southern California Edison Ccmpany (SCE), San Onofre Nuclear Generating

Station Unit 3, application for amendment dated July 14, 1983, to allcw

startup testing in the hot standby mode (hot, zero power, subcritical) before

initial criticality with two operable auxiliary feedwater pumps rather than

three. The licensee stated that because the plant has not been critical,

the reduced auxiliary feedwater system capacity permitted by the proposed

change is compensated for by the absence of decay heat and fission products

in the clean core. One of the electric-motor driven auxiliary feedwater

pumps had recently been observed to vibrate excessively. SCE determined on

July 11 that the excessive vibration was due to a warped shaft in the pump

motor. Since the defect could not be repaired in the field, the motor roter

_
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was returned to the manufacturer for repair. SCE estimated that the pump

would be out of service for 4 to 6 weeks. During that time, the TS would

not permit operation of the plant in the hot standby mode. The next stage

of the startup test program required about a month of testing in hot standby.

Therefore, if the TS were not changed, the hot standby testing could not be

conducted until the defective pump was returned to service, delaying the

startup test program and ultinately power operation by about four weeks. |

|
|

|
Press Release and Paid Public Announcement '

1. Mississippi Power and Light Company, et al., Grand Gulf Nuclear Station

Unit No. 1, application for amendment dated June 14 and August 1, 1983, to
l change the TS and grant one-time exceptions to some TS for relief needed to

restart the plant. The application would redefine operability ranges for

high pressure core spray until the first refueling outage due to water level

instrumentation inaccuracies at low pressure; requested approval of a design

change to prevent automatic tripping of RHR jockey pumps needed to prevent

potential damage from waterhammer. The one time exceptions requested were

suspension of the provisions of TS 4.0.4 to allow plant to attain operating

conditions necessary for ADS trip system surveillance testing and to allcw

plant to attain operating conditions necessary for Scram Discharge Volume

surveillance testing. The amendment would allow immediate start-up of the

plant.

.
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2. Commonwealth Edison Company (CEC), LaSalle County Station, Units 1

and 2, application for amendment dated May 25, 1984, to change the TS in

Table 3.3.2-2 tu increase the main steam line tunnel inlet air to outlet air

temperature difference for the trip setpoint 12 F from greater than or equal

to 24 F to greater than or equal to 36 F. The allowable value increased

12 F to 42 F. These changes were proposed to prevent an unintentional full

isolation of all main steam lines causing reactor shutdown with no steam

present. CEC requested action as soon as possible because of the new steam

turrel temperatures which were being obtained from operational startup of

Unit 2. CEC explained that the change was needed as soon as possible to

prevent spurious trips from causing full steam line isolations and reactor

shut downs.

3. Comonwealth Edison Company, LaSalle County Station, Unit 2, application

for amendment dated July 31, 1984, to vacate Amendment No. 3 and reinstate

License Condition 2.C(7) which required installation of instrumentation that

would automatically shut down the reactor (in the startup and refueling

modes only) in the event of low control rod drive pump discharge pressure.

Condition 2.C(7) was to have been satisfied before completion of the startup

test program. Amendment No. 3 indicated installation of the instrumentation

to comply with License Condition 2.C(7) and provided the necessary TS to

assure proper operation of the new scram capability and deletion of the

license condition. However, the licensee found that, while testing the

modification, spurious scrams occurred, indicating that with the existing

trip setpoints the modification could not yet be declared fully operable,
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pending identification and correction of the cause of the scrams. Thus, the

license condition had to be reinstated to provide the time necessary to

assure the operability of the instrumentation.

4. Georgia Power Company, et al., Edwin I. Hatch Nuclear Plant, Unit No. 2,

' application for amendment dated August 27, 1984, supplemented September 20,

1984, requested the revision of the overcurrent trip setpoints for four

circuit breakers listed in the TS Table 3.8.2.6-1 " Primary Containment

Penetration Conductor Overcurrent Protective Devices." The licensee.

requested an exigent circumstances amendment because of its late recognition

that the TS change was necessary in order to provide the new overcurrent

trip setpoints. The NRC staff issued a pioposed determination that, though

the plant could be started up and operated without this change, extended

operation without it was undesirable because it requires deenergizing the

main steam line drain valve motor.

Press Release and Federal Recister Notice (short notice)

1. Pennsylvania Power and Light Company, Susquehanna Steam Electric

Station, Unit 1, application for amendment dated October 20, 1983, as

mcdified November 7, 1983, to change the TS table to modify the start time

sequence of two emergency service water pumps from 53 and 57 seconds to 44

and 48 seconds, respectively, to support two-unit operation and prevent

potential concurrent starts of the residual heat removal or core spray pumps
|

with the emergency service water pumps. The exigent circumstances resulted

I

.
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from extending the shutdown of Unit I following the tie-in outage for Unit 2

and delaying the fuel load of Unit 2 if the proposed change were not acted

upon in a timely manner.

Paid Public Announcement (only)

Toledo Edison Company, et al., Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 1,

application for amendment dated December 3,1984, to modify TS section 1.6

which provides the definition of OPERABLE-0PERABILITY, to provide that, from

the effective date of the amendment until Mode 1 is entered for Cycle 5 only,

operability of the auxiliary feedwater system will be determined without
i

consideration of the status of the startup feedwater system. The licensee

satisfactory explained the circumstances requiring prompt action on the

application because the startup feedwater pump would be needed on a one-time

basis to perform the zero power physics tests in Mode 2 during plant startup.

While the plant could be started up and operated at low power without the

change, initial startup from a refueling outage without the change was

undesirable because it could extend or prevent performance of required

zero-power core physics testing and could result in unnecessary challerges

to the plant's safety system.

/
/

J
^

,

| /

/

/

/

/
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While it is awaiting public comment, the staff proceeds with the safety 3

e44 9"

analysis} '- thi: ::rtc h he Commission explained in th , interim final
n w sHc'

rulestha[:c;-tesubstanceofthepubliccommentscouldb litigated 4,,
^A - % & c__ e-- e 00

in a hearing, when one is held, neither-44 nor its Licensing Boards or
| }

Presiding Officers would entertain hearing reouests on the NRC staff's p

v bstantive fincings with respect to these comments. It noted that this

is in keeping with the legislation which states that public comment cannot

delay the effective date of an amendment. [ r$odified # g
pfkJ.]b(6)tostatethatonlyitonitsowninitiativemayreviewthe5 50.58(

" E m. -.y
j staff's :b:''n+4m #4 ^;: .dA

f ter the public corrent period, the Commission reviews the comments, if any,

considers the safety analysis, and makes its decision on the amendment

request. If it decides that no significant hazards consideration is involved,
k /it may publish an individual " notice of issuance" under ! 2.106 or, normally,
^ A

Jt ;;bli:h:: 'hgnotice, of issuance in its system of periodic FEDERAL REGISTER /
notices, d thus clos he ic record. As the Commission explained

:,m
44 ggy 7Mge1A,j " -- j- un respeum te the nterim final rules, it does not normally make, and pub . -

A
lish a " final determination" en no significant hazards consideration f^~ :: M

Y^ 6 Mcg tic,....atio. ,; ..a-cu uniy ir a nearing icsucou ,; .;;_..;d r f 'f sg

6 'd^c to make the amendment immediately effective 2"' +: ;. ;. id; r4'

. J,u M ' n .- In this re ard, the staff neednei muom u. m .

not respond to coments if a hearing has not been requested.

.

. _ _ _ _ _ - __ _ _ _ _ ,_,r-. _ _ _ , _ _ - . _ . .
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If it receiv'es a hearing request during the comment period and the staff has

decided that no significant hazards consideration is involved, it prepares

a " final determination" on that issue which considers the reouest and the

public comments, makes the necessary safety and public health findings, and

proceeds to issue the amendment. The hearing recuest is treated the same way

'

as in previous Comission practice, that is, by providing any requisite WWy
hearing after the amendment has been issued. As explained e e, the

legislation permits the Comission to make an amendment immediately effectlp
ngnotwithstanding the pendency before it of a request for a hearing,fr:r c.-,7

wn t e v c., c: t%t cet: th: r:.f:i-- '-- ' - t : " ' - - " $_2 . ' M ) , 4*-/ s w .n a

( .g7vance of the holdino and completion of any required hearin (wher9c%has/
,

,

k
] So.St(determined that no sienifirant hazards consideration is involved ny

question about the staff's substantive determinations on the issue of

significant versus no significant hazards consideration 'that may be raised h
L A4

in any hearin on the amendmen does not stay the effective date of the M< M-
amendment. Q

%,
The procedures just described have been the usual way of handling license

amendments under the interim final rules because most of these amendmentsj

donotinvolve(1)emergencysituations,/(2)exigentcircumstances,or /

(3) entail a determination that a significant hazards consideratioq is
M M

these three cases and other m . m m1 v.cfinvolved. As discussed below,A. A /
could arise,tF::;h.-

I
1

.
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kl./ ./WH ,

* Returning to the initial receipt of an application, if the staff were to |A

receiveanamendmentrequestandthendeterminethata]ignjficanthazards

{)c-= & .
consideration is involved, it would handle this request by issuing an indi-

'A , :4
sedactiofprovidinganopportunityforapriorhearing @ '

fvidual notice of pro
b 5)'under Q 2.105, a.7nd, s appropriate, notifying the public o he final disposi-

-1
tion, f the amendment by noting its issuance or denial in an individual lh

; e-

FEDERAL REGISTER notice. As expla'ned above, even if the amendment request

were to involve an emergency situation and if it were determined that a -yd
T

significant hazards consideration were involved, the Commission would be

required to issue a notice providing an opportunity for a prior. hearing. If a
eAht& g w

the Commission were to determine, however, that th public health or safetyj

_=~h " f .m.. u a..;r , it could issue an appropriate order under 10 C.F.R.
WP ibPart 2,kMWas explained ;~">m:'r and as also discussed below. /

AA A

the staff may receiv[. 'nt &, anAnother unusual case rise:
A

amendment recuest and find an emergency situation, where failure to act

in a timely way would result in derating or shutdown of a nuclear power
M

plant. In this case, also discussedgwen in connection with State consul-

tation, it may proceed to issue the license amendment, if it determines,

among other things, that no significant hazards consideration is involved.

In this circumstance the staff might not necessarily be able to provide

prior notice-4ee opportunity for a hearing or % prior notice for
"%M

public comment; though it has not done this c ':/e it could provi,4de notice
O w

in an individual notice of issuance Mr ; 2.;00 (m .w pivviuo an

opportunity for a hearing after the amendment is issue @, ee he
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case thus far, it cculd provide periodic notice (the Comission's periodic
yRL's

'

amendment re/uest
FEDERAL REGISTER notice system notes y action o + a ,

. . . _ J. qg6

and7J.bte,providesanopportunityforahearingafter ssuance).AMg /

u:s :p .':,,J J a, in connectionC- .;;f +'+^f)d:.:..mycu cv ...m.

gy -Q
with emergency requests,4that it expects its licens o apply for license

amendments in a timely fashio 4 explain hat it will decline to
,

dispense with notice and comment on the no signiticant hazards consideration

determinatior if it determines that the applicant has failed to make a
d

timely application for the amendment because of negligence or in order to

create the emergency so as to take advantage of the emergency provision.

Whenever an emergency situation is involved, the Comission expects the
y yg. - 3

applicant te explain to it why 4.t. haf occurred and why the applicant could not

avoid it; the Commission will assess the applicant's reasons for failure to

file an applicaticn sufficiently in advance of that event.
|

|
|
'

An emergency situation might also occur during the normal 30-day comment

period. Depending upon the type of emergency (safety-related versus

emergency situation in the "Sholly" sense -- see Section II(F)(1.1) abcVe),

the Commission would act under the system described above.

/N
Another unusual caseg . 3:. . h t'm the Commission receives an amendment

request and finds an exigent circumstance, that is, a situation other than an

emergency where swift action is necessary. The legislation, ouoted above,

states that the Commission should estabiIsh criteria which "take into account

the exigency of the need for the amendment." The Conference Report, quoted
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above, points cut that "the conference agreement preserves for the Commission

substantial flexibility to tailor the notice and comment procedures to the

exigency of the need for the license amendment" and that "the conferees expect

the content, placement, and timing of the notice to be reasonably calculated ~

to allow residents of the area surrounding the facility an adequate opportunity

to formulate and submit reasoned comments."

In the interim final rules, the Commission stated #t: be' ?:f that extraordinary

cases may arise, short of an emergency, where a licensee and the Commission

must act quickly and where time does not permit the Commission to publish a

FEDERAL REGISTER notice soliciting public comment or to provide 0 days

ordinarily allowed for public comment. As noted in the response to public

comments on the two interi. final rules, the Commission gave as qxamples two

circumstances !~; M M h $#de SmM ":tN M,vf - a lettelM -

:MS a net benefit to safety. (See additional examples at

' :- t ; ; c r "4 u m 2 4.Mic'e71seMwith a reactor shut-
A y

'

II(G)(1,1).) ^.~ ci. 2:"c:

down for a short timegisFf to add some component clearly more re iable than
L & >

is g to useane presently installecfy;J.m . e a " c Q he license h

a different method of testing some system and that rie A
! nci-better3

than one provided for in its technical specifications. In either case, the

W [licensee may to request an amendment, and, if the staff determines, ,

A :

amcng other things, that no significant hazards censideration is involved I

r w v24
f t may wish to grant the request before the licensee strt: ":--plan and

opportunity to improve the plant,?: 10:t
~

1
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!
i

| The Commission noted in the interim final rules that in circumstances such

the two just described, it may use media other than the FEDERAL REGISTE^' rk I

wm ate :

example,alocalnewspaperpublishednearthelicensee'sfacilitgidelyread
'

bytheresidentsintheareasurroundingthefacilitgoinformthepublicof

licenson's wandment request. % stated that in these instances, e e k
I

c#-m a l

Cu..J:: M will provide the public a reasonable opportunity to comment on the !

It also s Lt ted tha
t hazards determination.

propo,sednosignifiacpemments a, c . uc i p, it may alsogc t 4
ensure

m
t.ha.t. t e 5 h:' 2 citu t ;vi )j

|
a toll-free hotline allowing the public to telephone their comments to NRC

cn the amendment request.
I

l !

This method of prior notice for public coment is in addition to any
/.

n"h':NJdt does not affect the
| gndividual notice of hearinget';t 7 ha

time available to exercise the opportunity to request a hearing, though |

/= . ::MA-v}a;tmay provide that opportunity only af ter the amendment has been issued, j
\

when the Commission has determined that no significant hazards consideration

is involved.

|
The Commission has modified slightly the procedure discussed above. In

emergency situations the staff does ave time to issue a notice. In

exigent circumstances, the staff 'n to act swiftly but has some time to issue |

m /A2 A || A c,2 t 7.,7: x: '

.

k 't "'.LL La. a FEDERAL PEGISTER notice requestinganotic(),j!

! [
public coment within ' :: t'2 30 days, but no less than two weeks. Thel g, . _

Commission, of course, needs the cooperation of a licensee to make the system

work and to act quickly. If NRC is put in a situation where it cannot issue
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a FEDERAL REGISTER notice for at least two weeks public comment, it will

issue a media notice. It may censult with the licensee on a proposed

release and the geographical area of its cov.erage and, as recessary and

c com If a
appropriate, may inform it of the State's and the public' g _ments._ . . .g

system of mailgrams or overnight express is workable, M may use that as
A

opposed to a bctline; however, it has not ruled out the use of a hotline.

If it does use a hotline, it may tape the conversations and may transcribe

them, as necessary and appropriate, and may inform the licensee of these.

As with its provisions on emergency situations, the Ccmmission explained in

the interim final rules that it would use these procedures sparingly and that

it wants to mi.e- re that its licensees will not ta k M :.. m ese
/\

procedures. It stated that it will use criteria similar to the ones it uses

with respect to emergency situations to decide whether it will shorten the

comment period and change the type of notice normally provided. It also

stated in connection with requests indicating exigent circumstar.es that it

expects its licensees to apply for license amendments in a timely fashion.

It will not change its normal notice and public comment practices where it

determines that the licensee has failed to use its best efforts to make a

timely application for the amendrrent because of negligence or in order to

create the exigent circumstances so as to take advantage of the exigen

provision. Whenever a licensee wants to use this provision, it M : i: A

explain to the staff the reason for the exigency and why the licensee cannot

avoid it; the staff will assess the licensee's reasons for failure to file
,

P

W

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ ___._ ___ _ _ __
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i
r

!

! -and timing delays for the Comission~ and for licensees requesting amendments.

Licensees can reduce these delays under the procedures by providing to the
IComission their timely and carefully prepared appraisals on the issue of

significant. hazards, and the staff can further reduce delay by processing ;

:

requests expeditiously.
,

B. State Consultation ,

As noted above, Public Law 97-415 requires the Comission to consult with i

the State in which the facility involved is located and to promulgate regu-

lations which prescribe procedures for such consultation on a determination
f

that an amendment to an operating license involves no significant hazards
'

|
i

consideration. The Conference Report, cited earlier, stated that the

conferees expect that the procedures for State consultation would include

the following elements:

(1) The State would be notified of a licensee's request
for an amendment;

(2) The State would be advised of the NRC's evaluation of
the amendment request;

(3) The NRC's proposed determination on whether the ifcense
amendment involves no significant hazards consideration would

'be discussed with the State and the NRC's reasons for making
that determination would be explained to the State;

(4) The NRC would listen to and consider any comments
provided by the State official designated to consult with
the NRC; and

(5) The flRC would make a good faith attempt to consult-
with the State prior to issuing the license amendment.

! 1
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an application sufficiently in advance of its proposed action or for its

inability to take the action at some later time.

The staff could also receive an amendment request with respect to which

it finds that it is in the public interest to offer an opportunity for a

prior hearing. In this case, it would use its present individual notice

procedure to allow for hearing requests. Whether or not a hearing is held,

it would notify the public about the final disposition of the amendment in

an individual FEDERAL REGISTER notice of issuance or denial.

It should also be re-emphasized that these procedures nonnally only apply to
GmtndFM n+S. |-license ions. The staff may, under existing 65 2.202(f) and 2.204,

make a determination that the public health, safety, or interest requires

it to order the licensee to act without prior notice for public comment or

opportunity for a hearing. In this case, the staff would follow its present

procedure and publish an individual notice of issuance in the FEDERAL

/REGISTER and provide an opportunity for a hearing on the order.

The new sys has changed only the Commission's noticing practice L' M ^

" ' " g ts hearing practices. The Commission explained in the two
interim final rules that it has attempted to provide noticing procedures

that are administrative 1y simple, involve the.least cost, do not entail

undue delay, and allow a reasonable opportunity for public comment; never-

theless, it is clear that they are burdensome and involve resource impacts
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At the same time, however, the procedures for State consultation
would not:

(1) Give the State a right to veto the proposed NRC
determination;

(2) Give the State a right to a hearing on the NRC
determination before the amendment becomes effective;

(3) Give the State the right to insist upon a postponement
of the NRC determination or issuance of the amendment; or

(4) Alter present provisions of law that reserve to the
NRC exclusive responsibility for setting and enforcing
radiological health and safety requirements for nuclear
power plants.

: In requiring the NRC to exercise good faith in consulting with a
,

State in determining whether a license amendment involves no i

significant hazards consideration, the conferees recognize that i
'

a very limited number of truly exceptional cases may arise when
the NRC, despite its good faith efforts, cannot contact a responsi- i

ble State official for purposes of prior consultation. Inability |
|

to consult with a responsible State official following goed faith |

. attempts should not prevent the NRC from making effective a
license amendment involving no significant hazards consideration,
if the NRC deems it necessary to avoid the shut-down or derating
of a power plant. Conf. Rep. No. 97-884, 97th Cong., 2d Sess.,

!

| at 39 (1982).
|

| The law and its legislative history were quite specific. Accordingly,

| the Commission adopted the elements described in the Conference Report

Iquoted above in those cases where it makes a proposed detennination on no

significant hazards consideration. The Commission has decided to retain

this procedure. Normally, the State consultation procedures works as

follows. To make the State consultation process simpler and speedier, under

the interim final rules the Commission has required an applicant requesting

an amendment to send a copy of its appraisal on the question of no significant

hazards to the State in which the facility involved is located. (TheNRC

|

-. . - __ ._ ._. , . _ . _ _ _ ~ _ _ _ .
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compiled a list of State officials who were designated to consult with it on

amendment recuests involving no significant hazards considerations; it made

this list available to all its licensees with facilities covered by s 50.21(b)

or s 50.22 or with testing facilities.)

The staff sends its FEDERAL REGISTER notice, or some other notice in the

case of exigent circumstances, containing its proposed determination to

the State official designated to consult with it together with a request

to that person to centact the Commission if there is any disagreement or

concern about its proposed determination. If it does not hear from the
c., : A ^- 4 /

State in a timely manner, it r : i n g hat the State has no interest in its

determination, this regard, the staff made available to ,the designated /
State officials a list of its Project Managers and other personnel whom it

has designated to consult with these offic .e final rule has been
'

clarified to point oug evertheless. to insure that the State is awara 3

the Commission[of the amendment request and that it is really not interested
will make a reasonable effort to telephone the appropriate State official

before it issues the amendment.

In an emergancy situation, the staff does its best to consult with the
>

State befor. it makes a final determination about no significant hazards

consideration before it issues an amendment.

Finally, in light of the legislative history, though the staff gives

careful consideration to the comments provided to it by the affected State

\

____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Pacerwork Reduction Act Statement

This final rule amends information collection requirenents subject to the

Paperwork Feduction Act of 1980 (44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq.). These require-

nents were approved by the Office of Management and Budget under approval

number 3150-0011.

Regulatory Flexibility Certificatien

In accordance with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (Act),

5 U.S.C. 605(b), the Commission certifies that this rule does not have a

significant economic impact on a substantial number of small entities. This

rule affects only the licensing and oferation of nuclear power plants and

testing facilities. The ccmpanies that own these plants do not fall within

the scope of the definition of "scall entities" set forth in the Act
:

!
cr in the Small Business Size Standards set out in regulations issued by the

.f Small Business Administration at 13 CFR Part 121. Consequently, this rule

I
'

does not fall within the purview of the Act.

:
i

I List of Subjects in 10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50,

i

! Part 2
i

Administrative practice and procedure, Antitrust, Byproduct material,

I Classified information, Environmental protection, Nuclear materials,

i Nuclear power plants and reactors, Penalty, Sex discrimination,

Source material, Special nuclear material, Waste treatment and disposal.
;

;

- - _ _ - _ - - _ _ - - - _ . - _ _ _ - - _ - - _ . _ - _ _- - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . . . - - . - _ - _ _ . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - _ _ _ . ____s
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on the cuestion of no significart hazards ccnsideraticn, the State comments

are aavisory to the Comission; the Conmission remains responsible for

making the final administrative decision on the amendment request; a State

cannot veto the Comission's proposed or final cetermination. Second, State

consultaticn does not alter present provisiors of law that reserve to the

Corrmission exclusive responsibility for setting and enforcing radiological

health and safety requirements for nuclear power pl&nts.

Reculatory Analysis

The Cemission prepared a Regulatory Analysis on these amendments, when it

issued the two interim final rules. It is contained in SECY-83-16B and it

may be examined at the address indicated in " ADDRESSES" above. Experience to

date indicates that the staff resource impacts predicted in the Arialysis are

low by abcut a factor of three. This is expected to change as experience is

gainec in impicmenting the final rule. g4 |
yate. ;yases no bankss

"3*C **
mned 6 a<)onkom 4 mI
8"Backfit Analysis

cuts. 1

Under 10 CFR 50.109, preparation of a backfit analysis is not necessary .4eees.

the rule is required by legislation (whether or not it meets the standard in

i 50.109(a)(3)), since the final rule is a modificaticn of two interim final

rules prcmulgated before new 5 50.109 becarte effective, and since the final

rule is peccedural ard not within the definition of "backfit" in 550.109(a)(1).

.
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Part 50

| Antitrust, Classified information, Fire prevention, Incorporation by

reference,-Intergovernmental relaticns, Nuclear power plants and

reacters, Penalty, Radiation protection, Peactor siting criteria,.

Reporting and recordkeeping requirements.j

(
Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Energy Reorganiza-

tien Act of 1974, as amended, and secticns 552 and 553 of Title 5 of the

United States Code, notice is hereby given that the following amendments to

10 C.F.R. Parts 2 and 50 are published as a docun.ent subject to codification.

PART 2 -- RULES OF PRACTICE FOR
DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS

1. The authority citation for Part 2 is revised to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 161, 181, 68 Stat. 948, 953, as arrended (42 U.S.C. 2201,

2231); sec.191, as amended, Pub. L. 87-615,76 Stat.409(42U.S.C.2241); |

sec. 201, 88 Stat. 1242, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841); 5 U.S.C. 552.

Section 2.101 also issued under secs. 53, 62, 63, 81, 103, 104, 105,

68 Stat. 930, 932, 933, 935, 936, 937, 938, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2073,

2092, 2093, 2111, 2133, 2134, 2135); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat.

853,t.samended(42U.S.C.4332);sec.301,88 Stat.1248(42U.S.C.

5871). Sections 2.102, 2.103, 2.104, 2.105, 2.721 also issued under

secs. 102, 103, 104, 105, 183, 189, 68 Stat. 936, 937, 938, 954, 955 as

afcended (42 U.S.C. 2132, 2133, 2134, 2135, 2233, 2239). Section 2.105
|

also issued under Pub. L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239).
,

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ . _ - - - _ _ _ . _ _ - _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ - .
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I Sections 2.200-2.2C6 also issued under secs. 186, 234, 68 Stat. 955, 83
i

i Stat. 444, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2236, 2282); sec. 206, 88 Stat. 1246

(42 U.S.C. 5846). Sections 2.600-2.606 also issued under sec. 102,
'

:

|
Pub. L. 91-190, 83 Stat. 853, as amended (42 U.S.C. 4332). Sections 2.700e,

i
2.719 also' issued under 5.U.S.C. 554. Sections 2.754, 2.760, 2.770 also

5
issued under 5 U.S.C. 557. Sections 2.790 also issued under sec. 103, 68

Stat. 936, as amended (42 U.S.C 2133) and 5 U.S.C. 552. Sections 2.800i .

and 2.808 also issued under 5 U.S.C. 553. Section 2.809 also issued under 5

U.S.C. 553 and sec. 29, Pub. L. 85-256, 71 Stat. 579, as amended. (42 .

;

U.S.C. 2039). Appendix A also issued under sec. 6, Pub. L. 91-580, 84 Stat.
;

! 1473 (42 U.S.C. 2135).
|

|
!

i 2. In 5 2.105, paragraphs (a)(4), [threwgh-fa}f8}-are-redes 4gnated-as

paragraphs-fa}f5}-threwgh-fa (9),-a-new-paragraph-fa}f4}-4s-addedy-and

redes 43aated-paragraph](a)(6), and (d)(2) are revised to read as follows:*

1

i $ 2.105 Notice of proposed action.

; (a) * * *

(4) An amendment to an operating license for a facility licensed under '

150.21(b) or 150.22 of this chapter or for a testing facility, as follows:
.

(i) If the Commission determines under ! 50.58 of this chapter that

i the amendment involves ro significant hazards censideration, though it will

provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant to this section, it nay

make the amendment inmediately effective ard grant a hearing thereafter; or

| |

i
j

* Additions are un.ierlined; deletiens are in brackets and sccred through.
,

_ . - - _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ - _ _._ __ ,, _ _ _ . _ _ _ - . . _ _ _ . _ _ - . . _ . _ _
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;
<

(ii) If the Commission determines under 6 50.58 and 9 50.91 of this~'

,

chapter that an emergency situation exists or that exigent [s4tuatien]

circumstances exist [s] and that the amendment involves no significant hazards

considerations, it will provide notice of opportunity for a hearing pursuant

to 6 2.106 (if a hearing is requested, it will be held after issuance of the4

amendment);

!

* * * * *

(6) An amendment to a license specified in paragraph (a)(5) of this

section, or an amendment to a construction authorization granted in

proceedings on an application for such a license, when such an amendment i
i i

would authorize actions which may significantly affect the health and safety I

of the public; or

* * * * *

: (d) * * *

(1) * * *

! (2) Any person whose interest may be affected- by the proceeding may
:

file a recuest for a hearing or a petition for leave to intervene if a

hearing has c1 ready been recuested.

65 2.300-2.309 [ Removed] I

3. Subpart C (lg 2.300-2.309) is removed.

,

k

9

a

. - . . . - - - - - . - .,-_c--,. .,m e .,e. . - _ .. .
-- . _ . . , e- - -
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PART 50 -- DOMESTIC LICENSING OF

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION FACILI'IES

.

4. The authority citation for Part 50 is revised to read as follows:

AUTHORITY: Secs. 103, 104, 161, 182, 183, 186, 189, 68 Stat. 936, 937, 948,

953, 954, 955, 956, as amended, sec. 234, 83 Stat. 1244, as amended

(42 U.S.C. 2133, 2134, 2201, 2232, 2233, 2236, 2239, 2282); secs. 201, 202,

206, 88 Stat. 1242, 1244, 1246, as amended (42 U.S.C. 5841, 5842, 5846),

unless otherwise noted.

Section 50.7 also issued under Pub. L. 95-601, sec. 10, 92 Stat. 2951 (42

U.S.C.5851). Sections 50.58, 50.91 and 50.92 also issued under Pub.

L. 97-415, 96 Stat. 2073 (42 U.S.C. 2239). Section 50.78 also issued

under sec. 122, 68 Stat. 939 (42 U.S.C. 2152). Sections 50.80-50.81 also

issued under sec. 184, 68 Stat. 954, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2234). Sections

50.100-50.102 also issued under sec. 186, 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C 2236).

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273),

9550.10(a),(b),and(c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a) are issued

under sec. 161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); ll 50.10(b) and

(c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949, as amended (42 U.S.C.

2201(i)); and il 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71, 50.72, 50.73 and 50.78 are

issued under sec. 1610,68 Stat.950,asamended(42U.S.C.2201(o)).

|
,
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1

For the purposes of sec. 223, 68 Stat. 958, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2273),

ss 50.10(a), (b), and (c), 50.44, 50.46, 50.48, 50.54, and 50.80(a) are

issued under sec. 161b, 68 Stat. 948, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(b)); |

59 50.10(b) and (c) and 50.54 are issued under sec. 1611, 68 Stat. 949,

as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201(1)); and 99 50.55(e), 50.59(b), 50.70, 50.71,

50.72, and 50.78 are issued under sec. 1610, 68 Stat. 950, as amended
;

(42 U.S.C. 2201(o)). !

9 50.57 [Arended]
!

5. In ! 50.57, paragraph (d) is removed.

6. In s 50.58, paragraph (b) is revised to read as follows:

950.58 Hearings and report of the Advisory Committee on Reactor

Safeguards.

* * * * *

(b)(1) The Commission will hold a hearing after.at least 30-days'

notice and publication once in the FEDERAL REGISTER on each application

for a construction permit for a production or utilization facility which

is of a type described in 950.21(b) or 550.22, [ef-this-part,] or for

[whfeh-is] a testing facility.

(2) When a construction permit has been issued for such a facility

following the holding of a public Feari nd an applicaticn is made for an /
operating license or for an amendment tra construction permit or operating

.
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license, the Ccmmission may hold a hearing after at least 30-days' notice
'

j and publication once in the FEDERAL REGISTER, or, in the absence of a
!

| request therefor by any person whose interest may be affected, may issue an

operating license or an amendment to a construction permit or operating

license without a hearing, upon 30-days' notice and publication once in the

FEDERAL REGISTER of its intent to do so.

(3) If the Comission finds, in an emergency situation, as defined

in 5 50.91, that no significant hazards consideration is presented by an

|
. application for an amendment to an operating license, it may dispense with

public notice and comment and may issue the amendment. If the Comission
i finds that exigent circumstances exist, as described in 5 50.91, it may

reduce the period provided for public notice and comment.

(4) Both in an emergency situaticn and in the case of exigent

circumstances, the Commission will provide 30 days notice of opportunity

for a hearing, thcugh this notice may be published after issuance of the

amendment if the Commission determines that no significant hazards

considerations are involved.

(5) The Commission will use the standards in i 50.92 to determine

whether a significant hazards consideration is presented by an amendment to

an operating license for a facility of the type described in 9 50.21(b) or

6 50.22, or which is a testing facility, and may make the amendment immedi-

ately effective, notwithstanding the pendency before it of a request for a
'

hearing from any person, in advance of the holding and completion of any

required hearing, where it has determined that no significant hazards

censideration is involved.

_ - _ _ _ _
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(6) A0r99 tilsH*tsmissin its own Miative m+viey he staff's
substant ings u 5 50. 92.

/ "

* * * * *

7. Section [A-new-f]50.91 is [added-te-Part-59] revised to read as

folicws:

550.91 Notice for public comment; State consultation.

,

The Commission will use the following procedures on an application [Peeefved

afteF-M6y-6 -1983] requesting an amendment to an operating license for a1

i
facility licensed under 5 50.21(b) or 5 50.22 or for a testing facility:

(a) Notice for public comment.

(1) At the tirre a licensee requests an amendment, it must provide to

the Commission its reasoned analysis, using the standards in 5 50.92, about

the issue of no significar.t hazards cor, sideration.

(2) The Commission may publish in the FEDERAL PEGISTER under 9 2.105

[either] an individual notice of proposed action [as-te-wh4ek-44-mekes-a]

for an amendment for which it makes a proposed determination that no signiff-

cant hazards consideration is involved, or, at least once every 30 days,

publish a [penthly] periodic FEDERAL REGISTER notice of proposed actions which

identifies each amendment issued and each amendment proposed to be issued

since the last such [menthly] periodic notice, or it may publish both such

notices.

>
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For each amendment proposed to be issued, [efther] the notice will (i) contain

the staff's proposed determination, under the standards in 5 50.92, (ii)

provide a brief description of the amendment and of the facility involved,

(iii) solicit public comments on the propose <f determination, and (iv) provide

for a 30-day comment period. The comment period will begin on the day after

the date of the publication of the first notice, and, normally, the amendment

will not be granted until after this comment period expires.

(3) The Commission may inform the public about the final disposition |

of an amendment request [wheFe) for which it has made a proposed determina-

tion of no significant hazards consideration either by issuing an individual

notice of issuance under ! 2.100 of this chapter or by publishing such a

notice in its [menthly) periodic system of FEDEPAL REGISTER notices. In either

event, it will not make and will not publish a final determination en no

significant hazards consideration, unless it receives a request for a hearing

on that amendment request.

(4) Where the Ccmmission makes a final determination that no significant

hazards consideration is involved and that the amendment shcu k be issued,

the amendment will be ef fective upon issuance, even if adverse public comments

have been received and even if an interested person meeting the provisions

for intervention called for in 5 2.714 of this chapter has filed a request

for a hearing. The Commission need hold any reouired hearing only after it

issues an amendment, unless it determines that a significant hazards consider-

ation is involved in which case the Commission will provide an opportunity

fcr a prior hearing.

'
. . . . . .n
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(5) Where tha Commission finds that an emergency situation exists,

in that failure to act in a timely way would result in derating or shutdown

of a nuclear power plant, or in prevention of either resumption of operation

or of increase in power output up to the plant's licensed power level, it

may issue a license amendment involving no significant hazards consideration

withcut prior notice and opportunity for a hearing or for public comment.

In such a [e4FewmStanee] situation, the Commission will not publish a notice \

of proposed determination on no significant hazards consideration, but will

publish a notice of issuance under 5 2.106 of this chapter, providing for

opportunity for a hearing and for public comment after issuance. The
.

{

Commission expects its licensees to apply for license amendments in timely

fashion. It will decline to dispense with notice and comment on the

obused -+he ememenq' f7determinationofnosignificanthabard'1 &congideration if it determines thatod Hut 1+self cre*+?
'

le mrov'soo n
the licensee h1ts # to make timely applil'ation for the amendment " crd:1

M. A*

g :m M he emergen f - ;=(= =m..t ;r :' t' : : :c;;,,cg: . ': f:q

Whenever a-threatened-eleSWFe eF-deFating-45-4RVeivedy an emergenCV situation

exists, a licensee requesting an amendment must explain why this emergency

situaticn occurred and why it could not avoid this situation, and the

Commission will assess the licensee's reasons for failing to file an

application sufficiently in advance of that event.

(6) Where the Commission finds that exigent circumstances exist, in

that a licensee and the Comission must act quickly and that time does not

pemit the Commission to publish a FEDERAL REGISTER notice allcwing 30 days

for prior public ccmment, and it also determines that the amendment involves

no significant hazards considerations, it:

|
|
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(i)(A) Will either issue a FEDERAL REGISTER notice providing notice of

an opportunity for a hearing and allowing at least two weeks from the date

of the notice for prior public comment; or

(B) Will use local media to [4RfeFm] provide reasonable notice to

the public in the area surrounding a licensee's facility of the licensee's

amendment and of its proposed detennination as described in paragraph (a)(2)

of this section, consulting with the licensee on the proposed media release

and on the geographical area of its coverage;

(ii) Will provide for a reasonable opportunity for the public to

comment, using its best efforts to make available to the public whatever

means of communication it can for the public to respond quickly, and, in the

case of telephone comments, have these ccmments recorded or transcribed, as
_

necessary and appropriate;

(iii) When it has issued a local media release, may inform the licensee

of the public's concents, as necessary and appropriate;

(iv) Will publish a notice of issuance under 9 2.106; [pF0vid4R9-aR

eppeFtWRity-f0F-8-keaF4Rg-aRd f0F-pWblie-e0FReRt-afteF-4SSW8ReeT-4f-44

deteFsineS-that-the-ameRdmeRt-4RvelveS-R8-SigRifieaRt-hafaFdS-eeRS4 defat 40R)

(v) Will provide a hearing after issuance, if one has been requested by I

a person who satisfies the provisions for intervention called for in 6 2.714

of this chapter;

[fiv-)](vi) Will require [aR-explanatien-fFem] the licensee [abeWt-the

FedSOR-f0F) tC explain the exigency and Why the licensee cannot avoid it,

and use its normal public notice and comment procedures in paragraph (a)(2) |

of this section [wkeFe) M it determines that the licensee has failed to |

|,

t
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use its best efforts to make a timely application for the amendment in order

to create the exigency and to take advantage of this procedure.

(7) Where the Commission finds that significant hazards considerations

are involved, will issue a FEDERAL REGISTER notice providing an opportunity

for a prior hearing even in an emergency situation, unless it finds an

imminent danger to the health or safety of the public, in which case it will

issue an apprcpriate order or rule under 10 C.F.R. Part 2.

(b) State consultation.

(1) At the time a licensee requests an amendment, it must notify the

State in which its facility is located of its request by providing [te] that

State with a copy of its application and its reasoned analysis about no

significant hazards considerations and indicate on the application that it-

has done so. (The Comission will make available to the licensee the name

of the appropriate State official designated to receive such amendments.)

(2) The Commission will advise the State of its proposed determination

about no significant hazards consideration nonnally by sending it a copy of

the FEDERAL REGISTER notice.

(3) The Conmission will make available to the State official designated

to consult with it about its proposed determination the names of the Project

Manager or other NRC personnel it designated to consult with the State. The

Commission will consider any comments of that State official. If it does not
hear from the State in a timely manner, it will consider that the State has

no interest in its determination; nonetheless, to ensure that the State is

aware of the application, before it issues the amendment, it will make a good

faith effort to telephone that official. [fer-the-pWFpeSe-ef-eeRSWitatieRr)

1 W
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Inability to consult with a responsible State official following good faith

attempts will not prevent the Commission from making effective a license

amendment involving no significant hazards consideration.

(4) The Commission will make a good faith attempt to consult with the

State before it issues a license amendment involving no significant hazards

consideration. If, however, it does not have time to use its normal consul-

tation procedures because of an emergency situation, it will attempt to

telephone the appropriate State official. Inability tc consult with a

; responsible State official following' good faith attempts will not prevent
;

the Ccmmission from making effective a license amendment involving no'

significant hazards consideration, if the Commission deems it necessary in

an emergency situation. [te-aveid-a-shutdewn-ep-derat 4ngr]

(5) After the Commission issues the requested amendment, it will send

a copy of its [ final] determination to the State.

(c) Caveats about State consultation.

(1) The State consultation procedures in paragraph (b) of this section do

not give the State a right:
i (i) To veto the Commission's proposed or final determination; '

|

(ii) To a hearing on the determinaticn before the amendment becomes

effective; or

(iii) To insist upon a postponement of the determination or upon issuance

of the amendment.

(2) [NeF-de] These procedures do not alter present provisions of law
'

that reserve to the Commission exclusive responsibility for setting and

. -
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enforcing radiological health and safety requirements for nuclear power

plants.

8. Section [59191-4s-pedesigRated-as-!] 50.92 [and-pevised] is revised

to read as follows:

6 50.92 Issuance of amendment.

(a) In determining whether an amendment to a license or construction

permit will be issued to the applicant, the Commission will be guided by the

considerations which govern the issuance of initial licenses or construction

permits to the extent applicable and appropriate. If the application involves

the material alteration of a licensed facility, a construction permit will

be issued [ prier-te] before the issuance of the amendment to the license. If

the amendment involves a significant hazards consideration, the Commission will

give notice of its proposed action (1) pursuant to 9 2.105 of this chapter

before acting thereon and [The-Ret 4ee-w444-be-4ssued] (2) as soon as practicable

after the application has been docketed.

(b) The Commission will be particularly sensitive to a license amend-

meat request that involves irreversible consequences (such as one that |
|

permits a significant increase in the amount of effluents or radiation

emitted by a nuclear power plant). )
(c) The Commission may make a final determination, pursuant to the

procedures in s 50.91, that a proposed amendment to an operating license

for a facility licensed under 5 50.21(b) or 9 50.22 or for a testing -|

I

J
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facility involves no significant hazards considerations, if operation of ,

i

the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would not:

(1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences

of an accident previously evaluated; or

(2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident

from any accident previously evaluated; or

(3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

Dated at Washington, D.C. this day of , 1985.

Fcr the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Samuel J. Chilk,
Secretary for the Commission.

,

l
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k NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION ACTION - GCunninghamg
;; y W ASHINGTON, D.C. 20555 CyS: SteIlO

% # January 30, 1986 hm

Sniezek
OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY

- Kerr, SP
Grimsley

MEMORANDUM FOR: Victor'Stello, Jr. Philips
Acting Executive Director'for Operations Besaw

Sheltongps
FROM: (.l Samuel J. Chilk, Secretary

SUBJECT: STAFF REQUIREMENTS - AFFIRMATION / DISCUSSION
AND VOTE, 3:30 P.M., THURSDAY, JANUARY 23,
1986, COMMISSIONERS' CONFERENCE ROOM, D.C.
OFFICE (OPEN TO PUBLIC ATTENDANCE)

|
'

I. SECY-85-209A - Final Regulations on No Significant Hazards
Consideration (The "Sholly Amendment")

The Commission by a 4-1 vote approved final regulations imple-
| menting the Sholly Amendment providing for requested operating

license amendments involving no significant hazards consid-
,

erations before the conduct of any hearing.
l

Commissioner Asselstine disapproved the final rule and provided
separate views (attached) to be published with the Federal
Register Notice.

The Commission also agreed that the Federal Register notice
should be modified in accordance with points 2, 3, and 4 of the
January 9, 1986 OGC memo (attached).

You should revise the Federal Register Notice as noted, review
,

it for any necessary editorial corrections and return it for
| signature and publication.

(EDO) (SECY Suspense: 2/24/86)

The Commission also agreed that if the staff believes legis-
lation changes to Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act are
needed a recommendation should be made to the Commission.

Attachments:
j As stated

cc: Chairman Palladino Revd Ott.500
Commissioner Roberts g, , , , gg ,-J [g m

|
Commissioner Asselstine ,,g,th,,,,,,,,4,

%,
Commissioner Bernthal
Commissioner Zech
Commission Staf f Offices

| PDR - Advance
DCS - 016 Phillips

J;Gazy J.M 862479
,

| %v
-

I
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SEPARATE VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE

I do not approve the Commission's final regulations implementing the
"Sholly Amendment." I have two major concerns about the rule.

First, I believe that Congress did not intend that the Sholly provision
,

be used to approve license amendments to allow the expansion of spent '

fuel storage, whether by reracking or by other means, prior to the
| completion of any requested hearing.- I set out my reasons for this

belief in my separate views on the interim final rule so I will not i

repeat them here. See, 48 FR 14864.

Second, the statement of considerations does not clearly describe the
nature of the staff's determination of whether there are "significant
hazards considerations." Failure to clarify this issue in the interim
final rule led to much consternation when the Commission considered the
repair of the TMI-1 steam generators. The Commission should clearly
state that the determination should be whether the proposed amendment
presents any new or unreviened safety issues for consideration; the
issue is not whether the staff thinks that ultimately it will be able to
conclude that the amendment will present no additional risk to the
public.

|
!

l

|
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January 9, 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino
Commissioner Roberts

*

Commissioner Asselstine
Commissioner Bernthal
Commissioner Zech

h Martin G. MalschFROM:
Deputy General Counsel

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON THE STAFF'S PROPOSED
FINAL SHOLLY REGULATIONS (SECY-85-209A)

We offer the following five brief comments on the proposed final rule
package:

1) The staff paper suggests proposed changes to Atomic Energy
Act section 189a. SECY-85-209A at 3-4. The language
appears to be a good start toward alleviating some of the
problems which the NRC staff seems to have encountered in
administering the amendment notice requirements.

However, the Commission should weigh carefully the need for
legislation in this area. Since any proposed legislation
could easily have the appearance of decreasing opportuni-
ties for public participation in nuclear licensing, the
legislative package will need to make a fairly strong case
that the statute is imposing unnecessary burdens on the
agency and licensees. If the Commission approves the
staff's approach, we will work with staff to refine the

,

'

language and to develop as strong a legislative package as
possible.

2) One commenter objected to the imposition of additional fees |
to finance activities involving no significant hazards I

determinations, asserting that licensees wouldn't be the
identifiable or even primary beneficiaries of these
activities. Id. at 64-5. We suggest the response which
follows as a replacement for staff's:

It is clear that the issuance of a license
amendment is a "special benefit" for the licensee,
and that the Commission is therefore authorized to
impose a fee to recover the cost to the agency of

Contact:
Michael B. Blume, OGC
x41493

.9(nn7enn 197
3ee

<
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i Tha Commissionara 2<

,

conferring that benefit. Mississippi Power &
1

Light Co. v. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 601
F.2d 223, 227 (5th Cir. 1979). The notice and
consultation process established in the present
rulemaking, together with all other aspects of the
no significant hazards consideration deter- .

mination, reflects statutory requirements that
must be met in the issuance of a license -

amendment. Accordingly, the NRC resources
expended in this part of the amendment proceedings
are costs necessarily incurred by the agency on

| behalf of the licensee. Thus the Commission may
' include these costs in its fee for issuing the

amendment.

While the Commission believes that the public as
well as the licensee will benefit from this'

clarification and improvement in the amendment
process, the "special benefit" of receiving a

j particular license amendment pertains to the
licensee alone, and the Commission may therefore

4

assess the full cost of'providing it. Mississippi
Power & Light, supra, at 230.

| 3) We do not believe that staff's analysis regsrding the
application of the backfit rule (id, at 91) is in accord
with that rule. We would delete staff's analysis and
replace it with the simple statement that because the final
rule imposes no requirements on licensees beyond those
which were already imposed in the Interim Final Rule, the
final rule is not a backfit and no backfit analysis is
required.

4) Staff's addition of a provision intended to preclude
j adjudicatory board litigation of the sta'ff's no significant
: hazards determinations is worthwhile. See S 50.58 (b) (6) ,

id. at 99. However, the language should be clarified, as
'

Tollows:;

J

No petition or other request for review of or
hearing on a Director's significant hazards
consideration determination will be entertained by
the Commission. The director's determination is
final, subject only to the Commission's
discretion, on its own initiative, to review the
staff's determination. j

i
i

e

I

|

*
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- The Commissioners 3

5) The rulemaking notice should be reviewed before publication
to eliminate grammatical errors and poor word usage.

cc: EDO
ELD
OPE

,
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